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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 

BUSINESS AFFAIRS & AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING 
5:00 P.M.** 

NOVEMBER 12, 2015 
BERKELEY HOTEL 

1200 E. CARY ST. 
RICHMOND, VA 

           Approved 
 

AGENDA 
 
 

• CALL TO ORDER      Dr. Javaid Siddiqi, Chair 
 

• APPROVAL OF AGENDA     Dr. Javaid Siddiqi, Chair 
 

• APPROVAL OF MINUTES     Dr. Javaid Siddiqi, Chair 
September 17, 2015 

• REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

o University Auditor’s Report    Margaret McManus, University Auditor 
 

o Alternative Tuition Models Presentation   Richard S. Alvarez, Vice President for  
Finance & Administration and Chief 
Financial Officer 
 

o T&R Compensation Status    Richard S. Alvarez, Vice President for  
Finance & Administration and Chief 
Financial Officer 

 
o Administrative Support for T&R Faculty   R ichard S. Alvarez, Vice President for  

Finance & Administration and Chief 
Financial Officer 

 
o Capital Project Update     Richard S. Alvarez, Vice President for  

Finance & Administration and Chief 
Financial Officer 

 
o Year-End Savings Strategies    Richard S. Alvarez, Vice President for  

Finance & Administration and Chief 
Financial Officer 
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• UPDATE ON COMMITTEE GOALS FOR 2015-2016 Dr. Javaid Siddiqi, Chair 
 

• OTHER BUSINESS      Dr. Javaid Siddiqi, Chair 
  

• ADJOURNMENT      Dr. Javaid Siddiqi, Chair 
 

**All start times for committees are approximate only.  Committees meet in the order 
appearing.  Meetings may begin either before or after the listed approximate start time as 
committees are ready to proceed. 
 
 
 
Business Affairs and Audit Committee 
Dr. Javaid Siddiqi, Chair  
Ms. Krisha Chachra, Vice Chair 
Dr. Susan Whealler Johnston 
Mr. Mark Lawrence 
Mr. Randolph “Randy” J. Marcus 
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs & Audit Committee 


November 12, 2015 
 


Information Item 
Capital Projects Update 


 
Item: 
Facilities Planning & Construction update on capital projects.  
 
Background: 
Currently, the University has five active capital projects in progress.  Following is an update and 
project summary on each: 
  
1. Center for the Sciences 


 
Project Budget-------------------------------------------------------State Pooled Bond: $49,530,552 
 
Architect/Engineering Firm------------------------------------------------------EYP, Inc. 


    Washington, DC 
 
Construction Manager--------------------------------------------------------W.M. Jordan 


        Newport News, VA 
 
Construction is in the final stages for the 113,671 square foot Center for the Sciences.  This 
facility is being constructed north of and will connect to Curie Hall.  The progressive façade 
design, while complementary to campus architecture, communicates the vision of both the 
University and the College of Science & Technology. 
 
The building includes teaching and research lab spaces, classrooms, faculty offices, a 
planetarium, a vivarium, and a museum of earth sciences.   


 
The project is funded from the state-pooled bond program with a total project cost of 
$49,530,552.  Three Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) contracts have been awarded to W. 
M. Jordan, bringing the total construction contract price to $39,741,671. 
 
The concrete superstructure, including columns and elevated floor slabs, is complete. The 
building is served with permanent electrical service from the campus distribution. All 
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing basic system and component installation is complete on 
all levels. The brick veneer and curtain wall system on all sides of the building is complete. 
Roofing is complete, and elevators are in place and operational. Interface work connecting 
Curie Hall and the new center is complete. 
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The remaining work is concentrated on installation of equipment and furnishings. Flooring, 
acoustical ceiling tile, glass partitions, lighting, doors and hardware, and painting are nearly 
complete on all floors. Laboratory equipment and casework installation, along with plumbing 
and low-voltage electrical services, continues on all floors. Exterior site work and 
landscaping are nearly complete. 
 
The basic construction of the new Center for the Sciences will be completed in November 
2015. After completion of the installation of all equipment and furnishings and move-in of 
occupants, the facility will be ready to host classes in January 2016. 
 
  


2. New Academic Building – College of Humanities & Behavioral Sciences 
 
      Project Budget----------------------------------------------------------------- $48,429,305 
 
      Architect/Engineer Firm----------------------------------------------Moseley Architects                          
 
      Construction Manager---------------------------------------------------------S.B. Ballard  


Virginia Beach, VA 
 


The new College of Humanities & Behavioral Sciences academic building, which broke 
ground in August 2014, will provide academic space consisting of classrooms, offices, 
laboratories, and student/faculty collaborative areas.  Among the departments of the college 
that will be accommodated in the new building are: Communications, Criminal Justice, 
Psychology, Sociology, Political Science, English, Foreign Language, History, Philosophy & 
Religious Studies, and the Office of the Dean.  Notable features of the building include a 
vivarium, TV studios, an Emergency Operations Center simulation room, and a mock-trial 
room. 


 
The building will don a progressive architectural façade facing East Main Street, while 
maintaining the campus historical forms on the quad side.  The project budget of 
$48,429,305 (less equipment) and a building size of 143,600 square feet are planned. A 
Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) contract has been awarded to S. B. Ballard, the 
construction manager, in the amount of $40,040,993. 
 
Foundations and structural steel erection for the building frame is complete, as are all floor 
slabs. Masonry foundation walls and exterior masonry façade installation are essentially 
complete. Roofing substrate installation is complete, as is exterior wall framing, curtain wall 
framing, and exterior sheathing. The building is basically “dried in” at this point. 
 
Interior partition installation is well underway on all floors, along with HVAC, plumbing, 
and electrical rough-ins. Installation of interior door frames is underway. 
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The opening of this new academic building is targeted for Summer 2016, with classes 
starting in Fall 2016. 
 
 


3. Renovate Residence Halls Umbrella Project 
 


Project Budget-------------------------------------------------------------------9c Bond: $36,000,000 
   
      Architect/Engineer Firm (Phase 1) ------------------------------------------------VMDO 


                 Charlottesville, VA 
 


Contractor (Phase 1) --------------------------------------------------------------G&H Contracting 
          Salem, VA 
 
Phase 1 of the residence hall renovations umbrella project, including Pocahontas, Bolling, 
Draper, and the chilled water loop, will be funded through a $36,000,000 blanket renovations 
authorization.   
 
The three-building renovation scope provides for the replacement of plumbing piping, 
fixtures, fire alarm systems, electrical upgrades, accessibility improvements, asbestos 
abatement, and the addition of air conditioning and a fire-suppression system in each 
building, similar to the renovation scopes recently completed for Madison, Jefferson, 
Moffett, and Washington Halls.   
 
In addition to the above project scopes, a multi-level lounge space is included in each 
building that allows open visibility from the building lobby area to a lower-level lounge.  
This transforming feature will give vibrant new life to these buildings built in the 1950s. 


 
The project is broken into three pieces: chilled water loop installation, Bolling and 
Pocahontas renovation, and Draper renovation.  A contract in the amount of $16,667,000 has 
been awarded to G&H Contracting for the renovation portion of the three residence halls.  
 
The chilled water loop that serves the five Moffett Quad resident halls and Peters Hall is 
complete and functioning.  The cooling tower at Moffett Hall will provide all of the winter 
cooling needs for these facilities without the use of energy-consuming mechanical cooling. 
 
Pocahontas and Bolling Hall renovations had final inspections in late August and achieved 
occupancy for students for the fall 2015 semester. No major unforeseen conditions were 
uncovered during the final stages of the project. 


 
The renovation of Draper Hall started after the May 2015 commencement. Demolition is 
complete, with new carpentry and structural steel work well underway. The building is 
scheduled to be completed in Summer 2016 for fall semester occupancy. 
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Phase 2 of the residence hall renovations umbrella project includes the upgrade of life safety 
systems for Muse Hall.  The remaining balance on the umbrella capital project will be used 
to address the most critical infrastructure needs of Muse Hall such as a new fire alarm 
system, replacement sprinkler standpipe system, new lighting protection system, replacement 
elevators, and upgrades to exit stairways.   
 
A request for proposal (RFP) for the architect and engineering (A&E) design firm was 
published in August, and the Building Committee was established.  Proposals were submitted 
to Radford University in September, with interviews held in early October. Final selection of 
the A&E team of Waller/Todd/Sadler and LPA was approved in mid-October, with initial 
design kickoff scheduled for November. The project is planned to be advertised for 
construction in Spring 2016. 
 
 


4. Whitt Hall Renovation 
 


Project Budget--------------------------------------------------------------$8,933,000 
 
Architect/Engineer Firm----------------------------------------------------Clark-Nexsen 
                       Roanoke/Norfolk, VA 


 
The renovation project for Whitt Hall will provide for complete interior renovation, including 
new mechanical, electrical, and plumbing equipment.  The windows, which are in poor 
thermal condition, will be replaced with multi-life sashes, returning the building to its 
original character. 
 
The University undertook an intensive building envelope study to evaluate any hidden façade 
and infiltration issues.  The study reviewed portions of the building’s brick veneer, slate 
shingles, and wood trim.  The study identified areas needing intensive repair/replacement, 
and these items have been incorporated into the project scope. 
 
Preliminary submittal drawings were submitted to BCOM in August, along with projected 
cost summaries. The project was presented to the Art and Architectural Review Board, and 
was approved with minor comments. The project has also been reviewed by the Department 
of Historic Resources, and a few design elements of the project are being addressed. 
 
BCOM comments on the preliminary submittal have been received and the AE was directed 
to progress to final design. The working drawings submittal to BCOM is scheduled for mid-
November, and the project is planned to be advertised for construction in Spring 2016. 
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5. Intramural Fields/Hitting Facility 


 
Project Budget-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $8,427,000 


 
      Architect/Engineer Firm-----------------------------------------------------------Thompson & Litton 
                                       Radford, VA 
   
      Demolition Contractor ---------------------------------------------------------D. H. Griffin Co., Inc.  
                             Greensboro, NC/Roanoke, VA 
 
      Hitting Facility Contractor-------------------------------------------------------Price Buildings, Inc. 
                                                                                                                              Rocky Mount, VA 
 
      Intramural Fields Contractor ----------------------------------------------------------MB Contractors 
                        Roanoke, VA 
 


The project has three components:  (1) demolition of the Burlington building at the 
intramural field location; (2) construction of the intramural field; and (3) construction of the 
hitting facility, to be located adjacent to the women’s softball field at the Dedmon Athletic 
Complex. 


 
The building demolition phase was completed in January 2015 at a final cost of $469,167. 
 
The IM fields project was completed during Summer 2015 at a final construction cost of 
$4,204,164.  Some final recreation equipment is being installed over the next few weeks. 
 
The hitting facility includes coaches’ offices, locker areas, and a large open-bay area for 
indoor batting and throwing practice. The certificate of occupancy for the building was 
obtained from BCOM on October 20, and furniture and other equipment will be installed 
over the next few weeks to allow move-in by the staff. The final construction cost is 
estimated to be $1,485,000.  
 
The total project cost, including A&E and soft costs, is projected to come in below the 
authorized budget for the total project.  
 


 
Action: 
None; informational only. 
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Attachment C


Non-Personnel Division
Budget T&R AP Classified Total Percent


E&G
Academic Affairs $19,708,830 $356,405 $85,840 $43,793 $486,038 2.47%
Finance & Administration 3,137,923 18,571 71,914 90,486 2.88%
Information Technology 3,706,253 22,324 24,704 47,029 1.27%
Central Administration 637,764 8,689 10,301 18,990 2.98%
Student Affairs 152,119 6,728 2,046 8,774 5.77%
University Relations 808,637 9,174 1,321 10,496 1.30%
University Advancement 902,173 14,225 1,492 15,718 1.74%
E&G Total $29,053,698 $356,405 $165,552 $155,572 $677,530 2.33%


Non-Personnel Auxiliary
Budget T&R AP Classified Total Percent


Auxiliary
Dining Services $16,275,464 $1,807 $4,039 $5,846 0.04%
Residential Facilities 7,991,615 4,636 15,372 20,008 0.25%
Parking/Transportation 602,362 1,460 1,460 0.24%
Telecommunications 422,320 767 767 0.18%
Student Health 2,712,901 2,155 272 2,428 0.09%
Student Union 1,430,781 5,262 4,280 9,542 0.67%
Recreational Complex 1,721,674 2,714 2,960 5,674 0.33%
Other Enterprise Functions 1,557,616 1,592 1,592 0.10%
Conference Services 725,894 176 176 0.02%
Matriculation Fee 647,612 1,786 295 2,081 0.32%
Auxiliary Support 2,968,196 4,478 2,597 7,075 0.24%
Intercollegiate Athletics 9,098,282 27,360 4,548 31,908 0.35%
Auxiliary Total $46,154,715 $0 $50,198 $38,358 $88,556 0.19%


Notes:


a) Bonus amounts are based on budgeted salaries only and exclude temporary and vacant positions as of October 23,2015. (Per OBFP budget database)


b) Bonus amounts include FICA


c) Non-Personnel Budget do include discretionary wages but exclude all full-time funded positions and benefits


One Percent Bonus Option
Year-End Savings Incentive Strategy


2015-16
Total Bonus - 1%


2015-16
Total Bonus - 1%


\\whale\OBFP\BOV\2015-16\November Meeting\5-Year End Savings Strategies Page  1 of 1
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CALL TO ORDER 
 
Dr. Javaid Siddiqi, Chair, formally called the meeting to order at 1:55 p.m. in the Board Room in 
Martin Hall on the campus of Radford University, Radford, Virginia and noted that pursuant to the 
draft Agenda as published “All start times for committees are approximate only. Committees meet 
sequentially in the order appearing.  Meetings may begin either before or after the listed 
approximate start time as committee members are ready to proceed.”   
 
APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
Dr. Siddiqi asked for a motion to approve the September 17, 2015 Agenda, as published.  Mr. Mark 
Lawrence so moved and Mr. Randolph “Randy” J. Marcus seconded, and the motion was 
unanimously approved.   
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
 
Dr. Siddiqi asked for a motion to approve the minutes of the May 7, 2015 meeting of the Business 
Affairs & Audit Committee, as published.   Mr. Lawrence so moved and Mr. Marcus seconded, and 
the motion was unanimously approved. A copy of the approved minutes can be found at 
http://www.radford.edu/content/bov/home/meetings/minutes.html.  
 
REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Report from Auditor of Public Accounts 
Mr. Mike Reinholtz, Acquisitions & Contract Management Specialty Team Director and Radford 
Audit Project Manager with the Auditor of Public Accounts of the Commonwealth of Virginia, 
provided a summary of the APA’s audit of the University’s fiscal year 2014 financial statements, 
noting that the University received an unmodified opinion with no material weaknesses or instances 
of noncompliance.  Mr. Reinholtz also briefed the Committee on the upcoming audit of the 
University’s fiscal year 2015 financial statements.  A copy of the summary of the Results of the 
Financial Statement Audit is attached hereto as Attachment A and is made a part hereof. 
 
Dr. Siddiqi thanked Mr. Reinholtz for his report. 
 
Report from the University Auditor 
Ms. Margaret McManus, University Auditor, introduced her staff and then provided an overview of 
the Internal Audit Department’s duties and responsibilities, including providing the Committee with 
a copy of the department’s current Charter.  Ms. Margaret McManus also reported that a review of 
the University Discretionary Fund for the quarter ended June 30, 2015 was conducted, and that 
100% of the expenditures were reviewed and all were in compliance with the Board of Visitors’ 
guidelines.  Ms. McManus also presented the FY 2015 Activity Report, the FY 2016 Audit Plan, 
and the Budget and Staffing Summaries for FY 2015 and FY 2016, a balanced scorecard for FY 
2015, a follow-up audit status report, and an audit report on Small Purchase Charge Card Point of 
Sale Transactions.  A copy of Ms. McManus’ report is attached hereto as Attachment B and is 
made a part hereof.  


Dr. Siddiqi thanked Ms. McManus for her report. 
 



http://www.radford.edu/content/bov/home/meetings/minutes.html
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Write-Off of Past Due Accounts 
Ms. Lisa Ridpath, Associate Vice President for Finance & Administration, provided the annual 
report for write-off of past due accounts for fiscal year 2015.  A copy of the report is attached 
hereto as Attachment C and is made a part hereof. 
 
Dr. Siddiqi thanked Ms. Ridpath for her report. 
 
Report on Capital Projects 
Mr. Richard Alvarez, Vice President for Finance & Administration and Chief Financial Officer, 
provided a capital project update report, and referred the Committee to the Capital Projects Update 
found in their Committee materials.  A copy of the Capital Projects Update is attached hereto as 
Attachment D and is made a part hereof. 
 
Alternative Tuition Models 
Mr. Alvarez also provided a report regarding the various types of alternative tuition models used by 
institutions of higher education, including flat rate/plateau, per credit hours, guaranteed/fixed rate, 
and tiered pricing/program specific.  A copy of the report is attached hereto as Attachment E and is 
made a part hereof. 


2014-15 Financial Performance Report 
Mr. Alvarez, Chief Financial Officer and VP for Finance & Administration, provided a summary of 
unaudited revenue and expenditure activity for the year ending June 30, 2015, and reported that 
revenue and expenditures were at expected levels and that contributions to the auxiliary reserve 
came in stronger than projected due to lower than anticipated contract vendor payments for meal 
plans, the timing of expenditures, and turnover and vacancy savings.   A copy of the report is 
attached hereto as Attachment F and is made a part hereof. 
 
Dr. Siddiqi thanked Mr. Alvarez for his reports. 


ACTION ITEMS 


Recommendation to the Board of Visitors for approval of the Radford University 2015-16 
Operating Budget  
Mr. Alvarez reviewed the 2015-16 operating budget, and explained that it was developed 
considering projected enrollment levels, actions taken by the Governor and General Assembly 
during the 2015 session, Board-approved tuition and fee rates, the strategic goals of the University, 
and the outlook of the economy.  He provided an overview of the recommended budget by major 
program and reviewed the major base budget initiatives funded for 2015-16.  After discussion, Dr. 
Siddiqi asked for a motion to recommend that the Board of Visitors approve the resolution entitled 
“Approval of the Radford University 2015-2016 Operating Budget”.  Mr. Lawrence so moved, and 
Mr. Marcus seconded the motion and the motion was unanimously adopted.  A copy of the report 
and the resolution “Approval of the Radford University 2015-2016 Operating Budget” is attached 
hereto as Attachment G and is made a part hereof.   
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Recommendation to the Board of Visitors for approval of the Radford University 2015 Six-
Year Plan 
Mr. Alvarez reported on the University’s Six-Year Plan (2015).  He reported that Radford 
University’s Six-Year Plan was updated to reflect existing strategies and new strategies based on 
institutional priorities and legislative action during the 2015 General Assembly Session.  He noted 
that comments regarding the University’s 2015 Six-Year Plan were received from state officials on 
September 1, 2015 with responses to the comments and final Six Year Plan due October 1, 2015.   
Dr. Siddiqi asked for a motion recommending that the Board of Visitors approve the resolution 
“Approval of Radford University’s 2015 Six-Year Plan”.   Mr. Marcus so moved, and Mr. 
Lawrence seconded the motion and the motion was unanimously adopted.  A copy of the report and 
the resolution “Approval of Radford University’s  2015 Six-Year Plan” is attached hereto as 
Attachment H and is made a part hereof.   
 
Resolution requesting approval of the University’s 2016-2022 Six-Year Capital Outlay Plan 
Mr. Alvarez reported on the University’s 2016-2022 Six-Year Capital Outlay Plan.  He stated that 
these submissions are used to prioritize capital projects for the Commonwealth.  Mr. Alvarez 
reviewed the projects by biennium and provided a brief description of each.  Dr. Siddiqi asked for a 
motion recommending that the Board of Visitors approve the resolution approving the University’s 
2016-2022 Six-Year Capital Outlay Plan.  Mr. Marcus so moved, and Mr. Lawrence seconded the 
motion and the motion was unanimously adopted.  A copy of the report and the resolution 
approving the University’s 2016-2022 Six-Year Capital Outlay Plan is attached hereto as 
Attachment I and is made a part hereof.   
 
Approval of Committee Goals 
Dr. Siddiqi stated that the Committee needed to formally approve the Committee goals for the 
2015-2016 academic year, and asked for a motion to approve the committee goals as follows:  


(1) conduct a Higher Education Finance 101 Orientation for all Board members;  
 


(2) in conjunction with the Academic Affairs Committee, prepare a cost/benefit analysis of 
all programs offered; 


 
(3) in conjunction with the Academic Affairs Committee, conduct a review of teaching and 


research faculty compensation level and strategies;  
 
(4) conduct a review and discussion of alternative tuition models.  


 Mr. Marcus so moved and Mr. Lawrence seconded and the goals were unanimously adopted.  A 
copy of the resolution is attached hereto as Attachment J and is made a part hereof. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 3:00 p.m. 


Respectfully submitted, 


 
Michele N. Schumacher 
Secretary to the Board of Visitors  










 



Attachment  “J” 



 



Resolution to Adopt the 2015-2016 Goals for the Business Affairs & Audit Committee 



 



WHEREAS, at the Board of Visitors Retreat held in July 2015, each standing committee of the 
Board of Visitors discussed committee goals; and now 



THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the 2015-2016 Goals of the Advancement/Alumni 
Relations and Communications/Marketing Committee shall be as follows:  



(1) conduct a Higher Education Finance 101 Orientation for all Board members;  
 



(2) in conjunction with the Academic Affairs Committee, prepare a cost/benefit analysis 
of all programs offered;  



 
(3) in conjunction with the Academic Affairs Committee, conduct a review of teaching 



and research faculty compensation level and strategies; and 



(4) conduct a review and discussion of alternative tuition models.  
 
 













RADFORD UNIVERSITY 
Results of Financial Statement Audit 
For the Year Ended June 30, 2014 



Area Comments 



Auditor’s Opinion 



Scope of Internal Control Work 



Compliance Testing 



Fraud and Illegal Acts 



Significant Audit Adjustments 



Accounting Policies, Principles, 
Methods, and Estimates 



We have issued an unmodified opinion on the University’s 
financial statements for the year ended June 30, 2014.  Our 
opinion is included in the University’s fiscal year 2014 Financial 
Statement Report.   



We have issued a separate report on Internal Controls and 
Compliance.  We obtained a sufficient understanding of internal 
control to plan our audit and to determine the nature, timing, 
and extent of testing performed.  Our audit did not identify any 
matters that we consider to be material weaknesses. 



We found no instances of noncompliance that are required to be 
reported.   



We found no indications of fraudulent transactions or illegal 
acts.   



There were no audit adjustments that were required to be 
recorded in the audited financial statements.  



• There were no material changes to accounting and reporting
policies and standards during the year.



• There were no material alternative accounting treatments
identified as a result of the audit.



• We concur with management’s application of accounting
principles.



• We reviewed the basis for accounting estimates and these
estimates appear to be reasonable based on available
information and consistent with prior periods



• There were no disagreements with management about
auditing, accounting, or disclosure matters.
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Office of Audit & Advisory Services 



Governor 



Radford University 
Board of Visitors 



President 
Secretary to the Board of 



Visitors and Senior 
Assistant to the President 



University Auditor 



Executive Director 
of Administration 



Executive Assistant 
to the President 



Receptionist/ 
Administrative Assistant 



Senior Internal 
Auditor 



Staff Auditor 



Information 
Technology Auditor 



Provost & VP 
Academic Affairs 



VP Finance & 
Administration & Chief 



Financial Officer 



VP Univ Relations & 
Chief Communications 



Officer 



VP Student 
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VP Information 
Technology & Chief 
Information Officer 



VP Univ 
Advancement 



Executive Director & 
Chief Human 



Resources Officer 



Director, 
Intercollegiate 
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Director of 
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Office of Audit & Advisory Services 



External Auditors....Internal Auditors 



What’s the difference? 











External Auditors... 



Auditor of Public Accounts (APA) – “State Auditors” 



• Based in Richmond; dual reporting to General
Assembly and JLARC



• Perform annual financial statement audit and
NCAA agreed-upon procedures and issue
reports on both



Office of Audit & Advisory Services 











Internal Auditors... 



Office of Audit & Advisory Services 



• University employees on campus; dual reporting to President and Board of
Visitors



• Performs a variety of activities



Office of Audit & Advisory Services 











Our Charter... 



Approved by the Board of Visitors and defines: 



• Mission 
• Scope of Work 
• Independence and Accountability 
• Authority 
• Responsibility 
• Standards of Audit Practice 



 



Office of Audit & Advisory Services 
 











Our Mission... 



To assist the Board of Visitors, the President, and senior 
management of Radford University by: 



• Independently examining and evaluating operations and ongoing control
processes of the university.



• Providing counsel and recommendations for improvement whenever issues
are identified.



Office of Audit & Advisory Services 











What We Do... 



Investigations 



• Planned audits based on risk assessment
• Annual audit projects



Office of Audit & Advisory Services 



Audits 



• Resource for University



Follow-up on Audit Issues 



Advisory Services 



• Internal and external



• State Fraud, Waste, & Abuse Hotline
• Other investigations











Who We Are... 



Margaret McManus, University Auditor 



Dawn Taylor, Senior Auditor 



April MacInnis, Staff Auditor 



Santhosh Parameswaran, IT Auditor 



Office of Audit & Advisory Services 











Welcome to Radford University! 



Office of Audit & Advisory Services 











RADFORD UNIVERSITY 
OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES 



CHARTER 



MISSION 



Internal Auditing is an independent and objective assurance and consulting activity that is guided by a philosophy of 
adding value to improve the operations of an organization.  The mission of the Office of Audit and Advisory Services is 
to assist the Board of Visitors, the President, and senior management of Radford University by independently examining 
and evaluating the operations and ongoing control processes of the university, providing counsel and recommendations 
for improvement whenever they are identified.  In these activities, the Office of Audit and Advisory Services assists the 
university in meeting its mission, goals, and objectives in an effective and efficient manner.  Consequently, the Office of 
Audit and Advisory Services is an integral part of the overall internal control structure of the university. 



SCOPE OF WORK 



The scope of work for Audit and Advisory Services is to ascertain that the system of internal control, as designed and 
represented by management, is adequate and functioning in a manner to provide reasonable assurance regarding the: 



• Achievement of the university’s objectives;



• Effectiveness and efficiency of operations and programs;



• Reliability and integrity of financial and operational information;



• Safeguarding of assets; and



• Compliance with policies, standards, procedures, contracts, and applicable laws and regulations.



These reviews and evaluations of internal control are advisory in nature.  The university’s management continues to be 
responsible for establishing and maintaining an adequate internal control system. 



INDEPENDENCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY 



To provide the requisite independence, Audit and Advisory Services personnel report to the University Auditor, who is 
administratively responsible to the President and functionally accountable to the Business Affairs and Audit Committee 
of the Board of Visitors.  Any decision to terminate the University Auditor must be approved by the Business Affairs 
and Audit Committee. 



AUTHORITY 



The University Auditor as well as the Audit and Advisory Services staff are authorized to: 



• Have unrestricted access to all functions, records, property, and personnel.



• Have full and free access to the President and/or the Business Affairs and Audit Committee.



• Allocate resources, set frequencies, select subjects, determine scopes of work, and apply the techniques required to
accomplish audit objectives.



• Obtain the necessary assistance of personnel in units of the university where they perform audits, as well as other
specialized services from within or outside the university.



The University Auditor as well as the Audit and Advisory Services staff are not authorized to: 



• Perform any operational duties for the university or its affiliates.











• Initiate or approve accounting transactions external to the Office of Audit and Advisory Services.



• Direct the activities of any university employee not employed by Audit and Advisory Services, except to the extent
such employees have been appropriately assigned to auditing teams or to otherwise assist the audit team.



• Develop or write policies or procedures that they may later be called upon to evaluate.  Draft materials developed
by management may be reviewed for propriety and/or completeness; however, ownership of, and responsibility for
these materials remains with management.



RESPONSIBILITY 



The University Auditor as well as the Audit and Advisory Services Staff have responsibility to: 



• Develop an annual audit plan based on relative risk and submit that plan to management and the Business Affairs
and Audit Committee for review and approval.



• Implement the annual audit plan, as approved, including any special tasks or projects assigned by management and
the Business Affairs and Audit Committee.



• Maintain a professional audit staff with sufficient knowledge, skills, and experience to meet the requirements of
this Charter.



• Evaluate and assess significant merging/consolidating functions and new or changing systems, services, processes,
operations, and control processes coincident with their development, implementation, and/or expansion.



• Perform special studies, reviews, or investigations requested by management.



• Perform consulting and advisory services related to governance, risk management, internal controls, or other areas
of interest and concern



• Report to appropriate levels of management significant issues related to the processes for controlling the activities
of the university, including potential improvements to those processes.



• Correspond and follow up with management to ensure that corrective action is taken on findings and
recommendations in the operations reviewed.



• Assist in the investigation of significant suspected fraudulent activities within the university and notify
management and the Business Affairs and Audit Committee of the results.



• Consider the scope of work of the external auditors, as appropriate, for the purpose of providing optimal audit
coverage to the university at a reasonable overall cost.



• Periodically provide to the Business Affairs and Audit Committee information on the status and results of the
annual audit plan, the results of activities and operations reviewed, and the sufficiency of office resources.
Reports from “special request” audits may have more limited distribution.



STANDARDS OF AUDIT PRACTICE 



The Office of Audit and Advisory Services will adhere to the Institute of Internal Auditors mandatory guidance 
including the Definition of Internal Auditing, the Code of Ethics, and the International Standards for the Professional 
Practice of Internal Auditing in the performance of its activities.  Each member of the office is expected to consistently 
demonstrate high standards of conduct and ethics as well as appropriate judgment, independence and discretion. 
Members maintain a professional image and protect auditee confidences and confidential information. 



Adopted by the Board of Visitors on September 19, 2014. 











RADFORD UNIVERSITY



OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES 
Fiscal Year 2015 Activity Report 



Projects During Past Year 



REVIEWS & INVESTIGATIONS - Completed



Information Technology Audit - RU Express Micros system



Sole Source Procurement Audit



Revenue Collection Point - Surplus Property



State Hotline Investigations (two cases)



Other Investigations (three cases)



REVIEWS & INVESTIGATIONS - In Process



Information Technology Audit - PeopleAdmin



Cash Collection Point Audit - Conference Services



One Time Pay Process Audit



Contract Audit - Virginia Business Systems



Contract Audit - Student Health and Counseling Services



Small Purchase Charge Card - Point of Sale Transactions



State Hotline Investigations (one case)



Other Investigations (one case)



ANNUAL AUDIT PROJECTS - Completed



Cash Counts (15 funds)



Fixed Asset Verifications - (205 assets)



Inventory - June 30, 2014



Payroll Reviews (4 quarters)



University Discretionary Fund Reviews (4 quarters)



Follow-up on Internal Audit Report Issues



Follow-up on Auditor of Public Accounts (APA) Comments



OTHER AUDIT PROJECTS - Completed



Indirect Audit Activities



Coordination of APA Audit



Approximately 110 University & Management Support Projects











RADFORD UNIVERSITY



OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES



* Includes expenditures for contractual services, printing/postage/copier,



telecommunications, and supplies & materials.



41% 



9% 
24% 



3% 



23% 



Fiscal Year 2015 Hours - Actual 



Reviews & Investigations



Annual Audit Projects



Other Audit Projects



Professional Development



Administrative



84% 



2% 
12% 



2% 



Fixcal Year 2015 Expenditures - Actual 



Personal Services



Travel



Furniture and Equipment



Other*











RADFORD UNIVERSITY



OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES



* Includes expenditures for contractual services, printing/postage/copier,



telecommunications, and supplies & materials.



** Furniture and equipment was higher in FY 2015 due to the department 



moving to a new office suite in FY 2015.



35% 



7% 32% 



5% 



21% 



Fiscal Year 2016 Hours - Projected 



Reviews & Investigations



Annual Audit Projects



Other Audit Projects



Professional Development



Administrative



96% 



2% 



0% 



2% 



Fiscal Year 2016 Expenditures - Projected 



Personal Services



Travel



Furniture and
Equipment**



Other*











RADFORD UNIVERSITY 
OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES 



BALANCED SCORECARD 
2014-2015 



# Measurement Goal/Criteria Goal Results 
Personnel 



1. Maintain acceptable percentage of staff members with
professional certifications or advanced degrees.



Between 
75%-100% 



75% 



2. Each staff member obtains an acceptable number of
professional continuing education hours per calendar year.



Between 40-
60 hours 



57 hours 



Productivity 
3. Maintain an acceptable “administrative time” utilization



ratio, based on hours worked.
25% or less 23% 



Reporting 
4. Provide the Business Affairs and Audit Committee with



periodic status updates.
Between 3-4 
times/year 



4 times 



5. Maintain an average acceptable turnaround rate for
distributing the draft report to management for signature
(i.e. time between audit exit conference and distribution of
draft report for signature).



10 business 
days 



3.4 business days 



Quality and Effectiveness 
6. Maintain satisfactory results (“good” or ‘excellent”) on



audit project customer satisfaction surveys.
Between 
80%-100% 



100% 



7. Maintain an acceptable percentage of business issues
accepted by management.



Between 
90%-100% 



100% 











RADFORD UNIVERSITY



OFFICE OF AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICES 
Fiscal Year 2016 Audit Plan 



REVIEWS & INVESTIGATIONS



Projects from Prior Year In Progress 



    Cash Collection Point Audit - Conference Services



    One-Time Pay Process Audit



    Contract Audit - Virginia Business Systems



    Contract Audit - Student Health and Counseling Services



    Small Purchase Charge Card - Point of Sale Transactions



    Information Technology Audit - PeopleAdmin



Departmental Reviews



Cash Collection Point Review



Data Integrity - Compensation



Information Technology Audit - Building Automation System



State Hotline Investigations



Other Investigations



ANNUAL AUDIT PROJECTS



Cash Counts



Inventory



Payroll Reviews



Fixed Asset Verifications



University Discretionary Fund Reviews



Follow-up Reviews on Internal Audit Report Issues



Follow-up on Auditor of Public Accounts (APA) Comments



OTHER AUDIT PROJECTS



Indirect Audit Activities



APA Audit Coordination



University & Management Support Projects











RADFORD UNIVERSITY – OFFICE OF AUDIT & ADVISORY SERVICES 
Audit of Small Purchase Charge Card Point of Sale Transactions 



July 30, 2015 



Page 1 of 2 



BACKGROUND 
Since 1995, Radford University has participated in the Commonwealth of Virginia’s small purchase charge card 
(SPCC) program.  The program provides the University the opportunity to streamline procedures for procuring and 
paying for small dollar goods and services.  At no time must the card be used to circumvent procurement guidelines.   



Radford University requires all transactions for goods and/or services to have an approved purchase order in eVA (the 
electronic procurement system) prior to purchase, except SPCC Point of Sale transactions.  Although there are a few 
exceptions, the majority of SPCC Point of Sale transactions do not have to be entered into eVA either before or after 
the purchase.  An SPCC Point of Sale transaction is identified as one in which the cardholder swipes the SPCC at the 
vendor’s place of business to purchase an item that is readily available off the shelf.   



The University’s Accounting Services department administers the SPCC program, which has approximately 128 
cardholders.  For fiscal year 2014, the University had approximately 1,285 Point of Sale transactions totaling 
approximately $170,000, which represents nearly 18% of the total dollar amount purchased through the SPCC 
program.     



SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 
The scope of this audit was limited to SPCC Point of Sale transactions. This audit did not address any other SPCC 
transactions.   



The objective of this audit was to determine whether SPCC Point of Sale transactions are in compliance with 
University and State policies and procedures.      



This review was conducted in accordance with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal 
Auditing.  



CONCLUSION 
At the time of the review, and relative to the process and transactions reviewed, the internal control structure 
appeared adequate to provide reasonable assurance that the objective noted above is being met.  However, we 
identified the following business issues.      



BUSINESS ISSUES 
The following issues were identified in this audit.  Page 2 contains information on planned actions and action dates 
and, accordingly, that page is an integral part of this report. 



1. SPCC purchasing practices were allowed that were inconsistent with University policies and procedures.
2. Sales tax that was paid in error had not been recovered from the vendors.
3. An erroneous SPCC charge had not been reimbursed by the cardholder.
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Audit of Small Purchase Charge Card Point of Sale Transactions 



July 30, 2015 
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BUSINESS ISSUE PLANNED ACTION ACTION DATE 
1. During our audit, we noted certain SPCC



purchasing practices that were allowed
even though those practices were
inconsistent with the University’s
policies and procedures.



a) In one instance, a gift card was
allowed to be purchased although the
University’s procedures prohibit
using the SPCC to purchase gift
cards.



b) We noted two instances in which
services were allowed to be
purchased although the University’s
procedures prohibit using the SPCC
to purchase services.



c) We noted two instances in which
iPad accessories were allowed to be
purchased without first having a fully
approved eVA purchase order.
Under the University’s procedures,
purchasing these items is restricted
without first having a fully approved
eVA purchase order.



d) The University’s Food and Beverage
Policy requires a Business Meal
Certification Form to be completed
for purchases that fall in the Official
Business Function category.  We
noted two instances where
snack/refreshment items were
identified as being purchased for
Official Business Functions, but the
form was not required to be
submitted.



a) SPCC Administration will update the
University’s procedures to clarify when the
SPCC may be used to purchase gift cards.



b) SPCC Administration will update the
University’s procedures to clarify when the
SPCC may be used to purchase services.



c) After consulting with the Division of
Information Technology, SPCC
Administration will update the University’s
procedures to remove the restriction.



d) The Controller’s Office will review the
Food and Beverage Policy and update it to
clarify how snacks and refreshments should
be procured and what documentation is
required.



Complete 



Complete 



Complete 



November 30, 2015 



2. Radford University is exempt from state
sales tax on purchases of tangible
personal property.  When a vendor
erroneously charges sales tax on an
SPCC transaction, the cardholder should
obtain a refund from the vendor.



During our testing, we noted two
cardholders had paid sales tax in error,
and the amounts had not been recovered
from the vendors.



Refunds for the sales tax amounts paid have 
been received from the respective vendors. 



Complete 



3. We noted one instance from September
2013 where the cardholder noted that she
had charged a meal to the SPCC in error
and that she would reimburse the
University for it.  However, there was no
evidence that reimbursement was made.



The cardholder has reimbursed the University 
for the amount of the charge. 



Complete 
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Audit:  IT Account Management – Active Directory 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status 



3.2(a) Temporary accounts, such as courtesy accounts, 
are not set to automatically expire after a 
predetermined period, beyond which access to 
these accounts is not needed.  In addition, 
temporary access is established without an 
approval from the System Owner. (B) 



DoIT will implement an Identity 
Management system with the 
capability of creating temporary and 
guest accounts with automatic 
expiration at a documented date.       



August 1, 2014 
Revised to      



November 1, 2014 
Revised to  



July 1, 2015 
Revised to 



August 31, 2015 



 In process 



4.2(b) As required by the RU IT Security Standard, it 
appears that system administrators have both an 
administrative account and at least one regular 
user account.  However, because of the current 
set-up of the global groups, it appears that 
administrators do not have to use their 
administrator accounts to perform administrative 
tasks.  Specifically, we found that five out of 
eight administrative global groups tested 
contained regular user accounts.  Therefore, 
those regular accounts had administrative 
privileges.  Furthermore, out of those five 
groups, four of them contained both an 
administrative account and a regular account for 
the same user. 



As part of the Identity and Access 
Management project, DoIT will 
conduct a more extensive review and 
cleanup of all global groups in non-
sensitive systems. 



August 1, 2014 
Revised to 



December 1, 2014 
Revised to 



July 1, 2015 
Revised to 



December 1, 2015 



In process 



Audit:  IT Account Management – Cognos 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status 



3.0 The Division of Information Technology (DoIT) 
is not notified when users transfer between areas 
of the University and their access requirements 
change.  Therefore, changes in user access levels 
for reasons such as transfers are not performed.   



Revised Action Plan:  
In 2014, Human Resources implemented 
electronic personnel action forms 
(EPAFs) to route actions appropriately 
and automate notifications to DoIT. 
Additionally, Human Resources will 



March 31, 2013 
Revised to  



August 31, 2013 
Revised to 



November 30, 2013 
Revised to 



Complete  
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Audit:  IT Account Management – Cognos 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status 



develop a process to address instances 
when they become aware of separations 
and transfers by means other than the 
EPAF. 



September 30, 2014 
Revised to 



March 31, 2015 
Revised to 



June 30, 2015 



Audit:  IT Password Management – Active Directory & Banner 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status 



1.0 Our review of requirements for passwords 
indicated that the university addresses passwords 
in two separate documents: the RU IT Security 
Standard (Standard) and the RU Password Policy 
and Standards (Policy). Inconsistencies exist 
between these documents and a match could not 
be found for 10 out of the 24 items from the 
Policy document to the Standard document. In 
addition, the Policy reads as a set of guidelines 
rather than requirements. 



Two separate, but inconsistent, documents for 
passwords could lead to confusion and 
misinterpretation. 



The Division of Information 
Technology (DoIT) will work with the 
Office of Policy Compliance and the 
Office of Audit and Advisory Services 
to review and determine the definitions 
and information that should be 
contained in the Standard vs. the 
Policy. Once this is determined, these 
documents will be updated 
appropriately. 



August 1, 2014 
Revised to      



November 1, 2014 
Revised to  



July 1, 2015 



 Complete 



Audit:  IT – Micros 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status 



1.0 The Payment Card Industry Data Security 
Standard (PCI-DSS) requires all entities that 
store, process or transmit cardholder data to 
perform quarterly internal vulnerability scans. 



The Division of Information 
Technology (DoIT) will schedule and 
implement quarterly vulnerability 
scans of Micros. 



April 30, 2015 Complete 
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Audit:  IT – Micros 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status 



However, only one internal vulnerability scan 
was performed on the Micros system in the first 
ten months of 2014, which does not meet the 
requirements of PCI-DSS.  



This could lead to non-compliance with PCIDSS 
and could jeopardize the University’s privilege to 
accept payment cards as a payment method. 



4.0 During the audit, we noted that the 
organizational placement of the Auxiliary 
Services Technology Team (Tech Team) could 
present certain challenges. Although the Tech 
Team’s job duties are to provide maintenance 
and support exclusively for systems utilized by 
Auxiliary Services in the Division of Finance 
and Administration, the Tech Team reports to the 
Director of IT Infrastructure in the Division of 
Information Technology. Examples of potential 
challenges were provided to management. 



DoIT will arrange a meeting with 
executive management from the 
Division of Information Technology 
and the Division of Finance and 
Administration to discuss the 
organizational structure and any future 
changes. 



June 30, 2015 
Revised to 



September 30, 2015 



   In process 



5.0 The RU IT Security Standard requires backup 
media to be stored in an off-site location that is 
geographically separate and distinct from the 
primary location. 



The location for storage of backup media is not 
geographically separate and distinct from the 
location of the primary media. During an event 
that affects closely situated storage locations, the 
loss of primary and backup media would render 
data or system incapable of being recovered. 



DoIT will research the feasibility and 
cost of off-site storage locations 
situated two miles or more from 
campus. Based on this research, an off-
site strategy will be selected and 
implemented. 



July 30, 2015 
Revised to 



January 29, 2016 



   In process 



9.0 As required by the RU IT Security Standard, it DoIT will revise the current procedures April 30, 2015 Complete 
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Audit:  IT – Micros 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status 



appears that the Information Security Officer 
(ISO) or designee annually reviews the list of 
persons allowed physical access to sensitive IT 
systems. However, improvements are needed in 
the review of those allowed physical access to 
the data centers. Specifically, we noted that the 
list of individuals with ID card access to the data 
centers that was reviewed by the ISO was 
incomplete. Furthermore, the annual review did 
not include a list of individuals granted key 
access to the data centers. 



A review of physical access to the data centers 
based on an incomplete list of individuals could 
lead to an inaccurate review and jeopardize 
physical security. 



for the ISO review to include all 
individuals with access to the data 
centers, regardless of whether they 
have card or key access. 



12.0 The RU IT Security Standard requires "biannual 
operating system level vulnerability scanning of 
sensitive IT systems in a frequency 
commensurate with sensitivity and risk". The use 
of "biannual" and "frequency commensurate with 
sensitivity and risk" in this way appears to 
impose two separate requirements. 



This lack of clarity could cause confusion for a 
user trying to establish a scan frequency and 
could result in noncompliance with the intent of 
the requirement. 



DoIT will review the RU IT Security 
Standard and update the requirement 
for clarification. 



July 1, 2015 
Revised to 



January 29, 2016 



   In process 
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Audit:  Revenue Collection Point Review – Surplus Property 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status 



1.0 We noted an opportunity to improve the security 
of the funds received and the efficiency of the 
process. Currently, surplus property revenue 
checks are received approximately weekly from 
GovDeals.  However, the Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) with GovDeals provides 
the option for the University to receive the funds 
by direct deposit instead of by check.  Exercising 
this option would provide more security over the 
funds and more efficiency in the process. 



Facilities Management will work with 
Procurement and Contracts to update 
the MOU with GovDeals to implement 
receipt of funds electronically.  
Facilities Management will then 
implement procedures to reconcile the 
GovDeals revenue to funds received. 



July 1, 2015 
Revised to 



November 13, 2015 



In process 



2.0 The Assistant Director of Facilities Business 
Operations has been designated as the backup for 
the Administrative Assistant. Regarding the 
revenue collection process, this does not allow 
for a proper separation of duties. Specifically, 
with the current process, checks could be 
received and not deposited without being 
detected. 



Until the planned action for Issue #1 is 
implemented, Facilities Management 
will assign another employee to serve 
as the backup for the Administrative 
Assistant regarding duties in the 
revenue collection process. 



April 22, 2015  Complete 



3.0 Improvements are needed in reconciling 
revenues from GovDeals.  Currently, the 
reconciliation of revenues is only triggered by 
receiving a check from GovDeals.  This could 
allow the non-receipt of earned revenue to go 
undetected. 



Until the planned action for Issue #1 is 
implemented, the Surplus Supervisor 
will review revenues weekly by 
comparing the GovDeals sales report 
with surplus records.  The Assistant 
Director of Facilities Business 
Operations will then compare this 
review with the check before 
depositing.  Documentation of this 
process will be kept on file with the 
deposit records. 



April 22, 2015  Complete 



4.1 Improvements are needed in the deposit 
documentation for compliance with the 



Until the planned action for Issue #1 is 
implemented, the depositor will verify 



April 22, 2015  Complete 
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Audit:  Revenue Collection Point Review – Surplus Property 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status 



University’s Funds Handling Policy and 
Procedures.  Specifically, 



a.) The depositor does not verify and sign for 
the deposit prior to transporting it to the 
Cashier’s Office.  Documenting this step in 
the chain of custody of the deposit is 
required. 



and sign the deposit transmittal before 
leaving the department with the 
deposit.  Documentation of such will 
be retained on file. 



4.2 Improvements are needed in the deposit 
documentation for compliance with the 
University’s Funds Handling Policy and 
Procedures.  Specifically, 



b.)  Although the Banner Cash Receipt from the 
Cashier’s Office is retained on file, the copy 
of the deposit transmittal that documents the 
date that the deposit was received in the 
Cashier’s Office is not retained. Retaining 
this copy of the deposit transmittal 
completes the documentation of the chain of 
custody of the deposit. 



Until the planned action for Issue #1 is 
implemented, the copy of the deposit 
transmittal that shows the Cashier’s 
Office receipt of the deposit will be 
kept on file with the deposit records. 



April 22, 2015 Complete 



4.3 Improvements are needed in the deposit 
documentation for compliance with the 
University’s Funds Handling Policy and 
Procedures.  Specifically, 



c.)  Because the accounting system code 
(FOAP) to which a deposit is credited must 
be keyed manually by the Cashier’s Office, 
the process is subject to human error. 
During Facilities Management’s deposit 



Facilities Management will ensure that 
the FOAP appearing on each deposit’s 
Banner Cash Receipt is reviewed for 
accuracy. 



April 22, 2015 Complete 
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Audit:  Revenue Collection Point Review – Surplus Property 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status 



review process, the FOAP appearing on the 
Banner Cash Receipt should be reviewed to 
ensure accuracy of the deposit. 



(B)  This issue was also common to the IT Account Management audit of Cognos, but is only listed once on this report for conciseness. 
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September 17, 2015 



Information Item 
Write-off of Past Due Accounts Update 



Item: 
A report of all write-off of past due accounts in the previous fiscal year is presented annually at the 
September meeting of the Board of Visitors’ Business Affairs and Audit Committee. 



Background: 
The Virginia Department of Accounts Commonwealth Accounting Policies and Procedures (CAPP) 
Manual, Topic 20505, Accounts Receivable, states that delinquent accounts should be written off an 
agency's financial accounting records when all collection procedures, including those required by the Office 
of the Attorney General (OAG), have been conducted without results and management deems the accounts 
uncollectible. Accounts are deemed uncollectible if the collection account is over one year old and no 
payments have been received. OAG accounts are deemed uncollectible if no payment has been made in one 
year from the time it is placed with the OAG.  Accounts are written off effective the last day of the quarter 
in which this time period applies.     



When accounts are written off, they are removed from an agency's financial accounting records.  Writing 
off the debt for accounting purposes does not discharge the debt. The debt is still owed to the 
Commonwealth, but is no longer reported on the agency's books as a receivable.  Eligible written off 
receivables must continue to be submitted to the Commonwealth’s debt setoff program.  



At its December 4, 2006 meeting, the Radford University Board of Visitors delegated authority to write-
off uncollectible accounts under the amount of $25,000 per quarter to the Chief Financial Officer and Vice 
President for Finance and Administration.  To meet financial reporting standards in a timely manner, the 
Board of Visitors revised the write-off delegation, at the September 19, 2014 meeting, to authorize the Chief 
Financial Officer and Vice President for Finance and Administration to write-off all uncollectible accounts 
meeting State and University guidelines at the end of the reporting quarter, regardless of the amount and 
provide an annual report of the previous year-ending activity at the September Business Affairs and Audit 
Committee meeting.    



Below is a summary of the accounts written off by type of charge that have been returned by one of the 
university’s third party collection agencies as uncollectible or referred to the OAG and are deemed 
uncollectible during fiscal year ending June 30, 2015:  



Quarter Quarter Quarter  Quarter FY FY 
Ending Ending Ending Ending 2015 2015 



Classification 9/30/2014 12/31/2014 3/31/2015 6/30/2015 Total $ Total Count 



Tuition & fees $33,922.53 $14,685.71 $30,743.45 $70,380.57 $149,732.26  78 
Parking 0.00 0.00 287.00 440.00 727.00    7 
Residential Life 190.00 125.00 246.00 486.45 1,047.45  19 
Returned Items  5,828.00 4,170.00 2,990.00 2,069.76 15,057.76  12 



Total Approved Write-offs $39,940.53 $18,980.71 $34,266.45 $73,376.78 $166,564.47 116 



ATTACHMENT   C











Quarter Quarter Quarter  Quarter FY FY 
Other Ending Ending Ending Ending 2015 2015 
Informational Disclosure 9/30/2014 12/31/2014 3/31/2015 6/30/2015 Total $ Total Count 
Discharged by 
OAG/Bankruptcy/Death 



$1,996.90 $1,254.00 $6,959.60 $702.64  $10,913.14 7 



Action: 
None. Informational only.  
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs & Audit Committee 



September 17, 2015 



Information Item 
Capital Projects Update 



Item: 
Facilities Planning & Construction update on capital projects. 



Background: 
Currently, the University has five active capital projects in progress.  Following is an update and 
project summary on each: 



1. Center for the Sciences



Project Budget-------------------------------------------------------State Pooled Bond: $49,530,552



Architect/Engineering Firm------------------------------------------------------EYP, Inc.
               Washington, DC 



Construction Manager--------------------------------------------------------W.M. Jordan 
 Newport News, VA 



Construction is in the final stages for the 113,671 square foot Center for the Sciences.  This 
facility is being constructed north of and will connect to Curie Hall.  The progressive façade 
design, while complementary to campus architecture, communicates the vision of both the 
University and the College of Science & Technology. 



The building includes teaching and research lab spaces, classrooms, faculty offices, a 
planetarium, a vivarium, and a museum of earth sciences.   



The project is funded from the state-pooled bond program with a total project cost of 
$49,530,552.  Three Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) contracts have been awarded to W. 
M. Jordan, bringing the total construction contract price to $39,741,671. 



The concrete superstructure, including columns and elevated floor slabs, is complete. The 
building is served with permanent electrical service from the campus distribution. All 
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing basic system and component installation is complete on 
all levels. The brick veneer and curtain wall system on all sides of the building is complete, 
with the exception of some metal panels on the south elevation. Roofing is complete, and 
elevators are in place and operational. Interface work connecting Curie Hall and the new 
center is complete. 
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The remaining work is concentrated on interior finishes and installation of equipment and 
furnishings. Flooring, acoustical ceiling tile, glass partitions, lighting, doors and hardware, 
and painting are well underway on all floors. Laboratory equipment and casework, along 
with plumbing and low-voltage electrical services, continues on all floors. Exterior site work 
and landscaping is underway. 



The basic construction of the new Center for the Sciences will be completed in late fall 2015. 
After completion of the installation of all equipment and furnishings and move-in of 
occupants, the facility will be ready to host classes in spring 2016. 



2. New Academic Building – College of Humanities & Behavioral Sciences



Project Budget----------------------------------------------------------------- $48,429,305



Architect/Engineer Firm----------------------------------------------Moseley Architects



Construction Manager---------------------------------------------------------S.B. Ballard
Virginia Beach, VA 



The new College of Humanities & Behavioral Sciences academic building, which broke 
ground in August 2014, will provide academic space consisting of classrooms, offices, 
laboratories, and student/faculty collaborative areas.  Among the departments of the college 
that will be accommodated in the new building are: Communications, Criminal Justice, 
Psychology, Sociology, Political Science, English, Foreign Language, History, Philosophy & 
Religious Studies, and the Office of the Dean.  Notable features of the building include a 
vivarium, TV studios, an Emergency Operations Center simulation room, and a mock-trial 
room. 



The building will don a progressive architectural façade facing East Main Street, while 
maintaining the campus historical forms on the quad side.  The project budget of 
$48,429,305 (less equipment) and a building size of 143,600 square feet are planned. A 
Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) contract has been awarded to S. B. Ballard, the 
construction manager, in the amount of $40,040,993. 



Installation of the new pre-fab steam tunnel is complete with new piping and insulation 
installed. The existing steam tunnel has been demolished and building foundations are 
complete. Masonry foundation walls and exterior masonry façade installation are underway. 
Structural steel erection is essentially complete, as are floor slabs and framing. Roofing 
substrate installation is well underway, as is exterior wall framing, curtain wall framing, and 
exterior sheathing. 



Interior partition installation is underway on all floors, along with HVAC, plumbing, and 
electrical rough-ins. Installation of interior door frames is underway. 
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The opening of this new academic building is targeted for summer 2016, with classes starting 
in fall 2016. 



3. Renovate Residence Hall Umbrella Project



Project Budget-------------------------------------------------------------------9c Bond: $36,000,000



Architect/Engineer Firm--------------------------------------------------------VMDO
Charlottesville, VA 



Contractor-------------------------------------------------------------------------G&H Contracting 
Salem, VA 



The initial phase of resident hall renovations, including Pocahontas, Bolling, and Draper, and 
the chilled water loop, will be funded through a $36,000,000 blanket renovations 
authorization.   



The three-building renovation scope provides for the replacement of plumbing piping, 
fixtures, fire alarm systems, electrical upgrades, accessibility improvements, asbestos 
abatement, and the addition of air conditioning and a fire-suppression system in each 
building, similar to the renovation scopes recently completed for Madison, Jefferson, 
Moffett, and Washington Halls.   



In addition to the above project scopes, a multi-level lounge space is included in each 
building that allows open visibility from the building lobby area to a lower-level lounge.  
This transforming feature will give vibrant new life to these buildings built in the 1950s. 



The project is broken into three phases: chilled water loop installation, Bolling and 
Pocahontas renovation, and Draper renovation.  A contract in the amount of $16,667,000 has 
been awarded to G&H Contracting for the renovation portion of the three residence halls.  



The chilled water loop that serves the five Moffett Quad resident halls and Peters Hall is 
complete and functioning.  The cooling tower at Moffett Hall will provide all of the winter 
cooling needs for these facilities without the use of energy-consuming mechanical cooling. 



Pocahontas and Bolling Hall renovations had final inspections in late August and achieved 
occupancy for students for the fall 2015 semester. No major unforeseen conditions were 
uncovered during the final stages of the project. 



The renovation of Draper Hall started after the May 2015 commencement. Demolition is well 
underway, along with new carpentry and structural steel work. The building is scheduled to 
be completed in summer 2016 for fall semester occupancy. 
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The second phase of the umbrella projects includes the upgrade of life safety systems for 
Muse Hall.  The remaining balance on the umbrella capital project will be used to address the 
most critical infrastructure needs of the building such as new fire alarm system, standpipe 
system, lighting protection system, elevators and upgrades to exit stairways.   



A request for proposal (RFP) has been solicited for the architect and engineering (A&E) 
design firm and the building committee has been selected.  Proposals are due back in early 
September and a selection of the A&E firm will be made soon after.   



4. Whitt Hall Renovation



Project Budget--------------------------------------------------------------$328,214 (Planning Phase)



Architect/Engineer Firm----------------------------------------------------Clark-Nexsen
Roanoke/Norfolk, VA 



The renovation project for Whitt Hall will provide for complete interior renovation, including 
new mechanical, electrical, and plumbing equipment.  The windows, which are in poor 
thermal condition, will be replaced with multi-life sashes, returning the building to its 
original character. 



The University undertook an intensive building envelope study to evaluate any hidden façade 
and infiltration issues.  The study reviewed portions of the building’s brick veneer, slate 
shingles, and wood trim.  The study identified areas needing intensive repair/replacement, 
and these items have been incorporated into the project scope. 



Preliminary submittal drawings have been completed and were submitted to BCOM August 
3rd, along with projected cost summaries. The project was presented to the Art and 
Architectural Review Board in July, and was approved with minor comments. The project 
has also been reviewed by the Department of Historic Resources, and a few design elements 
of the project are being addressed. 



The University is working with the design team to set the schedule for design completion, 
and with BCOM to set the project final budget. The project is planned to be advertised for 
construction in early 2016. 



5. Intramural Fields/Hitting Facility



Project Budget-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $8,427,000



Architect/Engineer Firm-----------------------------------------------------------Thompson & Litton
Radford, VA 
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      Demolition Contractor ---------------------------------------------------------D. H. Griffin Co., Inc. 
Greensboro, NC/Roanoke, VA 



      Hitting Facility Contractor-------------------------------------------------------Price Buildings, Inc. 
Rocky Mount, VA 



      Intramural Fields Contractor ----------------------------------------------------------MB Contractors 
              Roanoke, VA 



The project has three components:  (1) demolition of the Burlington building at the 
intramural field location; (2) construction of the intramural field; and (3) construction of the 
hitting facility, to be located adjacent to the women’s softball field at the Dedmon Athletic 
Complex. 



The building demolition phase was completed in January 2015 at a final cost of $469,167. 



The IM field project was completed during summer 2015 at a final construction cost of 
$4,204,164.  Several pieces of equipment are being installed over the next few weeks to 
compliment and support the intramural activities. 



The final inspection for the hitting facility occurred in late August with only minor punch-list 
items to be completed. The final construction cost is estimated to be $1,470,000.  



The total project cost, including A&E and soft costs, is projected to come in below the 
authorized budget for the project.  



Action: 
None; informational only. 



















RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs & Audit Committee 



September 17, 2015 



Information Item 
Discussion of Alternative Tuition Models 



Item: 
Discussion of the different types of alternative tuition models being used by institutions of higher education. 



Background: 
To address the growing financial stresses on public institutions and student’s families, more institutions in 
Virginia and across the country have begun to adopt alternative tuition models.  The Business Affairs and 
Audit Committee requested a report of the various alternative tuition models either implemented or 
considered by universities in Virginia or in other states.  Additionally, the committee requested a report on 
the use of differential tuition currently at Radford programs and the potential benefits and challenges to 
expanding differential pricing to other programs. 



To respond to this request, a discussion of the various types of tuition models used by institutions of higher 
education is provided in Attachment A.  This research includes an overview of the pricing structures and 
different tuition models currently in use at peer institutions across the country including; flat rate/plateau, 
per credit hour, guaranteed/fixed rate, and tiered pricing/program specific.  Additionally, a list of the current 
differential tuition programs offered by Radford University is provided. 



To supplement this research, attached is a copy of a recently published report (August 12, 2015) by the 
State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV) entitled Fixed-rate Tuition Plans: A Survey in 
Response to Senate Bill 806.  This report aligns with the University’s research and provides examples of 
where and how different methods have been employed. 



This information is presented to initiate a discussion in response to the Business Affairs and Audit 
Committee members’ goal to be experts on tuition options so they can affectively make recommendations 
to the full Board.   



Action: 
None. Informational only. 
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Price Structure and Tuition Models



• Total Price consists of Tuition, E&G Fees, Comprehensive Fees, and
Room & Board charges



• These charges go to unique operations and the funds derived from
each charge are independent of each other
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Appproved Charge
2015-16 Type



In-state Undergraduate (full-time)
Tuition $6,788 E&G
Mandatory Technology Fee 54 E&G
Mandatory Comprehensive Fee 2,967 Auxiliary



Total In-state Undergraduate Off-Campus $9,809



Room - Standard Double 4,978 Auxiliary
Board - 19 Meal Plan 3,868 Auxiliary



Total In-state Undergraduate On-campus $18,655











Price Structure and Tuition Models



• Tuition rates will vary by student based on:



– Student Level: Undergraduate or Graduate
– Domicile: In-state or Out-of-State
– Load Status: Full-Time (FT) or Part-Time (PT)
– Program: Select programs may charge a differential



• Generally fees remain constant regardless of student level, domicile, and program 
with few exceptions



– Out-of-State students are charged an additional state mandated capital fee
– MFA and DNP students, who are in an online only program, are charged an 



online program fee in lieu of the comprehensive fee
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Price Structure and Tuition Models



• Price structures and tuition models vary by institution
• Variations include:



– Flat Rate or “Plateau”
– Per Credit Hour (PCH)
– Guaranteed or Fixed Rate
– Tiered Pricing or Program Specific



• The University currently employs a Flat Rate tuition model with 
select graduate utilizing a program specific differential tuition
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Flat Rate or Plateau Model



How it Works:  A single rate is charged for FT students taking 12-18 hours 
in a semester while PT students are charged a per credit hour (PCH) rate.  
Any student taking an excess of 18 hours in a semester would also be 
charged the PCH rate for those hours only (>18 hours) 



• Strengths:
– FT students choose their course load each semester without regard to cost
– Aligned with the federal requirement to be full time at 12 hours
– Most programs do not allow students to exceed 18 hours without approval



• Challenges:
– A majority of FT students take in excess of 12 hours each semester
– Students are not directly charged for what they consume



• In fall 2014, 86.9% of FT undergraduates took over 12 hours (73.2% took 15 or more)
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Per Credit Hour Model



How it Works:  A Per Credit Hour (PCH) rate is charged to all students for 
each credit hour taken.  This includes both FT and PT students. 



• Strengths:
– Students are directly charged for what they consume



• Challenges:
– Can increase time to degree as students take less credit hours each semester
– As students add and drop courses tuition charges will change more frequently and require greater 



administration
– Published rates are estimates of course load and are not reflective of a sticker price
– More challenging to project consumption/behavior
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Guaranteed or Fixed Rate Models



How it Works:  In either a flat rate or per credit hour system, incoming 
students are guaranteed a fixed rate for each semester they are 
continuously registered for a defined period of time (typically four years). 



• Strengths:
– Simplifies college budgeting by making it more predictable for students and their families
– Enhances retention rate by eliminating future tuition increases influencing student attrition



• Challenges:
– Forecast mandatory cost increases and programmatic growth four years at a time
– Tuition is "front loaded" to account for future costs, so tuition will appear to be at a higher price point
– Presents a timing difference; transferring the risk of future increases to the institution
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Tiered Pricing or Program Specific



How it Works:  Tuition charges vary by additional variables beyond the 
traditional classifications such as student level (Freshman, Senior, etc.) or 
major (Nursing, English, Accounting, etc.).  This individualized charge 
could come in the form of a unique tuition amount or a separate fee. 



• Strengths:
– High cost and/or high demand programs can generate additional revenues
– Other rates aren’t artificially high to subsidize high cost programs



• Challenges:
– Additional fees may not be covered by all financial aid types
– Students may select programs on the basis of cost in lieu of the major of their choice
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RU Differential Tuition Programs



Differential tuition programs are recommended for specialized, high-
demand, and/or more costly programs.  RU has four (4) graduate level 
programs charging differential tuition which include:
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Program Fully In-State Out-of-State
Initiated Online Rate Differential Rate Differential



Standard Graduate Program Rate -- -- $318 $0 $683 $0 



Master of Occupational Therapy (MOT) 2009-10 No $324 $6 $865 $182 
Doctor of Physical Therapy (DPT) 2010-11 Yes $413 $95 $858 $175 
Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) 2010-11 No $433 $115 $884 $201 
Master of Fine Arts (MFA) in Design Thinking 2012-13 Yes $639 $321 $639 ($44)
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Introduction and Background 
 
Legislation introduced in 2015, including Senate Bill 806, sought to amend the Code of Virginia regarding 
fixed four-year tuition and other costs.  Eventually, Senate Bill 1183 was incorporated into Senate Bill 
806; the substitute amendment directed the board of visitors of each four-year public institution with an 
in-state undergraduate population that accounts for less than 80 percent of the total undergraduate 
population to prospectively “fix” (lock) the cost of in-state tuition for incoming freshman students for 
four consecutive years, under certain conditions (see Appendix A for the bill text).  Further, the 
legislation allowed the board of each institution to offer a variable in-state rate to incoming in-state 
freshman students as an alternative to the fixed tuition rate.  The Education and Health Committee 
passed by indefinitely SB 806; subsequently, the Clerk of the Senate requested the State Council of 
Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV) to provide a report on the subject matter.  SCHEV staff submits 
this report in fulfillment of that request. 



 
 



Survey of Fixed-rate Tuition Plans 
 
Context  
Nationally, tuition has increased at nearly four times the increase in disposable personal income (income 
that is available for spending and saving) per capita in the past twenty years. Adjusting for inflation, 
average tuition and fees at public four-year institutions increased by 110% between 1995 and 2015. By 
comparison, disposable personal income increased by only 30% over the same period. In Virginia, tuition 
and mandatory fees at public four-year institutions increased by 85% over this twenty-year period while 
disposable income increased by only 32%. Rapidly rising tuition has put a strain on college access and 
affordability and has received much attention from students and parents, policymakers, institutional 
leaders, and the media at the state and national levels.  Various tuition policies and strategies have been 
proposed and implemented in attempts to improve accessibility to and affordability of higher education.   
 



Introduction 
One such tuition strategy is a “guaranteed” tuition plan, which charges a fixed or flat rate to first-time, 
full-time freshmen for four or more consecutive years, if the student maintains full-time status.  In 
implementation, this type of tuition plan varies in name and detail.  
 



Benefits 
Proponents of the guaranteed, fixed- or flat-rate tuition strategy contend that these plans can: 
 



 increase predictability for students and families in budgeting for college and in managing costs; 



 increase motivation and incentive for students to make satisfactory progress toward on-time 
(four year) graduation; and 



 reduce loan-debt burdens for students and families by improving their ability to plan for college 
and potentially shorten the duration of enrollment. 



 



Because flat-rate plans are basically 21st-century phenomena, their effectiveness in achieving the 
benefits described above has not yet been proven.  Nonetheless, such plans have attracted attention at 
the state and national levels, and some universities, systems and states have pursued such strategies. 
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Examples 
According to the National Center for Education Statistics, 128 four-year colleges and universities offered 
guaranteed tuition plans in fall 2013.  Thirty-four were public four-year institutions, of which 30 were 
from three states – Illinois, Oklahoma and Texas – that offer state-level, legislature-enacted guaranteed 
tuition plans.  In a fourth state, Georgia, the board of a 35-institution state system initiated and then 
discontinued a guaranteed tuition plan in the mid-2000s. 
 



 The Illinois legislature enacted a guaranteed tuition plan, the “Truth-in-Tuition Law”, in 2003. 
The program requires the institutions of the University of Illinois system to provide first-time 
full-time in-state incoming freshman students with a flat-rate tuition for six years (prior to 2010, 
the rate was fixed for only four years).  



 



 The Oklahoma legislature endorsed the “Tuition Lock Program” at the state’s public four-year 
institutions in fall 2008.  The program provides first-time full-time incoming freshmen (in-state 
and out-of-state students) with an option to choose the guaranteed tuition rate locked for four 
years.  Each institution’s guaranteed tuition rate is restricted to no more than 115% of the non-
guaranteed rate. 



 



 The Texas legislature authorized the use of an optional four-year tuition plan at the state’s 
public four-year institutions in 2013. The University of Texas system implemented the four-year 
guaranteed plan as an option for first-time full-time incoming freshmen (in-state and out-of-
state students) at its nine four-year institutions in fall 2014; some institutions had already 
adopted such plans individually. The Texas state plan includes tuition and all mandatory fees. 
 



 The Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia, seeking to provide greater tuition 
stability and to encourage more on-time graduation, approved in fall 2006 the “Fixed-for-Four” 
initiative, a guaranteed tuition plan for new freshman students enrolling in its 35 institutions.  
However, the board discontinued the plan after three years due to a state funding reduction in 
2009.   



 



Related Strategies 
In the Commonwealth, as elsewhere in the nation, policymakers and institutional leaders have been 
engaged in the creation of plans to ensure access and affordability for in-state students.  
 



 The Virginia529 prePAID program was established by the 1995 General Assembly and became 
effective on July 1, 1996.  Named for Section 529 of the Internal Revenue Code, a 529 plan is a 
tax-advantaged investment vehicle designed to encourage saving for future higher education 
expenses of each designated beneficiary.  All 50 states offer 529 plans.  The Virginia529 prePAID 
program allows families to prepay future tuition and mandatory fees at Virginia public colleges 
or universities for newborns through ninth graders during a limited annual enrollment period.   



  
 The Board of Visitors of the College of William and Mary (CWM) introduced a tuition model 



entitled the “William and Mary Promise” in 2014.  The program provides a four-year tuition 
guarantee for incoming in-state freshman students.  CWM leadership believed the new model 
would not only enhance tuition predictability, affordability, and access for Virginia residents but 
also would allow the university administration to use additional tuition revenue generated by 
the model to provide additional financial aid to students from low- and middle-income families.   
CWM asserts that such generation and provision of need-based aid will lower the average 
student-loan debt for its Virginia students. 



 





http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_Revenue_Code
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Additional Considerations 



While guaranteed-rate tuition plans may offer benefits to some students and families, these strategies 
also raise broader concerns about affordability, access, institutional planning and outcomes, and state 
and financial-aid funding.  The most frequently articulated issues raised by researchers, the media, 
institutions and state governments are summarized below. 



Affordability 
Flat-rate tuition plans can impact the affordability of higher education because these plans frontload 
projected educational costs and inflation-rate increases over four years.  As a result, students enrolling 
in such plans are charged amounts above each year’s cost to educate them (traditional annual tuition) 
as insurance against higher tuition increases in the future.  In this scenario, total cost to students can be 
higher compared to the traditional, annual tuition plan, which in turn can affect students’ and families’ 
ability to afford and maintain required, continuous full-time enrollment. 



A recent analysis of guaranteed-tuition laws and policies (the only study of its kind to date) included a 
finding that, between 2000 and 2011, public institutions in Illinois (where fixed plans are mandatory) 
increased guaranteed tuition rates on average by about $1,500 more than the average tuition nationally, 
all else equal (Delaney and Kearney, 2015; see also Appendix F). The researchers concluded that 
“[a]lthough these laws offer predictability in tuition levels for students, the inherent financial risk built 
into these programs appear (sic) to encourage tuition increases, which is not clearly beneficial to 
students  and families” (p. 29).  In a subsequent interview, one researcher said: “… if the primary intent 
is to promote affordability …, our results suggest that state-level guaranteed-tuition laws may not be 
entirely effective” (Delaney, as quoted by Forrest, 2015).   



Similarly, an analysis by SCHEV staff of the total cost of guaranteed and non-guaranteed tuition charges 
over four years (FY2012-2015) at Oklahoma’s two major public universities indicated that the total cost 
of the guaranteed-tuition option was about $2,000 higher than the total cost of the non-guaranteed 
tuition option (see Appendix F). 



Access 
Fixed-rate tuition plans can impact access to higher education because these strategies require full-time 
enrollment and, as noted above, comparatively higher upfront tuition rates.  A potential student may 
decide not to enroll in a fixed-tuition institution, system, state – or in higher education at all – if she or 
he cannot afford the upfront costs or only can enroll part-time for economic or family reasons.   



Access also can be impacted more broadly when low- and middle-income students who are qualified 
academically for admission to selective institutions choose to enroll in less-selective ones because these 
institutions’ upfront tuition charges are lower. As a result, students who wish to attend less-selective 
institutions may find fewer seats available to them. 



Institutional Planning and Outcomes 
Flat-rate tuition plans can impact administrative decision-making and institutional planning and 
outcomes, particularly when these plans are optional for students or when imposed on less-selective 
institutions.  When fixed plans are optional for students, institutional planners’ ability to predict with 
adequate confidence the number of students who will enroll in the plan can be affected.  As a result, 
whether an institution’s projected tuition revenues for operations will be attained – and whether it will 
be able to address unforeseen revenue shortfalls – can become less certain, especially for small or less-
selective institutions that are limited in their price elasticity and private financial reserves.   
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For example, the cost-frontloading described above can impact students’ decisions to participate in 
optional fixed-rate plans.  When upfront costs are perceived by low- and middle-income families to be 
high relative to their incomes, these frontloaded costs can discourage student participation in the plan, 
thereby complicating institutional planning and budgeting.  In Oklahoma, the student participation rate 
in the optional Tuition Lock Program decreased from 7.3% in 2008 to 3.5% in 2009 to 2.0% in 2011 
(Delaney and Kearney, 2015). In addition, a case study of the price sensitivity of Chicago State 
University’s (mandatory) guaranteed-rate tuition plan revealed that minority students were sensitive to 
price, and that new students displayed more price sensitivity than continuing students (Robertson, 
2007; as cited in Delaney and Kearney, 2015). 



State and Financial-aid Funding 
The success of fixed-rate plans can be impacted by the stability of state support.  While the funding of 
public higher education is a shared responsibility between the state and students, the economy is 
cyclical, and state budget support is unpredictable.  As a result, under fixed plans, the ability to manage 
budget cuts can be reduced for some institutions, namely those with limited sources of private funds.  
Further, each class of incoming students pays a higher tuition that must cover not only rising costs and 
inflation but also act as a hedge against budget reductions.  



The University System of Georgia chose to discontinue its guaranteed-tuition plan after only three years 
because, immediately following implementation, the state reduced system funding by $274 million.  The 
reduction rendered the plan’s resultant tuition too costly to students and families who were 
experiencing hardships during the economic recession (Corwin, 2009).  Central Michigan University also 
dropped its guaranteed-tuition plan because it became “a financial risk to the university” when the 
institution could no longer count on the level of state appropriations around which the plan’s 
assumptions were built (Supiano, 2009; see Appendix E). 



The success of fixed-rate plans also can be impacted by the sufficiency of funding for student financial 
aid.  Those institutions that lack additional (beyond federal and state) resources for financial aid or the 
ability to raise private funds for student aid in amounts sufficient to cover or assist adequately with the 
fixed-plan’s frontload costs can find themselves at a competitive disadvantage to elite institutions.  Such 
can further deter financially strained students and families from enrolling in the plans.  Moreover, in 
order to enroll in guaranteed-tuition plans, economically disadvantaged students require even more 
financial aid than under traditional annual plans.  The net effect can be that these students subsidize the 
cost of educating the students who do not need financial aid (Morphew, 2007). 
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Conclusions 



The provisions of Senate Bill 806 would apply, based on fall 2014 enrollments, to six four-year public 
institutions: College of William and Mary, James Madison University, University of Virginia, Virginia 
Military Institute, Virginia State University and Virginia Tech.  Administrators at each have expressed 
concerns similar to those above about legislation that would require action on fixed-tuition plans by 
their institutions’ boards of visitors. 



At face value, fixed tuition plans appeal to many parents and students, especially those who are able to 
attend full-time and can afford the higher upfront costs, because the plans guarantee that they know 
from day one the tuition sum to be incurred over a four-year enrollment.  This peace of mind is of 
significant value in the face of ever-increasing tuition (see Appendix E).  Fortunately, in Virginia, parents 
and students who plan ahead possess this opportunity already through the Va529 prePAID program. 



Fixed plans might appeal to policymakers and institutional leaders because the guaranteed rates allow 
them to demonstrate that rapid tuition increases have been constrained and to claim that families will 
save money and that more students will graduate on time. In reality, fixed-rate tuition plans can 
produce additional unintended and problematic consequences, as described above.  



Most importantly, even if institutional experts project accurately the future costs of inflation, utilities, 
health care and new initiatives, they are not likely to be able to predict future levels of state funding.  
Tuition increases are linked directly, but not entirely, to state appropriations.  A flat-rate tuition plan 
may be successful at highly selective institutions that have sufficient price elasticity, strong enrollment 
demand (from both in-state and out-of-state students), and demonstrated ability to raise private funds 
to offset unforeseen revenue shortfalls.  But most public institutions are not highly selective and 
therefore cannot afford such plans given the constraints placed upon them by the compounding 
convergences of competitive pricing, enrollment demands, private-funding limitations, and significant 
student populations in need of substantial amounts of financial aid to complete college.  



In the college-cost puzzle, tuition is but one piece, accounting for only about one-third of the total cost 
of attendance.  Institutions charge tuition for instructional-related spending such as faculty salaries and 
facility maintenance.  Students also must pay various mandatory student-life fees such as those for 
athletic programs, student health, student organization activities, and room and board if living on 
campus.  Additional personal expenses are incurred for textbooks, supplies and transportation (and 
room and board if living off campus). 
To address access, affordability and student success, the trio of state appropriations, tuition and 
financial aid must be considered in concert.  Decisions regarding any one of these elements can greatly 
affect the other two.  Particularly in a decentralized system of higher education where each public-
institution board sets tuition, any legislative decision to reduce operating and/or financial-aid 
appropriations can lead to undesirable tuition increases, which in turn can negatively impact access and 
affordability.  



 “Affordable access for all” is Goal 1 of The Virginia Plan for Higher Education, the statewide strategic 
plan for postsecondary education.  Sustainable state funding, along with efficient and effective 
institutional operations, will contribute the most to achievement of the Commonwealth’s affordability 
goals.    
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Appendix A 



SENATE BILL NO. 806 



AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE 



(Proposed by the Senate Committee on Education and Health on February 5, 2015) 



(Patrons Prior to Substitute--Senators Stanley and McWaters [SB 1183]) 



A BILL to amend and reenact § 23-38.87:18 of the Code of Virginia, relating to four-year public 



institutions of higher education; fixed four-year tuition and other costs. 



Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia: 



1. That § 23-38.87:18 of the Code of Virginia is amended and reenacted as follows:



§ 23-38.87:18. Tuition and fees.



A. The board of visitors of each of the Commonwealth's public institutions of higher education, or in the 
case of the Virginia Community College System the State Board for Community Colleges, shall continue 
to fix, revise from time to time, charge and collect tuition, fees, rates, rentals, and other charges for the 
services, goods, or facilities furnished by or on behalf of such institution and may adopt policies 
regarding any such service rendered or the use, occupancy, or operation of any such facility. 



B. Except to the extent included in the institution's six-year plan as provided in subsection C, if the total 
of an institution's tuition and educational and general fees for a fiscal year for Virginia students exceeds 
the difference for that fiscal year between (i) the institution's cost of education for all students, as 
calculated pursuant to clause (i) of subsection B of § 23-38.87:13, and (ii) the sum of the tuition and 
educational and general fees for non-Virginia students, the state general funds appropriated for its basic 
operations and instruction pursuant to subsection A of §23-38.87:13, and its per student funding 
provided pursuant to § 23-38.87:14, the institution shall forego new state funding at a level above the 
general funds received by the institution during the 2011-2012 fiscal year, at the discretion of the 
General Assembly, and shall be obligated to provide increased financial aid to maintain affordability for 
students from low-income and middle-income families. This limitation shall not apply to any portion of 
tuition and educational and general fees for Virginia students allocated to student financial aid, to an 
institution's share of state-mandated salary or fringe benefit increases, to increases with funds other 
than state general funds for the improvement of faculty salary competitiveness above the level included 
in the calculation in clause (i) of subsection B of § 23-38.87:13, to the institution's share of any of the 
targeted financial incentives described in § 23-38.87:16, to unavoidable cost increases such as operation 
and maintenance for new facilities and utility rate increases, or to other items directly attributable to an 
institution's unique mission and contributions. 



C. Nothing in subsection B shall prohibit an institution from including in its six-year plan required by 
§ 23-38.87:17(i) new programs or initiatives including quality improvements or (ii) institution-specific
funding based on particular state policies or institution-specific programs, or both, that will cause the 





http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C18


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C18


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C18


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C13


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C13


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C14


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+2011-2012


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C13


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C16


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C17
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total of the institution's tuition and educational and general fees for a fiscal year for Virginia students to 
exceed the difference for that fiscal year between (a) the institution's cost of education for all students, 
as calculated pursuant to clause (i) of subsection B of § 23-38.87:13, and (b) the sum of the tuition and 
educational and general fees for the institution's non-Virginia students, the state general funds 
appropriated for its basic operations and instruction pursuant to subsection A of §23-38.87:13, and its 
per student funding provided pursuant to § 23-38.87:14. 



D. Notwithstanding subsection A or any other provision of law, the board of visitors of each four-year 
public institution of higher education shall, beginning with the 2017-2018 academic year, prospectively 
fix the cost of in-state tuition for incoming freshman undergraduate students for four consecutive years 
under the following conditions: (i) the student shall be enrolled full time and remain continuously 
enrolled as a full-time student for the period of eligibility; (ii) an in-state class rate for tuition is 
established in accordance with any requirements set forth in the appropriation act; (iii) rules are clearly 
established to address eligibility of in-state freshman undergraduate students and any unforeseen 
circumstances that may require eligible students to take a leave of absence from the institution; and (iv) 
information is disseminated to all in-state students applying to the relevant institution that clearly and 
concisely explains the costs and terms. However, the board of visitors of each four-year public institution 
of higher education, in addition to offering a fixed in-state tuition rate, may offer a variable in-state 
tuition rate. For any four-year public institution that offers both a fixed and a variable in-state tuition 
rate, an incoming in-state freshman undergraduate student enrolled at an institution that offers a 
variable in-state tuition rate shall have the option of paying either the fixed or the variable in-state 
tuition rate. 



E. The provisions of subsection D shall not apply to any four-year public institution of higher education 
that maintains an in-state undergraduate student population that composes at least 80 percent of the 
total undergraduate student population. 





http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C13


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C13


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C14


http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+2017-2018
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Appendix F 



Illinois Tuition Comparison to National Average 



Excerpts from “Impact of Guaranteed Tuition Policies on Postsecondary Tuition Levels: A Difference-in-



Difference Approach” by Jennifer Delaney and Tyler Kearney, 2015 



(A) “There is anecdotal evidence that Illinois’ program had some impact on tuition levels.  In 2002, 
Illinois ranked 13th among states in average tuition at four-year public institutions.  In 2007 
following the implementation of the Truth-in-Tuition Law, this ranking had risen to 6th (COGFA, 
2008).  In addition, the average tuition growth rate at Illinois four-year public institutions was 
12.0% between 2003 and 2007, compared to a national average of 8.8% (COGFA, 2008)” (p. 3). 



Note:  COGFA is the acronym for Illinois’s Commission on Government Forecasting and 



Accountability.  Authors’ source was COGFA’s “Higher education: Funding and tuition rates”, 



http://cgfa.ilga.gov/Upload/2008-



DEC%20Higher%20Education%20Funding%20Tuition%20Rates.pdf 



(B) “On average, institutions subject to this law increased annual tuition by approximately 26-30% 
and aggregate four-year tuition by approximately 6-7% in excess of the amount predicted by the 
trend for institutions not subject to the law. These findings … support the idea that state-level 
guaranteed tuition programs encourage large institutional tuition increases” (p. 1). 



Oklahoma Universities Tuition Comparison 



University of Oklahoma 



FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 Total Difference 



Guaranteed Tuition $4,425.00 $4,425.00 $4,425.00 $4,425.00 $17,700.00 $1,809.00 



Non-guaranteed Tuition $3,849.00 $3,957.00 $3,957.00 $4,128.00 $15,891.00 



Oklahoma State University 



FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 Total Difference 



Guaranteed Tuition $4,948.80 $4,948.80 $4,948.80 $4,948.80 $19,795.20 $2,216.70 



Non-guaranteed Tuition $4,303.50 $4,425.00 $4,425.00 $4,425.00 $17,578.50 



Source: Annual Tuition and Fee Rate by Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. 





http://cgfa.ilga.gov/Upload/2008-DEC%20Higher%20Education%20Funding%20Tuition%20Rates.pdf


http://cgfa.ilga.gov/Upload/2008-DEC%20Higher%20Education%20Funding%20Tuition%20Rates.pdf
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs & Audit Committee 



September 17, 2015 



Information Item 
Financial Performance Report for the Year Ending June 30, 2015 



Item: 
Summary of fiscal year 2014-15 revenue and expenditures as of June 30, 2015. 



Background: 
The Financial Performance Report includes Schedules A and B which provide a summary of 
unaudited revenue and expenditure activity for the year ending June 30, 2015.  The Financial 
Performance Report is generated from annual budget projections and actual accounting data 
recorded in Banner Finance that has been reconciled with the State’s Commonwealth Accounting 
and Reporting System (CARS).  The actual accounting data is recorded using a modified accrual 
basis of accounting which recognizes revenue when received rather than when earned and 
expenditures when posted rather than when payment is issued. 



The Original Budget was approved by the Board of Visitors at the September 2014 meeting.  The 
Adjusted Budget reflects board approved changes for the first and second quarters, approved at 
the September 2014 and February 2015 meetings respectively, as well as internal reallocations, 
as appropriate, based on actual activity.   



For the year ending June 30, 2015, revenues and expenditures were at expected levels.  Schedule 
A provides a summary of revenue and expenditure activity by major program.  Schedule B 
provides a summary of revenue, expenditure and reserve draw/(deposit) by major auxiliary 
enterprise unit.  Footnotes are included in each Schedule to explain variances between the 
Original Budget, Adjusted Budget, and year-end Actuals. 



Contributions to the auxiliary reserve came in stronger than projected due to lower than 
anticipated contract vendor payments for meal plans, the timing of expenditures, and turnover 
and vacancy savings.  The contribution to the auxiliary reserve is required to meet the State 
Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV) guidelines for on-going operations, 
equipment renewal and replacement, and future capital projects.  



Summary: 
No action required; information item only. 



ATTACHMENT  F











DRAFT  Draft Schedule A



Dollars in Thousands



Original (a) Adjustments (b) Revised (c) Projection (d) Actual (e) Variance (f)



Educational and General Programs



Revenues
General Fund $47,258 ($521) $46,737 (1) $46,737 $46,737 $0
Tuition and Fees 70,011 (1,950) 68,061 (2) 68,061 68,189 128
All Other Income 2,406 0 2,406 2,406 2,030 (376) (6)



Total Revenues $119,675 ($2,471) $117,203 $117,203 $116,955 ($248)



Expenditures
Instructional & Academic Support ($80,062) $3,260 ($76,802) (1), (2), (3) ($76,802) ($77,374) ($572) (7)



Public Service Programs (600) 0 (600) (600) (261) 339 (6)



All Other Support Programs (39,013) (789) (39,801) (1), (2), (3) (39,801) (39,182) 620 (8)



Total Expenses ($119,675) $2,471 ($117,203) ($117,203) ($116,817) $387



Reserve Draw (Deposit) 0 0 0 0 (139) (139) (9)



NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Student Financial Assistance



Revenue $9,995 $48 $10,042 (4) $10,042 $10,042 $0
Expenditures (9,995) (48) (10,042) (4) (10,042) (10,042) 0
Reserve Draw (Deposit) 0 0 0 0 (0) (0)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Sponsored Programs



Revenue $8,797 ($0) $8,797 $5,289 $5,283 ($6) (10)



Expenditures (8,797) 0 (8,797) (5,426) (5,083) 342 (10)



Reserve Draw (Deposit) 0 (0) 0 137 (200) (337) (10)



NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Auxiliary Enterprises



Revenues $66,841 ($598) $66,243 (5) $66,243 $66,032 ($210) (5)



Expenditures (59,846) (92) (59,938) (5) (59,938) (55,817) 4,121 (5)



Reserve Draw (Deposit) (6,995) 691 (6,304) (5) (6,304) (10,215) (3,911) (5)



NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Total University



Revenues $205,308 ($3,022) $202,286 $198,777 $198,313 ($464)
Expenses (198,313) 2,331 (195,982) (192,610) (187,759) 4,851
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (6,995) 691 (6,304) (6,167) (10,554) (4,387)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



202,285,681.00$    198,313,205.73$     
Notes: (195,981,559.00)$   (187,759,314.87)$    



Radford University
University Operating Budget



For the Period Ending June 30, 2015 



Annual Budget for 2014-15 July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015



(e) Actual -  Reflects the actual annual activity as of June 30, 2015. 



(f) Variance - Reflects the difference between the projected and actual annual activity as of June 30, 2015.



(a) Original Budget - Reflects the projected 2014-15 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2014 which was approved by the BOV at the September 2014 meeting.  Both recurring and one-
time operating budgets are included.
(b) Adjustments - Reflects changes that have been made to the 2014-15 Operating Budget between July 1, 2014 and December 31, 2014.  Both recurring and one-time operating 
budgets are included.



(c) Revised Budget -  Reflects the current 2014-15 Operating Budget as of June 30, 2015. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.



(d) Projection -  Reflects expected annual activity as of June 30, 2015.
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DRAFT DRAFT Schedule A



1)



2)



3)



4)



5)



6)



7)



8)



9)



10)



The All Other Income revenue variance is primarily attributable to less than anticipated Public Service Programs business 
activity.  As expenses in the Public Service Programs are expected to be self supporting. The variance is reflective of 
available appropriation authority for program activities as needed.



Expenses in the Instructional and Academic Support Programs were greater than projected due to the timing of 
Equipment Trust Fund recoveries which will be receipted in 2015-16 as instructed by State central offices (e.g. DPB, 



Expenses in the All Other Support Programs were less than projected due to lower than projected Facilities E&G project 
load, lower than expected utility costs, and the timing of internal auxiliary recoveries. 



The Sponsored Programs revenue and expense budget is based on the authorized state appropriation and is not 
necessarily reflective of anticipated fiscal year activity.   Externally, sponsored programs are initiated and finalized on an 
individual basis without fiscal year consideration, thus the actual fiscal year activity will vary from the projected revenue 
and expense budgets.  The Reserve Draw (Deposit) reflects the timing of expenditure reimbursements from the grantor.



The reserve deposit in the Educational and General Programs budget is reflective of Surplus Property and Recycling 
Proceeds surpluses of $133,596 and $5,095 respectively.



Budget adjustments and projection variances are explained in the Auxiliary Enterprises section of this report.



The revenue and expense budgets for Student Financial Assistance were adjusted to account for appropriation increases 
of $70,970 for the VA Military Survivors & Dependents Program and $60,000 for the Two-Year Commonwealth Transfer 
Grant Program as well as a ($83,431) transfer to E&G for graduate work programs.



Radford University
University Operating Budget Notes



For the Period Ending June 30, 2015 



In sum, the projected General Fund (GF) revenue budget decreased by ($520,994).  This net decrease was the result of 
several factors including; a reduction of ($1,113,249) due to the legislatively mandated reversion required in Chapter 3 of 
the Virginia Acts of Assembly, a variance in central fund projections of ($168,482), an $11,971 increase for to the 2014-15 
VIVA Allocation, an $83,431 transfer from Student Financial Assistance to fund graduate work programs, and a $665,335 
carryforward from 2013-14. All related expenditure budgets were also adjusted accordingly.



A portion of the Instructional and Academic Support budget was temporarily reallocated to the All Other Support Programs 
due to turnover and vacancy savings.



The Tuition and Fee revenue budget was decreased by ($1,950,407) due to enrollments falling short of initial projections.  
All related expenditure budgets were also adjusted accordingly.











DRAFT  Draft Schedule B



Dollars in Thousands



Original (a) Adjustments (b) Revised (c) Projection (d) Actual (e) Variance (f)



Residential & Dining Programs



Revenues $30,606 $0 $30,606 $30,606 $30,713 $107 (9)



Expenditures (27,630) 30 (27,600) (1), (2) (27,600) (25,784) 1,816 (10)



Reserve Draw (Deposit) (2,976) (30) (3,006) (3,006) (4,929) (1,923)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Bookstore



Revenues $440 $0 $440 $440 $408 ($32) (11)



Expenditures (269) 0 (269) (269) (229) 41 (11)



Reserve Draw (Deposit) (171) 0 (171) (171) (179) (9)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Parking & Transportation



Revenues $1,655 ($25) $1,630 (1) $1,630 $1,697 $67
Expenditures (1,580) 38 (1,542) (1), (3) (1,542) (1,258) 284 (12)



Reserve Draw (Deposit) (75) (13) (88) (88) (438) (350)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Telecommunications



Revenues $566 $0 $566 $566 $571 $6
Expenditures (492) 2 (490) (1) (490) (486) 4
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (74) (2) (75) (75) (85) (10)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Student Health Services



Revenues $3,074 ($62) $3,012 (1) $3,012 $2,989 ($23)
Expenditures (2,858) 23 (2,835) (1), (4) (2,835) (2,551) 284 (13)



Reserve Draw (Deposit) (215) 38 (177) (177) (438) (261)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Student Programming



Revenues $8,313 ($137) $8,176 (1) $8,176 $8,125 ($51) (14)



Expenditures (8,275) (40) (8,315) (1), (5) (8,315) (7,653) 662 (15)



Reserve Draw (Deposit) (38) 177 139 (5) 139 (472) (611)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Building & Facilities



Revenues $3,651 ($114) $3,537 (1) $3,537 $3,601 $64
Expenditures (1,625) (120) (1,745) (1), (6) (1,745) (1,151) 595 (16)



Reserve Draw (Deposit) (2,026) 235 (1,792) (6) (1,792) (2,450) (659)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Other Enterprise Functions



Revenues $6,042 ($39) $6,003 (1) $6,003 $5,684 ($319) (17)



Expenditures (5,431) (28) (5,459) (1), (7) (5,459) (5,142) 317 (18)



Reserve Draw (Deposit) (611) 67 (544) (544) (542) 2
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Intercollegiate Athletics



Revenues $12,495 ($221) $12,273 (1) $12,273 $12,245 ($29)
Expenditures (11,685) 2 (11,683) (1), (8) (11,683) (11,563) 119 (19)



Reserve Draw (Deposit) (809) 219 (590) (590) (681) (91)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Total Auxiliary Enterprise



Revenues $66,841 ($598) $66,243 $66,243 $66,032 ($210)
Expenses (59,846) (92) (59,938) (59,938) (55,817) 4,121
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (6,995) 691 (6,304) (6,304) (10,215) (3,911)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Notes:



(f) Variance - Reflects the difference between the projected and actual annual activity as of June 30, 2015.



(a) Original Budget - Reflects the projected 2014-15 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2014 which was approved by the BOV at the September 
2014 meeting.  Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.
(b) Adjustments - Reflects changes that have been made to the 2014-15 Operating Budget between July 1, 2014 and June 30, 2015.  Both 
recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.
(c) Revised Budget -  Reflects the current 2014-15 Operating Budget as of June 30, 2015. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are 
included.
(d) Projection -  Reflects expected annual activity as of June 30, 2015.
(e) Actual -  Reflects the actual annual activity as of June 30, 2015. 



Auxiliary Enterprise
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10)



11)



12)



13)



14)



15)



16)



17)



18)



19)



The projected expense and reserve budgets for Student Programming were adjusted for one-time expenses associated with the start up 
of the Recreation and Wellness Center and student activities programming.



The Intercollegiate Athletics expenditure and reserve budgets were adjusted to allow for select post season activities and one-time 
stadium infrastructure improvements.



Expenses in the Intercollegiate Athletics auxiliary are lower than projected due to lower than anticipated scholarships.



The variance in the projected Residential and Dining Programs revenue is attributable to greater than anticipated room revenue and is 
partially offset by less than projected meal plan sales.



The Other Enterprise Functions expenditure budget was adjusted to account for a restructuring of personnel within Campus Card and ID 
Services and New Student Programs and one-time funding to performance maintenance at the Selu Conservancy.



Revenues in the Other Enterprise Functions auxiliaries were less than projected due to reduced Conference Services activity and the 
timing of RU Express collections.



Expenses in Residential and Dining Programs are less than projected due to lower vendor recoveries resulting from decreased meal plan 
usage, the timing of one-time infrastructure improvements, and higher than anticipated turnover and vacancy savings.



The projected operating and capital expenses for the Parking and Transportation auxiliary were less than anticipated due to lower than 
expected transit operating and capital costs.



The operating expenses for the Student Programming auxiliary were lower than anticipated due to higher than expected turnover and 
vacancy savings and the timing of expenses associated with the new Student Fitness and Wellness Center.



Expenses in the Building and Maintenance auxiliary were lower than anticipated due to lower than expected lease costs.



Expenses in the Student Health Services auxiliary are lower than projected due to higher than expected turnover and vacancy savings 
and the realignment of interpreter costs.



Revenues are less than projected in the Bookstore auxiliary which is attributable to a reduction in vendor commission due to contractor 
transition, while expenditures are less than projected due to the phase in of the dean scholarship program.



Expenses in the Other Enterprise Functions auxiliaries are lower than projected due to the higher than anticipated turnover and vacancy 
savings and general discretionary operating savings across all functions.



Radford University
Auxiliary Enterprise Budget Notes



For the Period Ending June 30, 2015 



The projected expense and reserve budgets for Residential and Dining Programs were adjusted to account for a restructuring of 
personnel within University Services.



The Parking and Transportation expenditure budget was reduced due to a restructuring of University Services and Parking Enforcement 
personnel.



The Student Health expenditure budget was adjusted to account for a restructuring of personnel within the Disability Resource Office and 
the Student Conduct Office.



Revenues for the Student Programming auxiliary were less than projected due to reduced self generated revenue activity among student 
groups. 



As approved by the Board of Visitors in September 2014, Revenue and Expense budgets were adjusted to account for less than projected 
fall enrollments.



The projected annual expense and reserve budgets for Building and Facilities were adjusted due to one-time major improvement costs.
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Action Item 
Approval of the Radford University 2015-16 Operating Budget 



Item: 



Board of Visitors approval of the Radford University 2015-16 operating budget. 



Executive Summary: 



Each year, the Chief Financial Officer/Vice President for Finance and Administration is responsible for 
presenting the University’s projected annual operating budget to the Board of Visitors for the 
upcoming fiscal year.  The 2015-16 operating budget was developed in consideration of projected 
enrollment levels, actions taken by the Governor and General Assembly during the 2015 session, 
Board-approved tuition and fee rates, the strategic goals of the University, and the economic outlook.   



The University’s annual budget development cycle builds upon the existing multi-year strategic budget 
plans developed by each division.  This collaborative process provides the framework for the 
University’s Six-Year Plan submission to the State and positions the institution for continued success.  
The 2015-16 operating budget addresses unavoidable cost increases and continues the implementation 
of the goals outlined in Radford University’s Strategic Plan, 7-17.   



In 2013 and 2014, the Commonwealth made significant investments in higher education to support the 
goals outlined in the TJ21 legislation.  This also served to assist in the mitigation of the loss of general 
fund support from 2009 to 2012 that was largely attributed to the Great Recession of 2008.  
Unfortunately, due to limited availability of general fund revenue projected for the 2014-16 biennium, 
$1,113,249 of general fund support for the University was reduced in 2015 thereby eroding the 
magnitude of the more recent investment.  However, due to an overall improvement in the 
Commonwealth’s economic outlook, $662,812 of the original 2015 reduction was restored in 2016 
through actions approved in the 2015 General Assembly Session.   



Furthermore, additional general fund support was also allocated to the University to support a two 
percent state mandated salary increase for all employees, a targeted compression adjustment for 
classified employees, increased undergraduate need based scholarships, increased two-year transfer 
grants, and state-mandated fringe benefit rate changes.  While no additional general fund support has 
been allocated to the University to support programmatic growth or to increase support for existing 
operations, the support received in 2016 will greatly assist in mitigating the impact of these mandatory 
cost increases.   



The proposed 2015-16 operating budget represents a prudent and reasonable presentation of the 
University’s financial position and reflects a judicious use of estimated resources.  



ATTACHMENT  G
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Six-Year Planning Processes and 2015-16 Budget Development: 



The Virginia Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2011 (TJ21) was passed by the 2011 General 
Assembly and is based on recommendations from the Governor’s Commission on Higher Education 
Reform, Innovation and Investment formed through Executive Order No. 9 issued in March, 2010.  
The TJ21 legislation requires institutions of higher education to prepare and submit a “Six-Year Plan” 
by July 1st each year in accordance with criteria outlined by the Higher Education Advisory Committee 
(HEAC).  This landmark legislation also codifies a funding framework for higher education and 
identifies specific goals such as 100,000 new undergraduate degrees by 2025, increased retention and 
degree completion, optimal year-round utilization of resources, and investments in STEM-H programs.     



As an integral part of the six-year planning process, the University’s internal annual budget 
development cycle provides the opportunity to reevaluate, in detail, the essential needs for the 
upcoming fiscal year and outline divisional priorities for the outlying years to inform the actual six-
year plan.  The budget development review engages key personnel and provides a consistent 
mechanism to prioritize funding requests and strategically aligns the institution’s long-range goals with 
projected resources.   



Enrollment Trend: 



In recent years, Radford University has experienced significant enrollment growth.  From fall 2010 to 
fall 2013 the University increased 877 full-time equivalent (FTE) students from 8,825 to 9,702 
respectively.  During this time period new student enrollment remained fairly constant and each 
incoming class exceeded the size of the graduating class.  Fall 2013 marked the first year with four 
class cohorts of similar size which has contributed to greater continuing student enrollment.   



In fall 2014, transfer and graduate enrollments decreased slightly over the previous year; however, new 
freshmen enrollment continued on par with the trend from recent years.  The following is a 10 year 
history on enrollment trends based on student headcount and full-time equivalent (FTE): 



2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15
Proj



2015-16
Proj



Fall Headcount 9,329 9,552 9,220 9,122 9,157 8,878 9,007 9,370 9,573 9,928 9,798 9,716
Annual FTE 8,933 9,121 8,882 8,810 8,876 8,558 8,825 9,139 9,410 9,702 9,510 9,430
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Ten Year Enrollment Trend (2005-2016)
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Considering fall 2014 census data, guidance from SCHEV on enrollment trends, and demographic 
changes in the high school student pipeline, the 2015-16 proposed budget was based on a conservative 
enrollment target of slightly less than the previous year.  This is a prudent decision given the current 
fiscal environment.     



Even though there was a slight decrease in total enrollment this past year, the previous three years 
sustained tremendous growth.  Increases in tuition and fee revenue whether receipted from enrollment 
growth or rate increases only reflect a portion of the resources needed to support the additional 
students as state general fund support is needed to cover the remaining portion of an in-state student’s 
cost of education.  As enrollments have grown, largely from in-state undergraduates, state general fund 
support for “new in-state seats” has not been allocated at the same proportion and thus constrains the 
institution’s ability to fully fund the needs of the institution. 



Radford University is very reliant upon state general fund support due to the significant number of in-
state undergraduate students served (94.7 percent as of fall 2014).  SCHEV’s calculation identifies that 
the University’s E&G program should be funded 62 percent by the state and 38 percent through 
institutional nongeneral fund sources (i.e. tuition, E&G fees, etc.).  However, SCHEV’s most recent 
calculation (October 2014), reflects an inversion with the University funding 60 percent from 
institutional nongeneral fund sources and the state funding 40 percent.    



Mandatory Cost Increases: 
 



2015 General Assembly Session Action 
During the 2015 General Assembly Session, the Governor, House and Senate continued their 
commitment and support for higher education by shielding institutions from deeper budget cuts as well 
as offering limited funding proposals that would benefit the University and its students.  The state also 
provided funding to mitigate the original 2014-16 budget reduction and authorized a two percent salary 
increase for all employees as well as a compression adjustment for classified employees.  Fringe 
benefit costs are also slated to rise as health insurance rate changes of 2.9 percent are anticipated along 
with Virginia Retirement System (VRS) rate increases to further reduce the unfunded liability. 



The following schedule reflects the approved funding from the 2015 General Assembly Session which 
provides additional general fund support for the University in 2015-16: 



2015 General Assembly Session Funding: 
Final 



E&G - Educational & General 
Two Percent Faculty Increase $507,132 
Reduction Mitigation/Transfer Support $662,812 
Central Appropriations - Estimated $537,574 



Total Est. E&G General Fund   $1,707,518 



SFA - Student Financial Assistance 
Need Based In-State Undergraduate Financial Aid $100,000 
Increase Transfer Grant Program $140,000 



Total Est. SFA General Fund   $240,000 



Total Est. General Fund $2,047,518 
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The original 2014-16 biennial budget (Chapter 3) levied a $1,113,249 budget reduction to the 
University and needed to be addressed on a permanent basis for 2015-16.  Fortunately, the 2015 
Session provided an additional $662,812 to mitigate the original reduction thereby offsetting the 
reduction to $450,437. 



In 2015-16, the total cost for the state mandated salary increases and fringe benefit rate adjustments 
will total $1,874,694.  The estimated incremental general fund support received for this purpose will 
total $1,044,706 and will assist with defraying the cost; however, the University still needed to provide 
an additional $829,988 to fully fund the mandated changes.   



Other Mandatory Costs 
In addition to the state mandated items, the University must also address teaching and research faculty 
promotion and tenure contractual commitments, operation and maintenance of new and existing 
facilities, contractual escalators for technology and maintenance contracts, and committed cost for 
previously approved technology projects such as implementing a comprehensive integrated Constituent 
Relationship Management (CRM) solution and Identity Management security software.  Schedule A 
provides a breakdown of the mandatory cost requirements. 



Funding Sources and Cost Drivers: 



The State policy for funding higher education is to fund 67 percent of the cost of education for in-state 
students.  Figure 1 reflects the status of general fund support for Radford University’s educational and 
general (E&G) program from 2002 through 2016 (projected) in relation to this policy.  Currently, 
general fund support for the E&G program is projected to be 39.1 percent and general fund support per 
FTE student is amongst the lowest of the public four-year institutions of higher education. 
 



As demonstrated in Figure 1, the 2015-16 projected E&G general fund split is significantly below the 
State’s policy of 67 percent.  The difference reflects funding of essential programmatic needs to 
support the University’s growing in-state student population.   
Figure 1: E&G general fund appropriation historical trend compare to State policy: 
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In addition, the cost per student has remained fairly constant since 2009, as reflected in Figure 2, which 
demonstrates the University’s commitment to reducing cost, reallocating internal resources to the 
highest priorities, and restructuring operations in order to mitigate the impact of tuition and fee 
increases.    
Figure 2: Cost versus Price trend per total FTE (constant dollars) 



Additionally, using national data from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) 
for the past decade Radford University has consistently ranked as the lowest Virginia four-year public 
institution of higher education in total E&G program functional spending per student FTE as 
demonstrated in Figure 3.  This demonstrates the University’s lean operational structure and 
administrative efficiencies in the E&G program which encompasses costs associated with instruction 
and support operations.     
Figure 3: Ranking of E&G Total Spending per FTE of Virginia Public Four-Year Institutions 
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Figure 4 displays the E&G general fund and nongeneral fund trends between 2002 and 2016 
(projected).  In 2010, as a result of the economic downturn and the sustained loss of general fund 
support, students and their families began funding the majority of the cost of education.  The increase 
in the nongeneral fund trend in recent years is the result of planned enrollment growth which has 
assisted with mitigating further increases in tuition and fees. 



Figure 4: E&G general fund/nongeneral fund split historical trend (nominal dollars) 



Proposed Budget 



2015-16 Projected Total Revenue 



Radford University’s institutional budget is derived from two fund sources: 



• General Fund (GF) – State tax dollars (unrestricted), distributed through the State budget
process and documented through the Virginia Acts of Assembly (i.e. Appropriation Act).



• Nongeneral Fund (NGF) – tuition, mandatory (technology and comprehensive) fees, user
(room and board) fees, other E&G and auxiliary enterprises fees, grants/contracts/research,
federal student work study, and commissions (e.g. dining services, bookstore, laundry, vending,
etc.).



Total University revenue is expected to be $206.3 million for fiscal year 2015-16, which reflects a 2.0 
percent increase above the 2014-15 Adjusted Budget.  The increase is attributable to new revenue from 
additional general fund support from the State for central appropriation adjustments and base 
operations and Board approved tuition and fee increases.   



The majority of the University’s total operating budget (72.9 percent) is supported through nongeneral 
fund sources.  The remaining 27.1 percent is supported through the general fund.  Figure 5 displays the 
breakdown of projected revenue by major funding sources. 
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Figure 5: 2015-16 projected total revenue (all sources and programs): 



2015-16 Projected Total Expenditures 



Expenditures are expected to total $198.9 million for 2015-16.  Projected expenditures are less than 
projected revenues due to required Auxiliary Enterprises reserve fund deposits that must be generated 
to meet the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV) guidelines for operating, 
equipment renewal and replacement, and future capital projects.   



Figure 6 illustrates projected expenditures for each of the major programs which include: 



• Educational & General (E&G): Activities to provide instruction, research, public service,
academic support (e.g., library, deans), student support services (e.g., admissions, financial aid,
registrar), and program support (e.g., administration, institutional support, physical plant)
services.



• Student Financial Assistance: Activities to provide financial assistance to Virginia students.



• Financial Assistance for Educational and General Services Program (Sponsored
Programs, Grants and Contracts): Activities to provide additional resources for educational
and general services through third-party grants, contracts, and research.
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• Auxiliary Enterprises: Self-supporting activities to provide goods or services to students,
faculty, staff and visitors (e.g., residence halls, dining services, bookstore, athletics, student
activities, etc.).



The E&G program represents 61.4 percent of the expenditures budgeted while Auxiliary Enterprises 
accounts for 30.5 percent. The remaining 8.2 percent is split between Student Financial Assistance and 
Sponsored Programs.   



Figure 6: 2015-16 Projected Expenditures by Major Program: 



Schedules A, B and C provide an overview of the University’s proposed 2015-16 operating budget by 
major program.  Schedule A details the 2015-16 Funded E&G Initiatives by Division, Schedule B 
provides an overview of the 2015-16 Total University Operating Budget, and Schedule C reflects the 
2015-16 Auxiliary Enterprise Budget by major program area.  Following is a narrative description by 
major program to complement the financial information presented in Schedules A, B and C. 



 Educational & General (E&G) Program: 



The Educational and General (E&G) program supports instruction, academic support, libraries, 
public service, student services, institutional support, and operation/maintenance of the 
physical plant.  The proposed 2015-16 E&G operating budget (base and one-time) totals $122.1 
million.  The projected increase in E&G revenue is derived from new general fund support and 
incremental tuition revenue generated from Board-approved tuition and fees.   



In 2015-16, the percentage of the E&G budget supported by general fund is projected to be 
39.1 percent.   The University is anticipated to receive $1.6 million in new general fund over 
the previous year for central appropriation adjustments, the State mandated salary increases and 
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reduction mitigation.  Projected E&G nongeneral fund revenue is derived primarily from 
tuition and fees ($71.9 million), with all other E&G revenue totaling $2.6 million.   



Resource Reallocation: 
For fiscal year 2015-16, the University strategically looked at all funding sources to determine 
if reallocations were available.  This process was designed to ensure institutional resources 
were leveraged as efficiently and effectively as possible, while continuing to address the 
increasing programmatic needs of the University.   



To address this shortfall, each division identified reduction strategies totaling five percent of 
their respective division’s base operating budget.  Through this review, many strategies were 
identified and generally included options such as realigning costs based on operational 
efficiencies, eliminating/reallocating positions, reevaluating internal service recoveries, internal 
restructuring, and reducing discretionary funding levels.  It should be noted that implementing 
reductions at the five percent level would strain the instructional and student support functions 
of the University since funding lost in the Great Recession of 2008 has not been fully 
recovered.  Fortunately, the state restored $662,812 of the $1,113,249 general fund reduction 
imposed in 2014-15 thereby lessening the amount each division needed to reallocate for central 
purposes.  The proposed 2015-16 E&G operating budget includes $1,019,450 in central 
reallocations. 



Additionally, the Division of Academic Affairs as mandated by the Board, will continue the 
implementation plan for the three Pathways to Excellence programs, i.e. Chemistry, Criminal 
Justice, and RN-BSN.  The required amount to fund the program expansions in 2015-16 will be 
$524,408.  In accordance with Board direction, the division will be reallocating the requisite 
funding from within their current resources.  This relocation is in addition to the 
aforementioned central reallocation requirement. There is no impact on tuition and fee rates for 
this purpose.  It should be noted that this reallocation will not complete the Pathways to 
Excellence program expansions and an additional $520,800 will be needed in 2016-17 to 
finalize the programs. 



The General Assembly also authorized institutions of higher education the option to reallocate 
an additional 2.5 percent average salary increase for teaching and research faculty on top of the 
two percent average state mandated increase.  The University has reallocated the equivalent of 
a two percent salary increase to address this authorization which is necessary given the 
institution’s current ranking to SCHEV approved peers (29th percentile, goal is 60th percentile).  
There was no impact on the proposed tuition and fee rates for this purpose.   



During the May 2015 Board of Visitors meeting, essential programmatic priorities were 
outlined and incorporated in the proposed 2015-16 budget.  Additionally, unavoidable cost 
increases and central appropriation adjustments for fringe benefits and State authorized salary 
increases were considered.  Due to the myriad of budget pressures in this budget development 
cycle only critical programmatic requests were considered from each of the Vice Presidents for 
2015-16.  These funds are necessary to address various student and employee retention and 
recruitment strategies that should provide a return on investment.   
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Schedule A provides an overview of the E&G base budget initiatives funded in 2015-16.  The 
major programmatic initiatives include support for the state authorized salary increase, 
undergraduate recruitment with a focus on transfer and underrepresented populations, 
investments in retention with NetTutor contract services, career services, branding and 
marketing advertising purchases, and operation and maintenance of the Center for the Sciences 
coming online.  



Schedule D illustrates the initial budget assumptions provided to the board in May 2015 as well 
as any changes that occurred prior to finalization of the actual 2015-16 proposed operating 
budget. 



Student Financial Assistance Program: 



State support from the general fund is appropriated for scholarships and fellowships to 
undergraduate and graduate students.  The authorized general fund appropriation for fiscal year 
2015-16 is $8.2 million, an increase of $100,000 over fiscal year 2014-15.  In addition to 
general fund support, the University continues to commit $1.9 million from institutional 
nongeneral fund resources to support undergraduate need-based financial aid.   



Financial Assistance for Educational and General Services Program (Grants/Contracts): 



Radford University receives external funding for grants and contracts from a variety of federal, 
state, private, and local sources.  For fiscal year 2015-16, estimated annual activity is projected 
at $6.1 million for Sponsored Programs.  



Auxiliary Enterprises Program: 



The Auxiliary Enterprises program supports student service activities such as residential life, 
dining, athletics, recreation, student health, and transportation.  Funding for this program is 
generated from contract commissions and fees assessed to students and other users.  The State 
requires Auxiliary Enterprises to be financially self-supporting.  For this reason, general fund 
support and tuition revenue cannot be allocated to these activities.   



For fiscal year 2015-16, the revenue budget for Auxiliary Enterprises is projected to be $68.0 
million.  The increase is attributed to incremental revenue generated from Board-approved 
comprehensive fees, room and board rates, and contract commissions. 



The following represent base budget initiatives funded for 2015-16 by major auxiliary 
enterprise units. It should be noted that all auxiliary budgets were adjusted to account for fringe 
benefit rate changes and the state authorized salary increase as necessary. 



• Dining Services:
o Increased vendor contract payment escalator



• Housing and Residential Services:
o Resident Director scholarship and stipend increases
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o Debt service payments for residence hall capital projects
o Student Conduct FTE
o M.A.S.H Mentoring Program
o Cable TV Programming escalator and enhancements



• Parking & Transportation
o Transit operations local match
o Renewal and replacement of parking meters



• Student Health Services
o Annual contract escalator (CPI)
o SAVES Director and department reorganization



• Student Union and Recreation
o Coordinator of Intramural Sports FTE
o Operation and maintenance for intramural fields
o One-time funds to support the intramural fields start-up



• Other Auxiliary Enterprises
o One-time funds to support auxiliary infrastructure improvements



• Intercollegiate Athletics
o Student athlete insurance escalators
o Big South Conference dues escalator
o Scholarships – cost of attendance policy change
o Operational realignments to address current sports array



It is projected that approximately $7.4 million will be generated in 2015-16 for reserve fund 
contributions which can be used for future debt service, maintenance reserve projects, and 
construction and/or renovation costs associated with future capital projects.   



The following are strategic future considerations for auxiliary reserve balances: 
• Hurlburt Hall student center addition
• Muse Hall renovation
• Athletic complex renovation projects
• Maintenance reserve projects
• Equipment renewal and replacement
• Land acquisition
• Future capital projects



Action: 
Radford University Board of Visitors approval of the 2015-16 operating budget as presented in 
Schedule B for Total Operating Budget and Schedule C for Auxiliary Enterprises. 
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 Resolution 



Approval of the Radford University 2015-16 Operating Budget 



BE IT RESOLVED, the Radford University Board of Visitors approves the fiscal year 2015-
16 operating budget as presented in Schedule B for Total Operating Budget and Schedule C for 
Auxiliary Enterprises. 











Schedule A



Academic Affairs Recurring One-Time Total T&R A/P Staff Total FTE
Promotion & Tenure $95.5 $95.5 0.00
Retention - Noel Levitz $118.3 $118.3 0.00
Library Collections $200.0 $200.0 0.00
Degree Works (Admissions, Registrar) $28.0 $28.0 1.00 1.00
Admissions Operating Support $175.0 $175.0 $350.0 0.00
DPT Seats/Nursing Travel/Grad Prog. $80.8 $80.8 0.00
NOVA Regional Recruiter $53.0 $53.0 1.00 1.00
Pathways to Excellence $524.4 $524.4 4.00 1.00 1.00 6.00
Pathways to Excellence - Reallocation ($524.4) ($524.4) (4.00) (1.00) (1.00) (6.00)
I-Grad Financial Literacy $10.0
I-Grad Financial Literacy - Reallocation ($10.0)
Net Tutor $60.0 $60.0 0.00
Net Tutor - Reallocation ($60.0) ($60.0) 0.00
Faculty Changes $107.1 $107.1 1.00 1.00
Faculty Changes - Reallocation ($77.3) ($77.3) 0.00
Exec. Dir. Career Services Prog. $113.0 $113.0 1.00 1.00
Exec. Dir. Career Services Prog. - Reallocation ($113.0) ($113.0) 0.00
Restructuring/Salary Alignment $20.8 $20.8 0.00
Restructuring/Salary Alignment - Reallocation ($20.8) ($20.8) 0.00
Central Reallocation ($300.0) ($300.0) (1.00) (1.00) (1.00) (3.00)



Academic Affairs Total $162.2 $493.3 $655.4 (1.00) 2.00 0.00 1.00



Central Administration
Lease Increase $11.3 $11.3 0.00
Central Reallocation ($65.0) ($65.0) 0.00



Central Administration Total ($53.7) $0.0 ($53.7) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



Central Resources
Salary Increases



Two Percent Salary /Compression Adj. $1,480.0 $1,480.0 0.00
Add'l Two Percent T&R Increase $768.7 $768.7
Reversal of 2014-15 Equity Pool ($720.8) ($720.8)



Fringe Increases
State Mandated Health & VRS Adj. $395.2 $395.2 0.00
Academic Affairs $118.7 $118.7 0.00
Information Technology $20.1 $20.1 0.00
Finance & Administration $127.6 $127.6 0.00
University Advancement $6.2 $6.2 0.00



Other Increases
Recovery Rate Changes ($399.6) ($399.6) 0.00
University One-time Projects $418.0 $418.0 0.00
Central Reallocation ($249.9) ($249.9) 0.00



Central Resources Total $1,546.4 $418.0 $1,964.4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



Information Technology
Contract Escalators $94.2 $94.2 0.00
CRM $128.3 $42.0 $170.3
Restructuring/Salary Alignment $81.2 $81.2 0.00
Website Redesign $67.3 $67.3
Identity Management $2.0 $105.5 $107.5 0.00
Central Reallocation ($125.0) ($125.0) 0.00



Information Technology Total $180.7 $214.7 $395.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



Finance & Administration
University Clery Coordinator $66.0 $66.0 1.00 1.00
University Clery Coordinator - Reallocation ($66.0) ($66.0) (1.00) -1.00
Restructuring/Salary Alignment $11.9 $11.9 0.00
Mandatory Escalators/Compliance Mandates $17.8 $6.7 $24.4 0.00
O&M - New Facilities - CSAT $365.2 $87.0 $452.2 2.00 2.00
O&M - Existing Facilities $121.0 $121.0 0.00
Central Reallocation ($201.3) ($201.3) (0.65) -0.65



Finance & Administration Total $314.5 $93.7 $2,932.0 0.00 0.35 1.00 1.35



Student Affairs -$66,000.00
Contract Escalators $0.4 $0.4 0.00
Central Reallocation ($63.0) ($63.0) 0.00



Student Affairs Total ($62.7) $0.0 ($62.7) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



University Advancement
Increased Rent (Office Space) $7.0 $7.0 0.00
Social Media Monitoring $7.0 $7.0 0.00
Restructuring/Salary Alignment $25.0 $25.0 0.00
Increase Travel for Development $16.7 $16.7 0.00
Special Events & Program Materials $35.0 $35.0 0.00



University Advancement Total $55.7 $35.0 $90.7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



University Relations
Marketing/Branding $175.0 $297.0 $472.0 0.00
Project Mgmt. Software/Promotional Support $38.5 $38.5 0.00



University Relations Total $175.0 $335.5 $510.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



Grand Total $2,318.1 $1,590.2 $6,432.1 (1.00) 2.35 1.00 2.35



E&G Funded Initiatives by Division
2015-16



Schedule A



Dollars in Thousands ($) Positions (FTE)
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 Schedule B



Dollars in Thousands 2014-15 2015-16
Original Adjusted Adjusted Technical Base One-Time Recommended



Total Budget (a) Adjustments Total Budget (b) Total Budget Adjustments Adjustments Adjustments Total Budget (c)



Educational and General Programs



Revenues
General Fund $47,258 ($521) $46,737 $46,737 $521 $444 $0 $47,702
Tuition and Fees 70,011 (1,950) 68,061 68,061 $1,950 1,868 0 71,879
All Other Income 2,406 0 2,406 2,406 ($1,137) 6 1,231 2,506



Revenue $119,675 ($2,471) $117,203 $117,203 $1,334 $2,318 $1,231 $122,087



Expenditures
Instructional & Academic Support (80,662) 3,260 (77,402) (77,402) (3,260) (502) (4) (81,168)
All Other Support Programs (39,013) (789) (39,801) (39,801) 1,926 (1,816) (1,227) (40,919)



Expenditures ($119,675) $2,471 ($117,203) ($117,203) ($1,334) ($2,318) ($1,231) (122,087)



Reserve Draw (Deposit) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Student Financial Assistance



Revenue $9,995 $48 $10,042 $10,042 ($48) $100 $0 $10,095
Expenditures (9,995) (48) (10,042) ($10,042) 48 (100) 0 (10,095)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Sponsored Programs



Revenue $8,797 ($0) $8,797 $8,797 $0 ($2,697) $0 $6,100
Expenditures (8,797) 0 (8,797) ($8,797) 0 2,697 0 (6,100)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) 0 (0) 0 0 0 0 0 0
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Auxiliary Enterprises



Revenues $66,841 ($598) $66,243 $66,243 $533 $1,244 $0 $68,020
Expenditures (59,846) (92) (59,938) ($59,938) 1,937 (2,272) (392) (60,666)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (6,995) 691 (6,304) (6,304) (2,470) 1,028 392 (7,354)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Total University



Revenues $205,308 ($3,022) $202,286 $202,286 $1,820 $964 $1,231 $206,301
Expenses (198,313) 2,331 (195,982) (195,982) 651 (1,993) (1,624) (198,947)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (6,995) 691 (6,304) (6,304) (2,470) 1,028 392 (7,354)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Notes:
(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the 2014-15 Operating Budget as of July 1, 2014 which was approved by the BOV at the September 2014 meeting.  Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.
(b) Adjusted Total Budget -  Reflects the 2014-15 Operating Budget as of June 30, 2015. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.
(c) Recommended Total Budget -  Reflects the proposed 2015-16 Original Total Budget as of July 1, 2015. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.



Radford University
Proposed University Operating Budget



2015-16



Annual Budget for 2014-15 2015-16 Adjustments
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 Schedule C



Dollars in Thousands 2014-15 2015-16
Original Adjusted Revised Technical Base One-Time Recommended



Total Budget (a) Adjustments Total Budget (b) Base Budget Adjustments Adjustments Adjustments Total Budget (c)



Residential & Dining Programs



Revenues $30,606 $0 $30,606 $30,606 $0 $926 $0 $31,532
Expenditures (27,630) 30 (27,600) ($27,600) 144 (1,140) (12) (28,609)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (2,976) (30) (3,006) (3,006) (144) 214 12 (2,924)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Bookstore



Revenues $440 $0 $440 $440 $0 $410 $0 $850
Expenditures (269) 0 (269) ($269) 0 0 0 (269)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (171) 0 (171) (171) 0 (410) 0 (581)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Parking & Transportation



Revenues $1,655 ($25) $1,630 $1,630 $25 $131 $0 $1,786
Expenditures (1,580) 38 (1,542) ($1,542) 300 (52) (78) (1,372)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (75) (13) (88) (88) (325) (79) 78 (414)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Telecommunications



Revenues $566 $0 $566 $566 $0 $0 $0 $566
Expenditures (492) 2 (490) ($490) 0 (3) 0 (493)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (74) (2) (75) (75) 0 3 0 (72)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Student Health Services



Revenues $3,074 ($62) $3,012 $3,012 $62 ($20) $0 $3,053
Expenditures (2,858) 23 (2,835) ($2,835) 38 (141) (47) (2,986)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (215) 38 (177) (177) (100) 162 47 (68)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Student Programming



Revenues $8,313 ($137) $8,176 $8,176 $146 ($51) $0 $8,271
Expenditures (8,275) (40) (8,315) ($8,315) 922 (310) (100) (7,803)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (38) 177 139 139 (1,068) 361 100 (468)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Building & Facilities



Revenues $3,651 ($114) $3,537 $3,537 $114 ($141) $0 $3,510
Expenditures (1,625) (120) (1,745) ($1,745) 120 (11) (55) (1,692)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (2,026) 235 (1,792) (1,792) (234) 152 55 (1,818)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Other Enterprise Functions



Revenues $6,042 ($39) $6,003 $6,003 $30 ($13) $0 $6,020
Expenditures (5,431) (28) (5,459) ($5,459) 218 (39) (50) (5,329)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (611) 67 (544) (544) (248) 51 50 (691)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Intercollegiate Athletics



Revenues $12,495 ($221) $12,273 $12,273 $156 $2 $0 $12,432
Expenditures (11,685) 2 (11,683) ($11,683) 196 (575) (50) (12,112)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (809) 219 (590) (590) (352) 573 50 (319)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Total Auxiliary Enterprise



Revenues $66,841 ($598) $66,243 $66,243 $533 $1,244 $0 $68,020
Expenses (59,846) (92) (59,938) (59,938) 1,937 (2,272) (392) (60,666)
Reserve Draw (Deposit) (6,995) 691 (6,304) (6,304) (2,470) 1,028 392 (7,354)
NET $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0



Notes:
(a) Original Total Budget - Reflects the projected 2014-15 Operating Budget as of July 01, 2014 which was approved by the BOV at the September 2014 meeting.  Both recurring and one-time 
operating budgets are included.
(b) Adjusted Total Budget - Reflects the 2014-15 Operating Budget as of May 05, 2015. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.
(c) Recommended Total Budget - Reflects the proposed 2015-16 Original Total Budget as of July 1, 2015. Both recurring and one-time operating budgets are included.



Radford University
Proposed Auxiliary Enterprise Budget



2015-16



Annual Budget for 2014-15 2015-16 Adjustments
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chedule D



May July
Assumptions Budget Change



REVENUE
General Fund Changes



Appropriation Reductions (1,113,249) (1,113,249) 0
Additional Operating Support 662,812 662,812 0
2% Faculty Adjustment 507,132 507,132 0
Central Approp. Adjs - Estimated 537,574 387,246 (150,328)
Total GF Change 594,269 443,941 (150,328)



Nongeneral Fund Changes
Enrollment Decline - Estimated (1,876,808) (1,876,808) 0
Tuition Increase - Estimated 3,606,753 3,750,950 144,197
Total NGF Changes 1,729,945 1,874,142 144,197



Total Revenue Changes 2,324,214 2,318,083 (6,131)



EXPENSES
Non-Discretionary Cost Increases



Mandatory Costs
Salary Adjustments



2% Sal Incr./Comp Adj 1,430,032 1,480,011 49,979
Fringe Adjustments



Health Insurance/VRS Rate Changes 395,183 395,183 0
Central Cost Commitments



AA Promotion & Tenure, & DPT Seats 132,996 165,701 32,705
IT - CRM & Identity Management 130,305 130,305 0
IT, SA, & Finance Contractual Escalators 96,694 107,983 11,289
O&M New Facilities 664,162 482,597 (181,565)
Increased O&M for Existing Facilities 121,000 121,000 0
Admin Overhead/One-Time Operating (464,733) (322,310) 142,423



Sub-Total Central Commitments 2,505,639 2,560,470 54,831
Division Recurring Requirements



Academic Affairs 322,885 337,923 15,038
Information Technology 100,000 101,364 1,364
Finance & Administration 26,249 37,680 11,431
University Advancement 61,546 61,907 361
University Relations 175,000 175,000 0
Sub-Total Division Requirements 685,680 713,874 28,194



Total Non-Discretionary Cost Increases 3,191,319 3,274,344 83,025



REALLOCATIONS
Board Mandates



PTE - Chemistry 215,808 215,808 0
PTE - Criminal Justice 120,000 120,000 0
PTE - RN-BSN 188,600 188,600 0
Provost's Reallocation (524,408) (524,408) 0



Sub-Total Board Mandates 0 0 0
Additional T&R Increase



2% T&R Reallocation 768,706 768,706 0
Reversal of 2014-15 Equity Pool (722,985) (720,773) 2,212



Sub-Total T&R Reallocation 45,721 47,933 2,212
 General Division



Academic Affairs (300,000) (300,000) 0
Central Administration (65,000) (65,000) 0
Information Technology (125,000) (125,000) 0
Finance & Administration (201,338) (201,338) 0
Student Affairs (63,000) (63,000) 0
Univ. Adv./Relations 0 0 0
Central Resources - Estimated (158,488) (249,856) (91,368)



Sub-Total General Reallocations (912,826) (1,004,194) (91,368)



Total University Reallocations (867,105) (956,261) (89,156)



SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) (0) 0 0



2015-16 Resource Allocation Analysis
Schedule D
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs & Audit Committee 



September 17, 2015 



Action Item 
Approval of Radford University’s 2015 Six-Year Plan 



Item: 
Board of Visitors approval of Radford University’s 2015 Six-Year Plan as required by § 23-
38.87:17 of the “Preparing for the Top Jobs of the 21st Century: The Virginia Higher Education 
Opportunity Act of 2011” (TJ21). 



Background: 
In response to the requirements outlined in § 23-38.87:17 of the “Preparing for the Top Jobs of 
the 21st Century: The Virginia Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2011” (TJ21) legislation, 
attached is a copy of Radford University’s 2015 Six-Year Plan submitted to the State Council of 
Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV) by the stated deadline of July 1, 2015. 



TJ21 established a mandate that the governing board of each public institution of higher education 
develop and adopt biennially and amend or affirm annually a six-year plan for their institution. 
The act requires the plans to be submitted to the State Council for Higher Education of Virginia 
(SCHEV) by July 1 of each odd-numbered year and also requires any amendments or affirmations 
to existing plans to be submitted by July 1 of each even-numbered year. 



The 2015 Six Year Plan submission marks the third iteration of this exercise.  The instructions and 
template to complete the six year plan, or the plan update, are usually provided by SCHEV in May, 
typically at the time of the May Board meeting.  Due to this timeline, the University has historically 
submitted the plan, or update, to SCHEV by the July 1st deadline and then has presented it to the 
Board for approval at the next scheduled meeting which is usually held in September.  Over the 
July and August months, State representatives review the plan and provide comments in early 
September for all institutions to respond with updates or revisions, as appropriate, by October 1st.  
This process was once again followed for the 2015 Six Year Plan submission and the Committee 
will receive an update on the resulting comments as well as approve the plan at this September 
2015 meeting. 



In preparation of the submission, the University reviewed the previous 2014 Six Year Plan update 
and determined which of the existing initiatives would remain, be altered, and which new 
initiatives would be added.  The 2015 Six-Year Plan reflects the priorities of the University and 
the objectives and goals outlined in TJ21 and includes two parts.  Part I is an Excel template with 
four components that includes an Academic-Financial Plan, Finance-Tuition & Fees Plan, a 
Financial Aid Plan, and a new Intellectual Property (IP) reporting component that is intended to 
capture assignment of IP interests to persons or nongovernmental entities.  Part II provides a 
narrative summary of the proposed strategies and an evaluation of the most recent biennial six-
year plan  



ATTACHMENT  H











  



The strategies identified in the University’s 2015 Six-Year Plan were developed collaboratively 
with each division through the annual budget development cycle.  Building upon the strategic 
multi-year budget developed in the previous cycle, divisions reviewed their respective submissions 
and updated strategies to align with current priorities and objectives.  The academic strategies 
related to programmatic growth were developed by the Provost through the respective academic 
unit. 



The presented tuition and fee increases assume a proportionate share of general fund support for 
modeling purposes only.  The funding of the proposed strategies are subject to change unless 
incremental general fund support is received.  Additionally, approval of tuition and fees is the 
responsibility of the Board of Visitors and may be adjusted based upon factors such as incremental 
general fund support, legislative requirements, projected enrollment growth, and prioritization of 
strategies to implement.   



Comments regarding the University’s 2015 Six-Year Plan were received September 1, 2015.  All 
institutions were asked individually to comment on how they are involved with the higher 
education centers across the state.  Radford University received the following institution-specific 
comments and is currently in the process of preparing response for each. 



1. Is RU working with the VDOE to coordinate the cybersecurity training for teachers?
2. Graduate-level programs appear to cost RU twice as much.  Do you have a break-even



business plan related to the graduate programs?  Is there a differential tuition pricing
strategy that is being employed?



3. What is your projection of retention rates?  What interim steps are being taken to increase
retention?



4. Are graduates from the Hampton Roads area staying in the area or returning to home areas?
5. Provide information on the number of students receiving the Two-Year College Transfer



Grant.  Please detail what RU is doing to ensure eligible students receive the grant and
reduce their costs



Action: 
Radford University Board of Visitors approval of the Radford University 2015 Six-Year Plan. 











 Resolution 



Approval of Radford University’s 2015 Six-Year Plan 
September 18, 2015 



WHEREAS, the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2011 became effective July 1, 
2011, and requires each public institution of higher education in Virginia to develop and submit 
an institutional six-year plan; and 



WHEREAS, § 23-38.87:17 of the Act requires, “The governing board of each public 
institution of higher education shall develop and adopt biennially and amend or affirm annually 
a six-year plan for the institution and shall submit that plan to the Council (State Council of 
Higher Education for Virginia), the Governor, and the Chairs of the House Committee on 
Appropriations and the Senate Committee on Finance no later than July 1 of each odd-numbered 
year, and shall submit amendments to or an affirmation of that plan no later than July 1 of each 
even-numbered year or at any other time permitted by the Governor or General Assembly”; and 



WHEREAS, Radford University prepared a six-year plan in accordance with the 
requirements of the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2011 and guidelines provided by the 
State Council of Higher Education for Virginia; and 



WHEREAS, the University submitted the six-year plan to the State Council of Higher 
Education for Virginia by the stated deadline of July 1, 2015 for the 2015 submission; and 



WHEREAS, the 2015 Six-Year Plan must be approved by the Board of Visitors prior to 
the October 1 final submission; 



THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED the Radford University Board of Visitors approves 
the Radford University 2015 Six-Year Plan (Part I and Part II) as presented in the format 
provided by the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia; and 



BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the University is authorized to revise the 2015 
Six-Year Plan as required by State officials for final submission by the stated deadline. 











Six-Year Plans - Part I (2015): 2016-18 through 2020-22



Institution:
Due: July 1, 2015



Telephone number: 540-831-5411



Institution UNITID: 233277



Individual responsible for plan



Name: Richard S. Alvarez



Email address: ralvarez@radford.edu



Radford University



2015 Six-Year Plan - Institution ID 1 of 1 SCHEV - 4/30/15











ACADEMIC AND FINANCIAL PLAN



Biennium 2018-2020 (7/1/18-6/30/20) Biennium 2020-2022 (7/1/20-6/30/22)



Total Amount Amount From Tuition 
Revenue Total Amount Amount From Tuition 



Revenue



Incremental: $1,252,508 $400,803 $3,004,233 $1,101,142
Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0
Reallocation: $520,800 $0 $520,800 $0
Incremental: $2,247,191 $898,427 $4,993,757 $1,996,504
Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0
Reallocation: $0 $0 $0 $0
Incremental:



Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0
Reallocation: $0 $0 $0 $0
Incremental: $1,200,000 $0 $2,400,000 $0
Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0
Reallocation: $0 $0 $0 $0
Incremental: $350,000 $139,930 $350,000 $139,930



Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0



Reallocation: $0 $0 $0 $0
Incremental: $145,800 $145,800 $433,080 $433,080
Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0
Reallocation: $102,354 $0 $178,385 $0
Incremental: $0 $0 $489,989 $0
Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0
Reallocation: $0 $0 $0 $0
Incremental: $23,100 $9,235 $23,100 $9,235
Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0
Reallocation: $76,988 $0 $153,976 $0
Incremental: $0 $0 $1,420,165 $0
Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0
Reallocation: $0 $0 $0 $0
Incremental: $765,306 $0 $1,700,681 $0
Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0
Reallocation: $107,000 $0 $214,000 $0
Incremental: $0 $0 $0 $0
Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0
Reallocation: $0 $0 $0 $0
Incremental: $0 $0 $0 $0
Savings: $0 $0 $0 $0
Reallocation: $0 $0 $0 $0



$5,983,905 $1,594,195 $14,815,005 $3,679,891
$0 $0 $0 $0



$807,142 $0 $1,067,161 $0



Six-Year Plans - Part I (2015): 2016-18 through 2020-22



Instructions: In the column entitled “Academic and Support Service Strategies for Six-Year Period (2016-2022),” please provide titles to identify strategies (for the three biennia of this six-year period) associated with goals in the Statewide Strategic Plan. Please use this title to 
identify a more detailed description of the strategy in the separate Word document (Part II - Narrative) .  



Continually seek to maintain affordability and access for 
low and middle income students.



Continue to address faculty salaries by moving the 
average salary toward the 60th percentile of the 
institution's peer group.



Continue to address faculty salaries by moving the 
average salary toward the 60th percentile of the 
institution's peer group.



Continue to enhance student success, retention, and 
graduation.



Continue to enhance student success, retention, and 
graduation.



Continue to support existing undergraduate student 
populations



Continually seek to maintain affordability and access for 
low and middle income students.



1



1



Develop a Master's Program in Health Promotion and 
Disease Prevention (M.S./M.A.)



Optimal Year-Round Use of Facilities and Instructional 
Resources



Radford University



Priority 
Ranking



ACADEMIC AND SUPPORT SERVICE STRATEGIES FOR SIX-YEAR PERIOD (2016-2022)
Biennium 2016-2018 (7/1/16-6/30/18)



Support Undergraduate Transfer Student Enrollment and 
the Changing Student Demography 



2016-2017 2017-2018



3 & 4



Enhance Student Success, Retention, and Graduation



Move Faculty Salaries Toward the 60th Percentile
For Reference Only.  All resources are identified below.



Increase Financial Aid to Assist Low and Middle Income 
Students



3



2



3 & 4Develop STEM-H Programs in Science and Technology



SSP Goal



Total 2016-2018 Costs



1



2



3



4



Reallocation



Incremental (Included in Financial Plan line 61)



3 & 4



3 & 4



Transition to an entry-level M.S. in Athletic Training to 
enhance students’ career preparedness



5
Sustain the newly created Cyber Security Emergency 
Operations training program and activities across the 
state while building new partnerships to provide 
additional training in the public and private sectors



11



9



6



10



Finalize the transition to the M.S. in Athletic Training 
while completing the phase out of the undergraduate 
program.



8



Expand STEM-H Communication Sciences graduate 
programs in support of historic K-12 demand



Implement an Ed.D. in Education
Continue to grow the Ed.D. program with additional 
cohorts and build additional relationships with the 
Commonwealth's K-12 network.



Finalize the COSD expansion and the newly created 
Au.D.. program start-up.



3



1, 3 & 4



7



Expand STEM-H Degree Production Through Existing 
Allied Health Programs



Establish Cyber Security Emergency Operations Training 
and Education Lab and Emergency Operation Center



3 & 4



12



Strategies



Continue to support the newly created M.S. in 
Biomedical Forensics while investigating other areas to 
expand STEM-H programs in science and technology.



Continue to support the COSD expansion and the newly 
created Au.D.. program while investigation other areas 
to expand STEM-H graduate programs in Allied Health.



Support the newly created M.S. in Biomedical Forensics 
while investigating other areas to expand STEM-H 
programs in science and technology.



Continue to support existing STEM-H degree programs, 
pursue a clinical Doctorate in Social Work (DSW), and 
address other possible program expansion as 
necessities may require. 



Continue to grow the Ed.D. program with additional 
cohorts and build additional relationships with the 
Commonwealth's K-12 network.



Continue to support existing undergraduate student 
populations



Strategies



Continue to support existing STEM-H degree programs 
and address program expansion as necessities may 
require.



Strategies (Short Title)



Savings



Cost: Incremental, Savings, Reallocation



 Sustain the M.S. in Athletic Training program.



Sustain the newly created Cyber Security Emergency 
Operations training program and activities across the 
state while building new partnerships to provide 
additional training in the public and private sectors



Operationalize the newly created Master's Program in 
Health Promotion and Disease Prevention.



Continue to optimize the use of the Institution's facilities 
and instructional resources in every strategic initiative of 
the University.



Operationalize the newly created Master's Program in 
Health Promotion and Disease Prevention.



Continue to optimize the use of the Institution's facilities 
and instructional resources in every strategic initiative of 
the University.



3



Identified Below Identified Below Identified Below Identified Below
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ACADEMIC AND FINANCIAL PLAN



Biennium 2018-2020 (7/1/18-6/30/20) Biennium 2020-2022 (7/1/20-6/30/22)



Total Amount Amount From Tuition 
Revenue Total Amount Amount From Tuition 



Revenue



Six-Year Plans - Part I (2015): 2016-18 through 2020-22



Instructions: In the column entitled “Academic and Support Service Strategies for Six-Year Period (2016-2022),” please provide titles to identify strategies (for the three biennia of this six-year period) associated with goals in the Statewide Strategic Plan. Please use this title to 
identify a more detailed description of the strategy in the separate Word document (Part II - Narrative) .  



Radford University



Priority 
Ranking



ACADEMIC AND SUPPORT SERVICE STRATEGIES FOR SIX-YEAR PERIOD (2016-2022)
Biennium 2016-2018 (7/1/16-6/30/18)



2016-2017 2017-2018SSP Goal StrategiesStrategiesStrategies (Short Title)



Cost: Incremental, Savings, Reallocation



Total Amount Amount From Tuition 
Revenue Total Amount Amount From Tuition 



Revenue Total Amount Amount From Tuition Revenue (6)



$5,983,905 $1,594,195 $14,815,005 $3,679,891
3 $2,097,706 $838,663 $4,157,659 $1,662,232 $1,409,294 $256,107 (7)



4.59% 1.83% 4.59% 1.83% 4.00% 2.00% (8)



Increase Admin. Faculty Salaries2 $0 $0 $0 $0 $300,667 $120,207
Admin. Faculty Salary Increase Rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.00% 0.00%



Increase Classified Staff Salaries2 $0 $0 $0 $0 $488,777 $195,413
Classified Salary Increase Rate 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.00% 0.00%



$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%



$0 $0 $0 $0
0 0 0 0



$0 $0 $0 $0
0 0 0 0



$0 $0 $0 $0
0 0 0 0



$0 $0 $0 $0
0 0 0 0



$0 $0 $0 $0
0 0 0 0



13 $120,000 $47,976 $765,148 $305,906
1.00 0.40 1.00 0.40



14 $1,047,000 $418,591 $2,251,050 $899,970
2.00 0.80 3.00 1.20



15 $693,024 $277,071 $693,024 $277,071
5.00 2.00 5.00 2.00



16 $296,096 $118,379 $380,122 $151,973
17 $157,889 $63,124 $157,889 $63,124
18 $292,500 $116,942 $593,775 $237,391
18 $126,000 $50,375 $255,780 $102,261



$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0



$10,814,120 $3,525,316 $24,069,452 $7,379,819



Notes:



(1) Please ensure that these items are not double counted if they are already included in the incremental cost of the academic plan.



Total Additional Funding Need



Others (Specify, insert lines below)
Additional In-State Student Financial Aid From Tuition Revenue 



Utility Cost Increase
O&M for New Facilities4(FTE)
O&M for New Facilities4($)
Technology Enhancement4(FTE)



Increase Number of University Staff 4(FTE)



Total Incremental Cost from Academic Plan1



2017-2018
Items 



Increase Number of Full-Time T&R Faculty4 ($)



T&R Faculty Salary Increase Rate3



Increase University Staff Salaries2



Increase T&R Faculty Salaries2, 5



Six-Year Financial Plan for Educational and General Programs, Incremental Operating Budget Need
2016-2018 Biennium
(Assuming No Additional General Fund)



University Staff Salary Increase Rate



Increase Number of Part-Time Faculty4 (FTE)



Increase Number of Full-Time Admin. Faculty4 ($)
Increase Number of Full-Time T&R Faculty4 (FTE)



2015-16



Increase Number of Part-Time Faculty4 ($)



(6) The dollar amounts reflected in the salary increase line are incongruent with the percentages reflected in the rate increase line.  This was populated in this fashion per instructions from SCHEV staff.



(3) Enter planned annual faculty salary increase rate.  Any salary increase entered here will be counted when calculating the gap to reach the 60th percentile in the future.
(4) Enter number of FTE change over the FY2016 level in appropriate columns.  



(7) Per instructions from SCHEV staff, the dollars reported represent the tuition portion of the two percent mandated state salary increase which is $256,107 (0.80%) for T&R Faculty. The entire funding necessary to implement an additional legislatively authorized T&R 
salary increase will occur through a reallocation of existing resources which is reflected in the "2015-16 Total Amount" column. PLEASE NOTE: If implemented, no new tuition dollars will be used by the University to fund the additional two percent T&R salary 
increase. 



(8) Per instructions from SCHEV staff, the percent reported reflects the planned additional T&R salary increase the University may fund in 2015-16 as a result of authorized legislation.  This would include a definite two percent action which is partly funded by the state 
and an additional two percent action which will be funded through internal reallocations pending resources availability. 



(5) 2016-17 represents the annualization of four (4) pay period from the state authorized 2015-16 salary increase and compression adjustment.



2016-2017



(2) If planned, enter the cost of any institution-wide increase. 



Increase Number of Full-Time Admin. Faculty4 (FTE)



Increase Number of Classified Staff 4($)
Increase Number of Classified Staff 4(FTE)



Fringe/health insurance benefits increase
VRS increase



    Safety and Security Enhancement



Technology Enhancement4($)
Library Enhancement4(FTE)
Library Enhancement4($)



Increase Number of University Staff 4($)



NGF share of state authorized salary increase/bonus5
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Student 
Charge Total Revenue Student 



Charge
Rate 



Increase
Total 



Revenue
Student 
Charge



Rate 
Increase Total Revenue Student 



Charge
Rate 



Increase Total Revenue



E&G Programs
Undergraduate, In-State $6,440 $53,829,116 $6,842 6.2% $56,926,573 $7,195 5.2% $59,336,440 $7,566 5.2% $62,062,850
Undergraduate, Out-of-State $19,126 $8,529,588 $19,126 0.0% $9,011,840 $19,685 2.9% $9,305,591 $20,069 2.0% $9,661,375
Graduate, In-State $7,241 $5,370,089 $7,694 6.3% $5,247,206 $8,091 5.2% $5,805,590 $8,509 5.2% $6,514,594
Graduate, Out-of-State $16,894 $1,859,112 $16,894 0.0% $1,889,077 $17,386 2.9% $1,958,733 $17,724 1.9% $2,022,038
Law, In-State $0 $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0
Law, Out-of-State $0 $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0
Medicine, In-State $0 $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0
Medicine, Out-of-State $0 $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0
Dentistry, In-State $0 $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0
Dentistry, Out-of-State $0 $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0
PharmD, In-State $0 $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0
PharmD, Out-of-State $0 $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0
Veterinary Medicine, In-State $0 $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0
Veterinary Medicine, Out-of-State $0 $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0 $0 % $0



Other NGF $2,689,678 $2,824,162 $3,017,820 $3,017,820
Total E&G Revenue - Gross $72,277,583 $75,898,858 $79,424,174 $83,278,677
Total E&G Revenue - Net of Financial Aid $70,370,112 $73,991,387 $77,516,703 $81,371,206
E&G Revenue Used for Faculty Salary Increases $0 $211,032 $787,441 $823,569
Average T&R Faculty Salary Increase Rate 0.00% 4.00% 4.59% 4.59%



Undergraduate $2,920 $2,967 1.6% $3,071 3.5% $3,178 3.5%
Graduate $2,920 $2,967 1.6% $3,071 3.5% $3,178 3.5%
Law $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
Medicine $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
Dentistry $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
PharmD $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
Veterinary Medicine $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %



$65,500,387 $66,219,611 $69,530,592 $73,007,121



Undergraduate, In-State $9,360 $9,809 4.8% $10,266 4.7% $10,744 4.7%
Undergraduate, Out-of-State $22,046 $22,093 0.2% $22,756 3.0% $23,247 2.2%
Graduate, In-State $10,161 $10,661 4.9% $11,162 4.7% $11,687 4.7%
Graduate, Out-of-State $19,814 $19,861 0.2% $20,457 3.0% $20,902 2.2%
Law, In-State $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
Law, Out-of-State $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
Medicine, In-State $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
Medicine, Out-of-State $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
Dentistry, In-State $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
Dentistry, Out-of-State $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
PharmD, In-State $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
PharmD, Out-of-State $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
Veterinary Medicine, In-State $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %
Veterinary Medicine, Out-of-State $0 $0 % $0 % $0 %



Student Financial Aid (Program 108) $1,907,471 $1,907,471 $1,907,471 $1,907,471
Sponsored Programs (Program 110) $4,898,665 $5,045,625 $5,196,993 $5,352,903
Unique Military Activities $0 $0 $0 $0
Workforce Development $0 $0 $0 $0
Other (Specify) $0 $0 $0 $0



Notes:



Six-Year Plans - Part I (2015): 2016-18 through 2020-22



2014-2015 (Estimated) 2015-2016 (Estimated) 2016-2017 (Planned) 2017-2018 (Planned)



Radford University



Items 



1 The tuition and fee rates populated on the Finance T&F template assume general fund support using the University's current fund split.  The proposed strategies and populated tuition and fee rates are subject 
to change pending strategy execution, actual general fund support received, and Board of Visitors approval.



Total Auxiliary Revenue (ALL including room and board)



Six-Year Financial Plan for Tuition and Fee Increases and Nongeneral Fund Revenue Estimates



Total Tuition and Fees



Auxiliary Program
Mandatory Non-E&G Fees 
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Undergraduate, In-State $50,357,264 $1,526,046 3.0% $1,725,911
Undergraduate, Out-of-State $9,357,128 $220,973 2.4% $181,560
Graduate, In-State $4,811,870 $116,820 2.4% $0
Graduate, Out-of-State $1,782,541 $43,632 2.4% $0
First Professional, In-State $0 $0 % $0
First Professional, Out-of-State $0 $0 % $0



Total $66,308,803 $1,907,471 2.9% $1,907,471
In-State Sub-Total $55,169,134 $1,642,866 3.0% $1,725,911



Undergraduate, In-State $53,829,116 $1,526,046 2.8% $1,725,911
Undergraduate, Out-of-State $8,529,588 $220,973 2.6% $181,560
Graduate, In-State $5,370,089 $116,820 2.2% $0
Graduate, Out-of-State $1,859,112 $43,632 2.3% $0
First Professional, In-State $0 $0 % $0
First Professional, Out-of-State $0 $0 % $0



Total $69,587,905 $1,907,471 2.7% $1,907,471
Total from Finance-T&F worksheet $72,277,583 $1,907,471 2.6%
In-State Sub-Total $59,199,205 $1,642,866 2.8% $1,725,911



Undergraduate, In-State $56,926,573 $1,526,046 2.7% $1,725,911
Undergraduate, Out-of-State $9,011,840 $220,973 2.5% $181,560
Graduate, In-State $5,247,206 $116,820 2.2% $0
Graduate, Out-of-State $1,889,077 $43,632 2.3% $0
First Professional, In-State $0 $0 % $0
First Professional, Out-of-State $0 $0 % $0



Total $73,074,696 $1,907,471 2.6% $1,907,471
Total from Finance-T&F worksheet $75,898,858 $1,907,471 2.5%
In-State Sub-Total $62,173,779 $1,642,866 2.6% $1,725,911
Additional In-State $2,974,574 $0 % $0



Undergraduate, In-State $59,336,440 $1,526,046 2.6% $1,725,911
Undergraduate, Out-of-State $9,305,591 $220,973 2.4% $181,560
Graduate, In-State $5,805,590 $116,820 2.0% $0
Graduate, Out-of-State $1,958,733 $43,632 2.2% $0
First Professional, In-State $0 $0 % $0
First Professional, Out-of-State $0 $0 % $0



Total $76,406,354 $1,907,471 2.5% $1,907,471
Total from Finance-T&F worksheet $79,424,174 $1,907,471 2.4%
In-State Sub-Total $65,142,030 $1,642,866 2.5% $1,725,911
Additional In-State $2,968,251 $0 % $0
Additional In-State from Financial Plan $0 %



Undergraduate, In-State $62,062,850 $1,526,046 2.5% $1,725,911
Undergraduate, Out-of-State $9,661,375 $220,973 2.3% $181,560
Graduate, In-State $6,514,594 $116,820 1.8% $0
Graduate, Out-of-State $2,022,038 $43,632 2.2% $0
First Professional, In-State $0 $0 % $0
First Professional, Out-of-State $0 $0 % $0



Total $80,260,857 $1,907,471 2.4% $1,907,471
Total from Finance-T&F worksheet $83,278,677 $1,907,471 2.3%
In-State Sub-Total $68,577,444 $1,642,866 2.4% $1,725,911
Additional In-State $3,435,414 $0 % $0
Additional In-State from Financial Plan $0 %



2017-18 (Planned)



T&F Used for Financial Aid Gross Tuition 
Revenue



Tuition Revenue 
for Financial Aid 



(Program 108)



% Revenue for 
Financial Aid



Distribution of 
Financial Aid



2016-17 (Planned)



T&F Used for Financial Aid Gross Tuition 
Revenue



Tuition Revenue 
for Financial Aid 



(Program 108)



% Revenue for 
Financial Aid



Distribution of 
Financial Aid



Six-Year Plans - Part I (2015): 2016-18 through 2020-22
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FINANCIAL AID PLAN



2013-14 (Actual)



T&F Used for Financial Aid Gross Tuition 
Revenue



Note:  If you do not have actual amounts for Tuition Revenue for Financial Aid  by student category, please provide 
an estimate.  If values are not distributed for Tuition Revenue for Financial Aid , a distribution may be calculated for 
your institution.  



Tuition Revenue 
for Financial Aid 



(Program 108)



Distribution of 
Financial Aid



% Revenue for 
Financial Aid



Allocation of Tuition Revenue Used for Student Financial Aid



T&F Used for Financial Aid Gross Tuition 
Revenue



Tuition Revenue 
for Financial Aid 



(Program 108)



% Revenue for 
Financial Aid



Distribution of 
Financial Aid



2015-16 (Planned)



T&F Used for Financial Aid Gross Tuition 
Revenue



2014-15 (Estimated)



Tuition Revenue 
for Financial Aid 



(Program 108)



% Revenue for 
Financial Aid



Distribution of 
Financial Aid
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASSIGNMENTS AND EXTERNALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH



Data Collection



Special Note:  The information requested below pertains to the institution as well as any affiliated entity.



FY 2014-2015
Principal Place of 
Business in VA



Principal Place of Business 
outside VA



Number of assignments of intellectual property 
interests to persons or nongovernmental entities 0 0
Value of funds from persons or nongovernmental 
entities to support intellectual property research $0 $0
Number of patents (by type) developed in whole or 
part from external projects funded by persons or 
nongovernmental entities:



Patent Type - Design 0 0
Patent Type - Plant 0 0
Patent Type - Utility 0 0



Total 0 0



Definitions



Six-Year Plans -  Part I (2015):  FY2014-2015



Sponsored Research:  Research that is supported and compensated by a sponsoring agency.



Utility Patent:  A patent that may be granted to anyone who invents or discovers any new, useful, and nonobvious process, 
machine, article of manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof.



Value of Funds:  Total value of all monetary and in-kind support provided by an external sponsor of Intellectual Property 
research.     



Radford University



The intellectual property (IP) worksheet captures report information for the most recently ended fiscal year as required by § 
23-4.4 (B) of the Code of Virginia.  Assignment of IP interests to persons or nongovernmental entities and the value of funds 
from persons or nongovernmental entities to support IP research are captured by the worksheet.  Information is sought on 
research that yields IP regardless of the project’s intent. Information is sought about IP transferred as a result of either basic 
or applied research.  The worksheet is structured to capture separate aggregate data on entities that have a principal place 
of business in Virginia and those with a principal place of business outside of Virginia. 



Background



Design Patent:  A patent that may be granted to anyone who invents a new, original, and ornamental design for an article 
of manufacture.



Intellectual Property:  Creations of the mind – creative works or ideas embodied in a form that can be shared or can 
enable others to recreate, emulate, or manufacture them.  



Patent:  A property right granted by the Government of the United States of America to an inventor "to exclude others from 
making, using, offering for sale, or selling the invention throughout the United States or importing the invention into the 
United States" for a limited time in exchange for public disclosure of the invention when the patent is granted.



Plant Patent:  A patent that may be granted to anyone who invents or discovers and asexually reproduces any distinct and 
new variety of plant. 



Assignment:  A transfer of ownership of Intellectual Property from one entity to another, including exclusive and royalty 
bearing licenses.



Nongovernmental Entities:  An entity not associated with any federal, national or local government.
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY 



2015 SIX-YEAR PLAN 



July 1, 2015 



Instructions for Part II (Narrative) 



Part II (Narrative) of the Six-Year Plan contains the following sections.  Please be as concise as 
possible with responses. 



A. Institutional Mission – Please provide a statement of institutional mission and indicate if 
there are plans to change the mission over the six-year period.  Any changes to 
institutional mission must be formally submitted to SCHEV for review and approval. 



Response: Radford University’s mission was approved by the Board of Visitors, May 10, 
1991 and revised and approved by the Board of Visitors, May 7, 1999.   



Mission: “Radford University serves the Commonwealth of Virginia and the nation 
through a wide range of academic, cultural, human service, and research programs. 
First and foremost, the university emphasizes teaching and learning and the process of 
learning in its commitment to the development of mature, responsible, well‑educated 
citizens. RU develops students’ creative and critical thinking skills, teaches students to 
analyze problems and implement solutions, helps students discover their leadership 
styles, and fosters their growth as leaders. Toward these ends, the university is student‑
focused and promotes a sense of caring and of meaningful interaction among all 
members of the University community. Research is viewed as a vital corollary to the 
teaching and learning transaction as it sustains and enhances the ability to teach 
effectively. Radford University believes in the dynamics of change and has a strong 
commitment to continuous review, evaluation, and improvement in the curriculum and all 
aspects of the University, so as to meet the changing needs of society.” 



The University will be updating its Strategic Plan over the next two years as the current 
“7-17” strategic plan is coming to a close.  Proposed changes to the mission could be 
considered during this review; however, no proposed changes are under consideration 
at this time.  If changes are considered, they will be submitted to SCHEV for review and 
approval as required. 



 



B. Strategies – Describe in more detail strategies proposed in the spreadsheet. Identify 
each strategy with the title used in the spreadsheet. 



Response:  



Following is a summary of the strategies outlined in Radford University’s 2015 Six-Year 
Plan.  These initiatives create a framework in support of the institution’s mission and 
align with the goals and objectives of the Statewide Strategic Plan (SSP).    
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1. Support Undergraduate Transfer Student Enrollment and the Changing 
Student Demography. Since the 2005-06 academic year there has been a 34 
percent increase in students who attend a Virginia Community College and then 
transfer to a Virginia Public Institution.  Radford University has consistently 
supported VCCS transfer students and has enrolled between 600-800 students 
from this population each year.  In order to maximize this opportunity, the 
University is refocusing its recruiting efforts within the Community College 
System to be the most transfer friendly four-year public institution in the 
Commonwealth. 
 
Additionally, the University seeks to become a leader in regional Hispanic/Latino 
recruiting and student support.  While the Commonwealth of Virginia at large is 
positioned to experience growth of approximately 5 percent in the number of high 
school graduates from 2013-14 to 2018-19, there will be a significant shift in the 
demographic composition of this population.  According to current projections 
using data from the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education 
(WISHE) the number of Hispanic high school graduates will increase by 41 
percent, or 2,843 students, during this time frame and 99 percent, or 6,820 
students, by 2023-24.  Radford University is well positioned to serve these 
students as nearly one-third (32 percent) of the current freshman class is from a 
minority population.  The University has been increasing enrollment in these 
populations steadily since 2010 and has in fact doubled the African-American 
enrollment within the undergraduate population from 5.7 percent in 2010 to 12 
percent in 2014.  The strategies employed to reach this important milestone 
among African American students will be replicated within communities with high 
Hispanic/Latino populations (e.g., Manassas City Public Schools).  In addition to 
recruiting support, increased resources will be necessary in key instructional, 
institutional, and student support services.  Increasing support in these areas will 
ensure the Hispanic students are provided with an environment wherein they will 
be most successful in their pursuit for a college education within the 
Commonwealth. 
 
Last, this initiative also includes a reallocation to finalize the Pathways to 
Excellence program improvements which was part of the University’s previous 
six year plan. 
 



2. Enhance Student Success, Retention, and Graduation.  Radford University 
has always been an institution that fosters an environment in which all students 
can find success both inside and outside of the classroom.  Furthermore, 
retention and graduation rates have historically been above the national average 
of comparable peer institutions.  Enhancing these longstanding achievements is 
an integral focus for the institution over the next biennium. Much of this initiative 
focuses on experiential learning which has deep roots in the Radford University 
experience with a long history of dedicated and passionate faculty committed to 
engaging their students, both inside and outside the classroom, exposing them to 
“doing” their disciplines, showing them the world and assisting in their growth to 
becoming engaged citizens.  Driving resources towards further engaging 
students in high impact practices will yield measurable results in enhancing 
student success, retention, and graduation. 
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3. Move Faculty Salaries Toward the 60th Percentile.  Investments in human 
capital continue to be a high priority of the University.  The most recent data from 
SCHEV indicate that as of FY2014, the average Radford University T&R faculty 
salary was at the 29th percentile of the respective salary peer group.  The 
University has gained ground in this area relative to its peer group over the last 
biennium, but considerable progress will need to be made in order to reach the 
60th percentile.  Competition for faculty is increasing from within the region as 
well as on the national scene.  In order to find the best faculty for the University 
there are often times when the salaries of junior faculty near or eclipse those of 
more seasoned faculty causing issues with both compression and inversion.  



 
4. Increase Financial Aid to Assist Low and Middle Income Students. The cost 



of higher education continues to be an item of concern for University leadership, 
students and their parents, and those in Richmond.  Providing additional financial 
aid is the most prudent approach to offset the cost and as such the University will 
retain this initiative in the 2015 Six Year Plan. According to SCHEV data the 
partnership funding model indicates a need of $21,569,303 in state support for 
the University in 2015-16; however, the actual support is anticipated at 
$7,516,618 or 34.8%. Furthermore, given the planned increased enrollments 
from traditionally underserved populations it is also anticipated that the 
University’s calculated need under the partnership funding model will continue to 
increase for this reason alone. 



 
5. Establish Cyber Security Emergency Operations Training and Education 



Lab and Emergency Operation Center.  Radford University’s Cyber Security 
Training and Education Lab (CSTEL) and Emergency Operations Center (EOC) 
will leverage the expertise at the University in the areas of cybersecurity, 
education, forensic science, and criminal justice to provide training to 
constituencies across the Commonwealth of Virginia to create a cyber-ready 
workforce. The facilities would provide cross-disciplinary cyber security training, 
education, and research opportunities for constituencies across the state 
including business leaders, K12 teachers and students, law enforcement 
agencies, public sector administrators, and other organizations.  This effort will 
have an immediate positive return on investment while impacting economic 
development as Virginia companies/organizations incorporate cyber security best 
practices.  
 



6. Implement an Ed.D. in Education.  Radford University is a strategic partner 
with the Commonwealth’s K-12 program and produces strong educational 
leaders that are employed across the state. To expand the program Radford 
proposed the implementation of an online Ed.D in Education program which is 
responsive to the needs of working practitioners with families who must remain 
place-based and employed full-time while obtaining an advanced degree. The 
curriculum will engage students in working collaboratively across disciplines and 
traditional boundaries of school communities to better understand and investigate 
how critical issues are affected by cultural, economic, and political factors. The 
Ed.D in Education will be unique from any other doctorate in Education or School 
Leadership in Virginia.   
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7. Develop STEM-H Programs in Science and Technology. The University 
proposes the development of the M. S. in Biomedical and Forensic Sciences 
program to increase the national need for well-trained biomedical and forensic 
scientists.  There has been much demand for accredited training in the applied 
biomedical and forensic sciences, particularly at the post-undergraduate level. 
Graduate degrees are becoming necessary in order to obtain employment in 
these fields.  An M. S. degree in Biomedical and Forensic Sciences mitigates this 
need by providing students with accredited graduate training and skills to gain a 
competitive edge in job placement in public or private forensic science or 
biomedical laboratories.  This degree program will prepare students for high-
demand professional careers in state and national forensic science crime labs, 
biomedical or pharmaceutical labs, as well as medical school, law school, 
doctoral studies in the natural or forensic sciences, and biomedical research.  It 
will also serve medical students in their third year who are interested in forensic 
pathology or biomedical science. The program will ultimately assist in 
adjudicating criminal cases by alleviating a portion of the backlog in forensic 
services (e.g., DNA) being faced by forensic laboratories due to their staffing 
limitations. It will also provide medical school students with research skills and 
experience and make them more competitive for successful careers in forensic 
pathology or biomedical research. 
 



8. Transition to an entry-level M.S. in Athletic Training to enhance students’ 
career preparedness.  Athletic Trainers are recognized by the American 
Medical Association as allied health care professionals, and they are involved in 
the treatment of people of all ages. The university currently has a thriving 
undergraduate degree in Athletic Training in the College of Education and 
Human Development that is fully accredited by the Commission on the 
Accreditation of Athletic Training Education Programs (CAATE). However, the 
profession of athletic training is moving to an entry-level advanced degree. 
Currently, there are 29 programs in the nation that offer an entry-level master’s 
degree in athletic training, and only one of those is in the Commonwealth of 
Virginia, Shenandoah University. Four courses (22 percent) of the proposed 
graduate curriculum will be offered entirely in a distance education format.  
These courses will be offered during the summer and Wintermester terms to 
allow students to matriculate through the program faster and reduce required 
living costs if desired. There is a planned phase-out of the undergraduate 
program coinciding with the phase-in of the new master’s program in Athletic 
Training. 
 



9. Expand STEM-H Communication Sciences graduate programs in support of 
historic K-12 demand. Historically, the Department of Education in Virginia has 
noted critical shortage of trained speech-language pathologists and audiologists 
in the K-12 domain.  The University proposes options to address this critical 
need.  Specifically the University will: 



 
 Expand the existing M.S. in Communications Sciences and Disorders 



(COSD – Speech-Language Pathology) program.  A second cohort is 
proposed to be located in Roanoke, Virginia. Radford University has over 40 
years of experience with this successful, high-demand program. The program 
consistently turns away many well-qualified applicants (acceptance rate is 
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generally around 9 percent with an annual average of 269 applicants). The 
institution proposes to double the size of the program in order to accept a 
second cohort. Resources needed to expand this program and maintain 
accreditation include additional teaching and research faculty and 
administrative support staff positions, base operations for instructional 
delivery, leased facilities and a one-time investment in equipment and facility 
renovations to start-up the second cohort in Roanoke. 



 
 Initiate the Doctor of Audiology (Au.D.). There is a critical shortage in this 



field, especially in public schools, and the University plans to initiate the Au.D. 
to assist filling this high need. In 2000, prior to the University offering 
doctorate degrees, Radford had an audiology training program that closed 
because the profession moved to the clinical doctorate as the entry-level 
degree. The University has since initiated offering clinical-based doctoral 
programs and is now in a position to renew its commitment to the field of 
Audiology. Currently, there is only one other audiology training program in the 
state. The addition of the program at Radford University would assist to fulfill 
a critical shortage of experienced professionals in the field. The program is 
also proposed to be located in Roanoke further solidifying the University’s 
presence in the growing regional healthcare community.  



 
10. Expand STEM-H Degree Production Through Existing Allied Health 



Programs. Specifically the University will:  
 



 Expand the Doctorate of Physical Therapy (DPT) Program:  Due to 
program and market demand the Doctorate of Physical Therapy (DPT) 
program is slated expand the cohort size to 30 students by 2016. Once at 30, 
the physical capacity of the existing space will be at its maximum.  



 
 Develop Clinical Certificate and Residency Programs in Physical 



Therapy:  These programs are designed to develop master clinicians who 
can perform baseline clinical research, which serves as the driver for 
applicable basic science research. These master clinicians also serve to 
improve the quality of care in a challenging healthcare market. Coursework 
for these programs will be provided in a hybrid model that utilizes online 
learning to prepare participants for laboratory sessions and/or mentored 
clinical practice. 
 



 Initiate an Occupational Therapy Doctorate (OTD): This post professional 
degree is the clinical doctorate for individuals who are credentialed as 
occupational therapists and who wish to continue their education. The 
curriculum would be delivered primarily through online education, with one 
visit to campus required at the beginning and end of each semester. The 
Master of Occupational Therapy (MOT) degree will continue to be offered.  



 
 Develop a Doctorate in Social Work (DSW): The DSW is an advance 



practice degree that is seeing resurgence in response to social workers 
requesting advance clinical practice degrees.  The Council on Social Work 
Education (CSWE) implemented a task force to review the emergence of the 
DSW.  Presently, at least two major universities and two online universities 
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are offering this degree through online instruction only.  The DSW would be in 
line with the University’s clinical and professional doctorates and some 
course work for this degree could be provided through courses offered in the 
existing professional doctoral programs.   



 Expand the Master in Social Work (MSW): Approximately six years ago,
the Social Work program began offering master’s degree coursework through
a hybrid format at Roanoke Higher Education Center (RHEC).  Expansion of
the program format to the Southwest Virginia Higher Education Center
(SWVHEC) in Abingdon is being proposed in order to address the growing
need in Southwest Virginia.



11. Develop a Master’s Program in Health Promotion and Disease Prevention
(M.S./M.A.)  The proposed Master’s Degree program is designed to allow Health
Educators to pursue graduate education while working full-time.  The need for
prevention of health problems is becoming increasingly apparent as the nation
continues to see rising healthcare costs, poorer infant and maternal health than
most industrialized nations, and expected increases in rates of obesity, diabetes,
and heart disease individually or in combination.  The Bureau of Labor statistics
projects much faster than average job growth for Health Educators from 2010-
2020 (37 percent), outlining the need for the preventive services offered by
Health Educators. Though entry-level positions only require a bachelor’s degree,
a master’s degree is either required or preferred to be competitive for
advancement in the field.   Pursuing a master’s degree while working full-time is
often difficult (or impossible) for adults, as they cannot take courses during the
day or in a traditional format.  In order to address this problem in the field, the
proposed program is geared toward working adults, and will involve online and
hybrid courses strategically structured to allow working adults to finish their
degree in two to three years (including summers).  The curriculum will be
competency-based to assure that the competencies for the Certified Health
Education Specialist and Master Certified Health Education Specialist
Examinations are covered in the curriculum.



12. Optimize year round utilization of facilities – The University has made great
inroads on these initiatives over the past few years with the establishment of two
additional intercession terms, Wintermester (online December/January term) and
Accelerate (online August term), the University is now open for instruction for a
full twelve months.  In addition, to the numerous intercession offerings
(Wintermester, Maymester, Summer I, II and III, and Accelerate) to students, the
University also has a vibrant student orientation and summer conference
program schedule.  Additionally, many of the summer conference programs
target an educational mission geared towards middle and high school students
(Boys State, two Governor’s Schools, etc.).



13. Library Enhancement – Funding will be used to support library operations in
order to maintain the delivery of institutional services.  Libraries play an integral
role in the educational experience and the costs associated with providing a
resourceful enterprise has only increased due to the heavy reliance on digital
technology and the rising cost of traditional journal and other materials.
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14. Technology Enhancement – Funding will be used to deploy state-of-the-art 
technology and infrastructure, provide administrative and technical efficiencies, 
attract and retain highly skilled and capable information technology workers, and 
replace equipment that has exceeded its useful life.   



 
15. O&M of New Facilities – College of Humanities and Behavioral Sciences –



Funding will be used to support operation and maintenance of plant for the new 
College of Humanities and Behavioral Sciences building which is slated to come 
on line in fiscal year 2017.  Funds will be used to appropriately maintain and 
service the new facility and to provide basic staffing levels for operation and 
maintenance functions. 



 
16. Utility Cost Increases – Estimates are provided to account for utility cost 



increases and to implement energy savings initiatives.       
 



17. NGF Share of State Authorized Salary Increases/Bonus – Estimates are 
provided for the annualization of the 2015-16 two percent salary increase for 
Administrative/Professional Faculty and Classified Staff, and the annualization of 
the compression adjustment for Classified Staff.. 
 



18. Fringe Benefit Increases – Estimates are provided for fringe benefit, retirement, 
and health insurance rate changes given the University’s required fund split and 
the potential impact on tuition and fees. 



 
 



 
C. Financial Aid – TJ21 requires “plans for providing financial aid to help mitigate the impact 



of tuition and fee increases on low-income and middle-income students and their 
families, including the projected mix of grants and loans.” Virginia’s definitions of low- 
and middle-income under TJ21 are based on HHS Poverty Guidelines.  I have attached 
a table that outlines the HHS guidelines and the definitions. 



Response: 
 
Radford University strives to maintain affordability and access for low and middle income 
students through reasonable tuition and fees, the use of state general fund and 
institutional resources to provide student financial assistance to need-based 
undergraduates, increased work opportunity programs, and focused private fundraising 
efforts.  The University continues to evaluate and implore all strategies to assist low and 
middle income students with defraying the total cost of attendance.  With such a large in-
state undergraduate population (94.7 percent), the University continues to be very 
dependent upon state support to assist low and middle income populations.   
 
Examples of programs the University has instituted include: 
 
1. Work study/scholarship programs provide students with employment opportunities to 



help defray the cost of their education.  Currently, more than 800 student positions 
are available to gain real-world experience while earning wages to assist with their 
educational costs.  Additionally, the University’s dining and bookstore contractors 
offer over 275 permanent and seasonal positions for which students can apply. 
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2. Faculty members authored e-books for use in the University’s Core (General 



Education) program which the majority of students are required to complete.  These 
course materials are provided at no charge to students via the University’s learning 
management system, Desire to Learn, (D2L).  Previously a custom textbook was 
sold through the bookstore totaling about $150,000 in sales annually.  This decision 
reduces each students’ textbook cost by over $100.   



 
 
 



D. Evaluation of Previous Six-Year Plan – Summarize progress made in strategies 
identified in 2014-15 Six Year Plan.  Note how additional General Fund support, savings 
and reallocations were used to further the strategies. 



Response: 



The following progress has been made on the strategies identified in the 2014-15 Six 
Year Plan: 



1. Support growth of in-state undergraduate enrollment:  In-state undergraduate 
enrollment has increased by 926 students, or 12.4 percent, from fall 2010 to fall 
2014.  In order to support the growth of the increased student population and to 
fortify the undergraduate experience three existing programs Chemistry, Criminal 
Justice, and the RN to BSN were identified to strengthen and/or expand.  The three 
programs are collectively referred to as Pathways to Excellence programs and 
institutional resources have been reallocated to meet programmatic goals within 
each discipline.  The expansion of each program will take several years but progress 
is really being made. Desired outcomes of the expansion will yield American 
Chemical Society accreditation for the Chemistry program and an increase in the RN 
to BSN program within the School of Nursing from 30 to 60 students.  



2. Enhance student success, retention, and graduation: As a result of the 
University’s partnership with Ruffalo Noel Levitz (RNL), the University recently began 
the implementation of the Strategic Plan for Retention that was developed with input 
from multiple campus constituencies during the 2013-14 academic year.  Signifigant 
accomplishments related to the plan include:: 



 Increased academic support provided to students.  Most notably, students 
now have access to online as well as face-to-face tutoring through a new 
partnership with Net Tutor, The University has utilized over 800 hours of 
online tutoring January 2014.   
 



 Increased interventions for students identified as at-risk for attrition through 
recently developed freshmen self-report instruments.  These interventions 
were executed through the University’s f highly successful UNIV 100 program 
for first-semester students. 
 



 Engaged an ongoing review of the University’s “early alert” system in which 
faculty and others call attention to students with issues that may interfere with 
their academic and personal success. 
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 Issued an RFP for new learning communities that will be launched in the fall 



of 2016.  A committee that includes representation from multiple divisions is 
currently reviewing the proposals.  Final decisions related to recommended 
programs will be reviewed by University leadership over summer 2015. 
 



 Multiple on-campus constituencies collaborated to draft a Strategic Plan for 
Advising.  The Plan includes actions which seek to enhance the delivery of 
academic advising at the University. Multiple studies have found that the 
relationships new students forge with their academic advisors have a 
significant impact on the likelihood they will be retained. 
 



3. Move faculty salaries towards the 60th percentile:  Over the biennium, teaching 
and research faculty salaries have moved from the 22nd percentile of peers to the 
29th percentile.  The institution earmarked funds from enrollment growth to address 
inequities, compression, and inversion issues in addition to the state authorized 
salary increase. 



4. Financial aid to assist low and middle income students:  The University strives 
to maintain affordability and access for all students through reasonable tuition and 
fees so that a Radford University degree is financially attainable for any student.  In 
2014-15, the number of institutionally funded student work scholarship positions 
increased by 25 over the previous year to provide more on-campus employment 
opportunities for students.  In addition, faculty developed a Core Curriculum textbook 
that is offered at no charge to students which is a savings of over $100 per 
undergraduate student; bookstore sales decreased $150,000 annually due to this 
change.  Lastly, the University recently negotiated a strong bookstore contract which 
will provide students with a textbook price match guarantee and increased vendor 
provided textbook scholarships starting in 2015-16. 



5. Develop STEM-H programs in Science and Technology: The University received 
notification from the SCHEV on May 7, 2015 that the Master of Science in Data and 
Information Management program proposal had been approved to initiate effective 
fall 2015.  The College of Science and Technology is currently preparing to 
operationalize the program. 



6. Expansion of STEM-H Communications Sciences graduate programs (COSD – 
Speech Language Pathology and Doctor of Audiology, Au. D):  External support 
is necessary to move forward with this initiative.  To date funding has not been 
secured to expand the COSD program by adding a second cohort in Roanoke, VA or 
to implement the Au. D.  The University continues to pursue this expansion. 



7. Develop a M.S. in Prosthetics and Orthotics:  Due to the absence of State or any 
other external financial support for the startup of this program, no progress has been 
made toward the development of the M.S. in .Prosthetics and Orthotics.  Additionally, 
it has been determined to remove this program from the University’s 2015-16 Six 
Year Plan update. 



8. Expand STEM-H degree production through existing allied health programs: 
The Doctorate of Physical Therapy program received full accreditation and was 
authorized to increase the cohort size by three additional students.  Additionally, a 
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collaborative public-private partnership between Radford University, Virginia Tech 
Carilion School of Medicine, and Jefferson College of Health Sciences was formed to 
create the Virginia Intercollegiate Anatomy Lab located in Roanoke, VA and officially 
opened on May 22, 2015.  



9. Expand the RU – Mobile Innovation Learning Lab (MILL) K-12 Consortium: 
Institutional resources were used by the award winning development team at the 
Mobile Innovation Learning Lab (MILL) at Radford University to develop an iPad 
game that uses a systematic, explicit, success-oriented approach to help young 
readers master fundamental literacy skills in phonics, phonemic awareness, and 
fluency. Peppin’s Bay is also viewed as an iPad game template that will enable 
ongoing repopulation with various content. Initially, Peppin’s Bay will target the early 
childhood literacy market with a game-based word study approach. This approach 
will also provide opportunities to target the emerging English Language Learners 
(ELL) or English as Second Language (ESL) both nationally (i.e., immigrant 
populations) and internationally (e.g., emerging markets such as China, India and 
Brazil).  



10. Develop STEM-H programs in the Sciences: The College of Science and 
Technology has decided to move in a different direction with this program and thus it 
will be removed from the University’s 2015 Six Year Plan submission. 



11. Funding for Base Operations: The University continuously reallocates resources, 
to the highest extent possible, in order to address funding deficiencies and 
adequately support growing program demands.  Funding was authorized to address 
safety and security enhancements, compliance measures related to Title IX, the 
Clery Act, Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI), and Agency Risk 
Management and Internal Control Standards (ARMICS), and student benchmarking 
surveys to meet accreditation requirements.  



12. Optimal year round use of facilities and instructional resources:  The University 
has made great inroads on these initiatives over the past few years with the 
establishment of two additional intercession terms, Wintermester (online 
December/January term) and Accelerate (online August term), the University is now 
open for instruction for a full twelve months.   



The most recent addition, Accelerate piloted in August 2014, enabled new freshmen 
to take an online, asynchronous class before arriving on campus and to join a 
research team in their first year at Radford University. 



In addition, to the numerous intercession offerings to students, the University also 
has a vibrant student orientation and summer conference program schedule.  New 
student orientation offers 14 sessions with over 7,000 new students and families 
visiting our campus.  For the 2014 summer conference season, the University has 
approximately 30 events with over 5,000 participants which equates to roughly 
25,000 overnight accommodations in our residential facilities.  The summer 
conference schedule has targeted groups with educational missions such as Boys 
State, Governors School, and the Virginia Steam Academy to name only a few.   
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13. Library enhancements: Additional support has been provided for contract 
escalators related to digital subscription services and ongoing efforts associated with 
the digitization of the University’s archives collections. 



14. Technology enhancements: Several key system implementations have occurred 
over the last few years in order to build operational efficiencies and improve business 
operations.  The most notable implementations were related to the Constituent 
Relationship Management System (CRM), Identity Management and Access System 
(IMA), data loss prevention tools, and new call tracking system. Specifically the CRM 
will support student recruitment, student retention, alumni involvement, and 
development activities; the IMA will enhance the efficiency, timeliness and accuracy 
of account management while provisioning and de-provisioning of services; the data 
loss prevention tools provide monitoring and additional protections for the University 
data; and the call tracking system provides an integrated solution for tracking and 
reporting IT service requests and projects.  



15. O&M for new facilities: The Center for the Sciences is slated to open in fall 2015.  
The University has been planning for the operation and maintenance needs of this 
facility based upon the projected cost outlined in the 2014-15 Six Year Plan and, the 
identical, New O&M Cost of Facilities Coming Online report submitted to SCHEV. 



16. Utility cost increase: The University was able to manage cost increases through 
energy efficiencies and sustainability efforts. 



17. Fringe/health insurance benefits increase: Cost associated with fringe benefit and 
health insurance rate changes are unavoidable and their respective rate changes 
outlined in legislation have been addressed as necessary. 



18. Explore online degree programs: When implementing any new degree program 
the University first seeks to house the program online whenever possible.  Most 
recently, the Master of Fine Arts (MFA) in Design Thinking was launched as a fully 
online program and the Master of Business Administration (MBA) program was 
retooled to offer more online content to be more suitable for working professionals. 



 



E. Capital Outlay – Note any capital outlay projects that might be proposed over the Six-
Year Plan period that could have a significant impact on strategies, funding, or student 
charges. Do not provide a complete list of capital projects, only those projects that would 
be a top priority and impact E&G and NGF costs. 



Response:  



The new College of Humanities and Behavior Sciences building is scheduled to 
open in fall 2016.  Operation and maintenance of plant for this facility have been 
included in the University’s Six Year Plan and will impact student charges if state 
general fund support is not allocated to cover the respective fund split.   



The authorized Renovate Whitt Hall capital projects should not have a significant 
impact on funding or student charges as this facility is currently in use and the 
scope is intended to address building envelope and infrastructure needs. 
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The University has also identified in the 2016-2022 Six Year Capital Outlay Plan 
submission two high priority E&G renovation projects (e.g. Curie/Reed Halls and 
Porterfield Hall).  These existing academic facilities need to be modernized with 
basic building envelope and infrastructure improvements.  Once authorized, 
these projects should not have a significant impact on student charges as 
operation and maintenance funding is currently budgeted for these facilities.  



F. Restructuring – This section pertains to Level II and Level III institutions: 



i. Level III and Level II institutions: please provide a list of any items that you feel
need clarification under your existing authority (i.e., ability to provide employees
with an early retirement plan).  Please list any additional concerns or issues.



Response:



No concerns or issues are identified at this time.  The University’s Level II
authority in procurement and information technology have been very beneficial to
improving operational efficiencies, streamlining processes, reducing duplication
of effort, and allowing faster turnaround time to name a few.  The University
continues to explore areas where additional autonomy may provide future
opportunities.  The respective channels will be used to present ideas, as
appropriate.



ii. Level II institutions:  there was proposed legislation in the 2015 Session that
would have granted "Level 2.5 authority".  Level 2.5 provided each institution with
the three areas as authorized under the original Level 2 legislation (IT, capital
outlay & procurement) plus some additional administrative and financial authority
with the same post-audit checks and balances that Level III institutions operate
under in order for these authorities to continue.  Please list areas, issues, or
specific items of additional authority that you would request through legislation
and/or renegotiated management agreements.



Response:



Following are potential finance related issues that could be implemented to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the University’s operations:



Topic: Travel



1. More than three traveling.



a. Request to delegate the authority to approve more than three
traveling internationally to the Agency Head of Institutions of
Higher Education or increase the number of travelers required to
obtain Cabinet Secretary Approval.



Requirement: CAPP Manual Topic 20335, State Travel Regulations,
p. 11, Travel Involving Multiple Employees section  states “To ensure
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all travel meets the test of necessity, travel involving more than three 
employees from a single agency to a single travel destination must be 
approved in advance by the Agency Head or designee.  This includes 
travel of presenters as well as attendees.  For international travel, 
such approval must be obtained from the responsible Cabinet 
Secretary.  These provisions apply to daily and overnight travel. “  



 
Given the nature of higher education in relation to the study abroad 
program, academic presentations, and professional development that 
can be obtained internationally, request to delegate this authority to 
the Agency Head of Institutions of Higher Education. The number of 
‘multiple travelers’ could also be increased for what the agency 
head/designee has to approve.  



 
b. Request to differentiate the more than three traveler requirement 



for all travel for institutions that have multiple campus locations, 
for example – the additional approval would not be required for RU if 
employees at extended sites (e.g. Roanoke Higher Education Center 
(Roanoke), Southwest Virginia Higher Education Center (Abingdon), 
New College Institute (Martinsville), Carilion Community 
Hospital/JCHS site (Roanoke), etc.) were traveling to similar 
meetings/conferences as employees from main campus.  
 



2. Allow Agency Head to grant exceptions for expenses exceeding 50% 
over the guidelines.  
 



Requirement: CAPP Manual Topic CAPP Manual Topic 20335, State 
Travel Regulations, p. 13, “Only the Comptroller or his designee 
(Assistant State Comptroller) may grant exceptions for expenses 
exceeding 50% over the guidelines. Such approvals must be 
requested and granted prior to the travel and the approved request 
must be attached to the voucher for reimbursement. Requests for 
such exceptions must include sufficient documentation showing 
alternative cost comparisons justifying the exception. The cost 
comparisons must include the name and complete address of the 
hotels, including zip code, used for the cost comparison. These 
requests must be reviewed by the agency fiscal office, which must 
evaluate and approve the request prior to sending it to DOA.” 



 
There are certain conferences and professional development opportunities, 
where the lodging rates do not cover the lodging expenses under the 150 
percent rate, for example CBMI (College Business Management Institute) 
located in Lexington, Kentucky – the $141 (150 percent) rate does not cover 
the conference lodging. Employees should not have to incur a few dollars of 
additional charges to stay in the conference location.  Perhaps increase 
allowable overage to 200 percent, or have Comptroller review if over 200 
percent.  Consider authorizing the Agency Head to approve between 150 
percent and 199 percent.    
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3. Use federally-published out-of-state rates for meals and incidental
expenses.



Requirement: CAPP Manual Topic 20335, State Travel Regulations, 
p. 47, Per Diem Rates section states “The Commonwealth of Virginia
uses the lodging and M & IE per diem rates for foreign travel as 
defined by the Federal Government, General Services Administration 
(GSA).  The Department of Defense (DOD) sets the rates for Hawaii, 
Alaska, and all United States Territories (Puerto Rico, Guam, The 
Virgin Islands, etc.).  The Secretary of State establishes these 
maximum rates of per diem allowances for travel in foreign areas.”  



Expand using the federal government rates for out of state travel. Randy 
McCabe has stated this is being considered by DOA. This would be 
extremely helpful and more efficient for institutions that use an automated 
travel module to manage the per diem rates.  



Topic: Collections  



4. Increase dollar threshold that is required to be sent to the Attorney
General to at least $5,000.



Requirement: CAPP Manual Topic 20505- Accounts Receivable (June 
2004) Section: Accounts Receivable Collection (page 9). The Virginia 
Debt Collection Act (Code of Virginia, Sections 2.2-4800 through 2.2-
4808, as amended) establishes the overall policy of the Commonwealth 
that all agencies and institutions must take "...all appropriate and cost 
effective actions to aggressively collect all accounts receivable." §2.2-
4806 (Utilization of certain collection techniques.). A. Agencies shall take 
all appropriate and cost-effective actions to aggressively collect accounts 
receivable including, but not limited to the following: Credit Reporting 
Bureaus, Collection Agencies, Garnishments, Liens, and Judgments, and 
Administrative Offset. B. All accounts receivable of $3,000 or more 
and more than 59 days past due must be forwarded to the Office of 
Attorney General, Division of Debt Collection for collection, except 
as otherwise provided in D. below. C. All accounts receivable under 
$3,000 and more than 59 days past due must be sent to a private 
collection agency. The accounts may be first offered to the Division of 
Debt Collection, but in any case except as noted in D. below, the 
accounts must be sent out for collection action. D. Where an agency or 
institution has accounts receivable whose collection requirements are set 
by the federal government, the agency may elect to retain the accounts in 
house longer than 59 days. Likewise, where an agency has procedures in 
place to secure payment or the debtor is making satisfactory periodic 
payments, the agency may elect to retain the claim.  



Adjusting the minimum amount of $3,000 to $5,000 is reasonable since the 
amount has not been reevaluated in the past decade (established in 2004). 
RU is charged attorney fees and does not receive the full principal back from 
claims with the AG. This would also save the AG on travel expenses from 
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sending two employees to Southwest Virginia four times a year to file 
judgments on these accounts. 
 
 



Topic: Small Purchase Charge Cards (SPCC) 
 



5. Currently institutions are allowed to apply for select ‘lifts’ to make 
certain purchases on the SPCC. RU currently applies for the following 
lifts each year.  These lifts could be granted until revoked, rather than 
having to reapply each year thus creating a more efficient process.  



a. Travel (airfare, bus, taxi, subway, etc.)  
b. Rental (car rental)  
c. Restaurant (most frequent lift)  
d. Gas (not lifted for gas purchases- 2 in place on campus –for Claytor 



Lake because of the way they are registered – used for entrance into 
park, and occasionally lifted for towing). 



e. Accommodations - usually only lifted for student related events 



 
Topic: Moving and Relocation 
 



6. Allow the Agency Head to make exceptions to the 50 mile change in 
distance rather than State Comptroller.  



 
Requirement: CAPP Manual Topic 20345 Moving and Relocation 
(page 10) states “The distance between the employee's new work 
location and former residence must be at least fifty (50) miles 
greater than the distance between the employee's old work 
location and the former residence. That is, the employee's 
commuting distance must have increased by at least fifty (50) miles 
one way. For example, if the original commuting distance from the 
former residence to the old work site was 10 miles, the new work site 
must be at least 60 miles (10 miles original commuting distance plus 
the 50-mile increase) from the former residence. Exceptions may be 
considered by the State Comptroller for relocations which require the 
employee to establish a new residence in a specific geographical 
location when commuting distance is not increased by 50 miles”.  



 
Given the volume of higher education moving and location and our 
geographical area, this exception could be managed by the Agency Head on 
a case by case basis as necessary.   



 
 
Topic: Financial Reporting - Longer term efficiency initiative that could assist DOA 
and IHE with financial statement submissions 



 
7. Revamp higher education directive submissions. Directive submissions 



are increasing and the deadlines are also being moved up. While we greatly 
appreciate the concept of ‘Faster CAFR’, and the work and analysis that DOA 
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puts into each submission, the agency may be prone to submit inadvertent 
errors when more request are being made in the same submission. 



Small improvements could be made, for example – break out the HE-10 to 
focus on financial data only and shift policy questions to a separate template.   
Perhaps a system could be implemented that once an attachment is 
complete, for example the HE-9, it would auto populate into the HE-10.  This 
may be more of a long-term goal to work with DOA to create efficiencies but 
evaluating the process could improve outcomes for both DOA and IHE.   








			7b-RU217 2015 Six-Year Plan Part I and II Final (Revised 7 7 2015 per SCHEV).pdf
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Business Affairs & Marketing Committee 



September 17, 2015 



Action Item 
Approval of the Six-Year Capital Plan for 2016-2022 



Item: 
Approval of the 2016-2022 Radford University Six-Year Capital Outlay Plan. 



Background: 
Every two years, each college and university in the Commonwealth of Virginia submits a Six-
Year Capital Outlay Plan to the Department of Planning & Budget.  From those requests, the 
Executive Branch uses these submissions to prioritizes capital projects for the Commonwealth 
and to inform their decision on which projects will be slated for inclusion in the Governor’s 
Executive Budget Bill which is presented in December of each year. 



The Six-Year Plan reflects the mission of the University.  The projects are submitted in priority 
order and identify the requested source of funding.  The guiding principles of the plan were to 
identify future capital projects that remodel existing academic buildings as construction is 
completed on new facilities, address the need to co-locate administrative offices to improve 
operational efficiencies and departmental synergy, and modernize residence halls by updating the 
building’s infrastructure and systems. 



A summary of the submitted projects, by biennium, is presented in Appendix A and a brief 
description of each project is provided in Appendix B. 



Summary: 
Radford University Board of Visitors approval of the 2016-2022 Radford University Six-Year 
Capital Outlay Plan, as presented in Appendixes A and B. 



ATTACHMENT   I











RESOLUTION 
Approval of the Six-Year Capital Outlay Plan for 2016-2022  



BE IT RESOLVED, the Radford University Board of Visitors approves the Radford 
University Six-Year Capital Outlay Plan for 2016-2022, as presented in Appendixes A and B. 











Project 
Priority Capital Project Description



State General 
Fund



University 
Nongeneral 



Fund
University 



Debt
Total funding 



Requested



1 Renovate Whitt Hall FF&E $8,042,136 $0 $0 $8,042,136
2 Renovate Curie and Reed Halls $32,968,000 $0 $0 $32,968,000
3 Renovate Porterfield Hall and Construct Addition $44,896,500 $0 $0 $44,896,500
4 Renovate McConnell Hall (1965 Addition) $15,066,000 $0 $0 $15,066,000



2019-2020 Biennium
5 Renovate Walker Hall $18,460,000 $0 $0 $18,460,000
6 Improve Campus Security Infrastructure $3,500,000 $0 $0 $3,500,000
7 Renovate Muse Hall $0 $0 $75,000,000 $75,000,000



8 Construct University Convocation Center $40,000,000 $0 $40,000,000 $80,000,000
9 Construct New Residence Halls $0 $0 $58,500,300 $58,500,300



$154,890,500 $0 $173,500,300 $328,390,800



2017-2018 Biennium



2021-2022 Biennium



Appendix A:  Summary of Radford University's 2016-2022 Six-Year Capital Outlay Plan
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Appendix B 
Summary of Radford University’s  



Six-Year Capital Outlay Plan for 2016-2022 



2017-2018 Biennium 



Renovate Whitt Hall FF&E 



Radford University received authorization under Chapter 806 of the 2013 Acts of Assembly 
(Item C-39.05.H.1) to develop the project design through Preliminary/Preplan. Furthermore, the 
University received full funding of Whitt Hall Renovation (217-18067) under Chapter 665 of the 
2015 Acts of Assembly (Item C-46.15) for the construction phase of the capital project.  The 
Bureau of Capital Outlay Management/Department of General Services (BCOM/DGS) has 
established a design to budget of $5,810,136 and a total project budget of $8,042,136 and their 
values are reflected in this request.  To complete the funding request of this project, the furniture, 
fixtures and equipment (FF&E) funding is requested as the final phase. 



Renovate Curie and Reed Halls 



Curie Hall was built in the late 1960’s as an addition to Reed Hall, built in the late 1930’s, is the 
campus science building. Curie houses the Departments of Chemistry and Geology, as well as 
teaching facilities for Biology and Physical Science. The building has little resemblance to an 
academic science building of a comprehensive university. The laboratories are in need of modern 
features for contemporary teaching methods and modes of curriculum delivery, to ensure safety 
and facility requirements are maintained, and to enhance technology opportunities. 



Curie Hall has been in service for approximately 40 years and has seen no building-wide facility 
upgrades. Reed Hall was renovated in 1995; most building components are in poor condition. 



The proposed renovation of Curie and Reed Halls follow the occupancy of the new Center for 
the Sciences, scheduled for occupancy fall 2015. The renovation will allow the departments of 
Geology, Geospatial Science, and Physics, as well as the Office of the Dean, to effectively 
backfill the spaces vacated by Anthropology, Biology, and Chemistry since relocating into the 
Center for the Sciences thus completing the academic plan for the college. In addition, and as a 
key feature, the renovation plan includes a cybersecurity center for teaching, research, modeling, 
and simulation of cyber threats which has become an ever increasing concern of the world’s 
citizens and governments. 



Renovate Porterfield Hall and Construct Addition 



Porterfield Hall, which houses the University’s theatre, music, and art departments, was built in 
two phases.  The first phase, Porterfield East, was built in 1968 and the second phase, Porterfield 
West, was built in 1971.  The two phases are 33,228 and 47,680 square feet respectively, and 
combine for a total of 80,908 square feet.  The current square footage is not sufficient to contain 











all of the College of Visual and Performing Arts’ (CVPA) programs which are located in six 
separate facilities across campus. 



Porterfield has been in continuous use for over 40 years without the benefit of renovation.  
Building components have been replaced as they have failed over time, but the building’s 
operating systems are very outdated and not energy efficient. 



This project will provide for the demolition of Porterfield East, renovation of Porterfield West, 
and construction of an approximate 95,000 square foot addition, bringing the project square 
footage to approximately 143,000. 



The project will make it possible to co-locate all of the College of Visual and Performing Arts 
program into a contiguous location. 



Renovate McConnell Hall (1965 Addition) 



The footprint that forms the McConnell Library consists of an original 14,000 square foot 
building built in 1931, a 47,500 square foot addition built in 1965, and a 46,444 square foot 
addition built in 1995.  The 1965 addition, which represents approximately half of the library’s 
square footage and contains approximately half of the library’s operation, is principally in its 
original building configuration with the original building systems and equipment, which have far 
exceeded their expected useful life. 



This project seizes the opportunity to repurpose 40 percent of McConnell Library for an 
innovative teaching and learning space, and at the same time captures the occasion to update 
aged and inefficient building equipment to extend the life of this centrally located and iconic 
campus structure.  It is intended to create an innovative library environment for the future with 
an entrepreneurial makerspace that will augment and facilitate student creativity and invention 
outside of the classroom.   



With the increasing move to electronic resources and culling of print collections, the University 
has strategically planned to repurpose print storage space for alternative configurations.  
Archives and special collections will be consolidated to create the necessary space for the 
Radford University Innovation Lab (RU iLab).  This move will rebrand the library as a hub for 
innovation and productivity.  



The RU iLab will create the infrastructure for students to engage in collaborative, 
interdisciplinary thinking to confront present-day needs and pressing future problems.  The space 
will provide a purposeful mechanism and platform for cross-disciplinary, inter-university, and 
industry teams to create a culture of invention and innovation, generate ideas with purpose, and 
help our students adapt to and succeed in the global economy of the future. 



The goals of the RU iLab bring together the Governor’s innovation priorities for higher 
education, the Council on Youth Entrepreneurship, and priorities articulated in Radford 
University’s 7-17 Strategic Plan.  More specifically, the RU iLab seeks to deepen connections 











between higher education and business needs, deliver career-ready graduates that have tested 
their technical knowledge and soft skills in an applied environment, promote business innovation 
and social entrepreneurship, and provide the platform for original research and economic impact. 
This proposal creates a collaborative space for entrepreneurs and students to connect, an inviting 
space for students at all levels, and creates both the mechanism and platform for the development 
of credit-bearing activities that foster innovation and entrepreneurship. 



Additionally, the proposed renovation will replace the aged and inefficient energy building 
systems and equipment, as well as allow for space changes to provide amenities found in and 
expected within modern libraries.  The renovated space will include student support areas and 
breakout rooms for group study, and provide technology-emphasized rooms for both instruction 
and information retrieval. 



2019-2020 Biennium 



Walker Hall Renovation 



The University’s Division of Information Technology (DoIT) is currently scattered about 
campus housed at seven (7) different locations.  The main servers are located in the basement of 
the 1931 phase of McConnell Library, the computer repair and audio/visual offices are located in 
recycled modular classrooms that are somewhat remote to the main campus, and other support 
staff are located in Walker Hall, Heth Hall, Jefferson Hall, Porterfield Hall and 1101 Grove 
Avenue off-campus.  The objective of the project is to bring together the department’s scattered 
operations under one roof which offers both production and fiscal efficiencies. 



The renovated building would house DoIT administration and support functions, the university 
servers, and provide appropriate areas for audio/visual support, software installation and 
computer repair and maintenance. The renovated space will also support the critical continuity of 
operations required of an information technology departments as well as emergency and UPS 
back-up power will be provided. 



While the DoIT occupies the largest percentage of the building’s square footage, it is co-located 
with other non-related departments which will either be accommodated by the renovation or 
relocated to other university facilities that will provides enhanced synergies for their respective 
operations. 



Improve Campus Security Infrastructure 



The University needs to make continuing security improvements for the safety of all students and 
employees.  As resources have been available, security measures have been initiated.  This 
approach has been partially successful, but only a portion of the academic and administrative 
buildings on campus have been retrofitted with access-control doors, security enhancements, and 
improved lighting.  This project would provide funding necessary to bring E&G buildings to the 
best practical state of security. 











Renovate Muse Hall 



Muse Hall is by far the largest residential housing unit on campus with 860 beds, or about one-
third of all students housed.  Built in the early 1970s, the building has never undergone a 
complete renovation, and is in need of system repairs and upgrades.  A 13-story building with a 
commanding presence on campus, the building has no resident air conditioning and is the least 
desirable housing.  The building has the University’s secondary dining facility, which is 
extremely important, particularly during the week at mid-day meals. 



This project would modernize the facility with renovated rooms, new finishes, improved 
systems, and the addition of air conditioning to all rooms.  The renovated rooms will be done in a 
manner to make them more appealing to students – less sharing of bathrooms space, provisions 
of some apartment-style accommodations, and improved student study and gathering areas. 



2021-2022 Biennium 



Construct University Convocation Center 



The University has outgrown the central gathering areas necessary to address the needs of the 
student body.  Other than the basketball arena, there is no single interior space large enough to 
handle an address or event that involves more than a very small minority of students.  This 
project would build a convocation hall sufficient to handle large events such as convocation, 
commencement, new student move-in events, family weekend, and homecoming.  The hall 
would also serve to provide a venue for orientation programs, conference services, and concerts. 



Construct New Residence Halls 



Muse Hall, which opened in the early 70’s, is the most recently built resident hall on campus.  
The anticipated enrollment growth of the University indicates a need for increased university 
housing.  Currently, the most popular housing requested is for the apartment-style that is 
primarily available through the University’s leased inventory.   



This project will provide for the construction of one or two residence halls with 250 beds in an 
apartment configuration.  The new residence halls would be constructed either on campus or 
adjacent to campus on purchased land. 
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Audit:  IT Account Management – Active Directory 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status  


3.2(a) Temporary accounts, such as courtesy accounts, 
are not set to automatically expire after a 
predetermined period, beyond which access to 
these accounts is not needed.  In addition, 
temporary access is established without an 
approval from the System Owner. (B) 


DoIT will implement an Identity 
Management system with the 
capability of creating temporary and 
guest accounts with automatic 
expiration at a documented date.       


August 1, 2014 
Revised to      


November 1, 2014 
Revised to  


July 1, 2015 
Revised to 


August 31, 2015 
Revised to  


January 15, 2016 


In Process 


 
 


Audit:  IT – Micros 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status  


2.0 PCI-DSS mandates the use of intrusion-detection 
and/or intrusion-prevention techniques to detect 
and/or prevent intrusions into the network and 
the monitoring of all traffic at the perimeter of 
the cardholder data environment (CDE).  Our 
review indicated that there is not an Intrusion 
Detection System (IDS) or Intrusion Prevention 
System (IPS) monitoring traffic entering/exiting 
the CDE. 
 
When traffic at the perimeter of the CDE is not 
monitored, network intrusions cannot be 
prevented or detected. 


DoIT is currently evaluating IDS/IPS 
technologies and completing the design 
requirements.  DoIT will implement an 
IDS/IPS system to monitor traffic 
entering/exiting the CDE. 


October 1, 2015 Complete 


4.0 During the audit, we noted that the 
organizational placement of the Auxiliary 
Services Technology Team (Tech Team) could 
present certain challenges. Although the Tech 
Team’s job duties are to provide maintenance 


DoIT will arrange a meeting with 
executive management from the 
Division of Information Technology 
and the Division of Finance and 
Administration to discuss the 


June 30, 2015 
Revised to 


September 30, 2015 


Complete    
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Audit:  IT – Micros 
Business Issue Planned Action Action Date Status  


and support exclusively for systems utilized by 
Auxiliary Services in the Division of Finance 
and Administration, the Tech Team reports to the 
Director of IT Infrastructure in the Division of 
Information Technology. Examples of potential 
challenges were provided to management. 


organizational structure and any future 
changes. 


 
 


(B)  This issue was also common to the IT Account Management audit of Cognos, but is only listed once on this report for conciseness.  
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs & Audit Committee 


November 12, 2015 
 


Information Item 
Discussion of Alternative Tuition Models 


 
Item: 
Discussion of the different types of alternative tuition models and how they could be employed at Radford 
University. 
 
Background: 
In May of each year, Radford University (RU) proposes a recommendation to the Board of Visitors for 
the upcoming fiscal year tuition and fee rates.  With each proposal comes a significant amount of inquiry 
and research in support of the recommendations.  This includes assessing enrollment projections, 
mandatory cost increases, programmatic needs, institutional priorities, legislative actions, and a regional 
economic outlook.  Inevitably, each year brings forth new challenges, and the planning for 2016-17 is no 
exception.   


Public institutions in the Commonwealth are becoming increasingly more reliant on student tuition 
dollars, and students are ultimately shouldering more of the financial burden.  To complicate matters 
further, student demographics are also changing toward populations that demonstrate higher financial 
need.  Rising cost of tuition, declining state funds, a shift in financial burden, and changing student 
demography all pose challenges in today’s environment. 


In addition, legislation was proposed in the last General Assembly Session in an effort to “fix” four-year 
tuition and other costs at certain four year public institutions.  While the proposal was limited to select in-
state institutions, excluding Radford University, it proves to be a strong signal that current tuition models 
need to be revisited.  It is important to regularly reexamine tuition strategies to determine if the best-fit 
model is employed at each institution.   


To respond to these challenges, the Business Affairs and Audit Committee has requested an internal 
review on potential impacts of executing alternative tuition models at Radford.  The complete research is 
provided in Attachment A.  This assessment includes consideration of the following alternative tuition 
models: (I) Modified Flat Rate, (II) Optional Guaranteed, and (III) Select Differential Pricing.  Assessing 
the sustainability and impact of these requested alternatives will also be helpful in drawing conclusions on 
the effectiveness of the current tuition model.   


The following contains an overview of each model explored and is intended to complement the complete 
analysis contained in Attachment A. 


Current Tuition Model: 
Currently, Radford University employs a “Flat Rate” tuition model.  A name derived from its offering; the 
model is based on one flat rate for full-time students taking between 12 and 18 credit hours per semester. 
Students taking more, or less, than the specified credit hour plateau will be charged on a per credit hour 
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basis.  This is the most common tuition model employed around the country and 12 of the 15 four year 
public institutions in the Commonwealth employ some variation of this model. 


In 2014-15, 94.7% of undergraduates at Radford were enrolled full-time between 12-18 credit hours.  Not 
only does this represent a majority stake in the student population, but also historically, the distribution is 
relatively constant year-over-year.  The predictability of the credit hour distribution creates a level of 
certainty needed for good, consistent budgeting. 


Students benefit from the Flat Rate Tuition model in two primary ways.  First, the model encourages 
students to satisfy requirements of a timely graduation.  This is often accomplished with minimal course 
load management.  In 2014-15, of the students who graduated 73% completed degree requirements in 
“normal time”, increasing from 68% just 10 years prior.  Although not the only contributing factor, the 
current model does help to create flexibility in attaining a variety of program specific requirements. 


Second, the student receives a financial benefit for taking credit hours in excess of 12.  Undergraduate 
students are charged for 12 credit hours, which is the basis for the flat rate tuition; however, they have the 
ability to take up to of 18 credit hours for the same price.  A student, for example, taking 18 credit hours 
in fall 2014-15 would have paid $89 per credit hour more had they paid on a per credit hour basis.  This 
factor equates to a total semester discount of $1,596 when taking an 18 hour course load.  Although most 
full-time undergraduates do not take 18 credit hours per semester, 86.9% of full-time undergraduates are 
enrolled in more than 12 credit hours; therefore, the vast majority of full-time students receive at least 
some financial benefit from the current practice. 


As much of a financial benefit it is to students, this model also creates challenges for the University to 
account for credit hour consumption students are not paying for. The price may be discounted to students, 
but the cost is not discounted to the University.  It is therefore up to the institution to account the 
difference or find other funding to supplement.  


Alternative Model I: Modified Flat Rate 
The Modified Flat Rate seeks to vary the size and eligibility of the current credit hour plateau.  While 12-
18 credit hours is the standard among in-state four year institutions, both Christopher Newport University 
(12-17 CHs) and George Mason University (12-16 CHs) offer their students a modified flat rate tuition.  
In these scenarios, a flat rate tuition is still offered, but limits the credit hours eligible for discount. 


The modification of the current credit plateau can drastically vary in size and impact.  In leveraging peer 
practices modified plateau options include: (a) 12-16 CHs (b) 13-17 CHs and (c) 14-16 CHs.  Students 
would need to more actively manage their course loads to achieve the financial incentive offered by the 
flat rate.  Therefore, it is anticipated that students would change their credit hour behavior. 


All else being equal, the benefits to the student remain minimal.  It does continue to encourage timely 
graduation; however, the cost may outweigh the benefit.  Both students who fall in and outside the revised 
credit hour plateau are at risk of experiencing an increase in tuition.  Therefore, implementation will 
require consideration to further revising per credit hour rates. 


While changing the minimum number of credits to be considered for the flat rate (i.e. from 12) would 
have a greater financial impact to the institution in a sterile model; it would also greatly affect the 
standard student’s financial considerations, as the base rate would change for everyone.  However, a more 
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prudent decision would involve changing the maximum number of credits from 18 to 16, as this would 
limit the impact to only those consuming the highest number of credit hours each semester. 


Changing the credit hour plateau on the upper end of the range would also help the institution address the 
challenge associated with the current model and better align tuition price/cost with student credit hour 
consumption.   


Alternative Model II: Optional Guaranteed Tuition+ 
A Guaranteed Tuition model seeks to guarantee students a fixed rate of tuition for each continuous 
semester they are enrolled, typically over four to five years.  In theory, the model creates a level of 
predictability for a family’s financial planning as the model is designed to alleviate price considerations 
derived from fluctuations in year over year tuition rate increases.  Currently, the College of William and 
Mary and the University of Virginia are the only in-state public institutions to offer a fixed rate tuition. 


While some state institutions require the fixed rate for incoming students (Illinois), others offer it as an 
option (Oklahoma and Texas).  Due to the significant amount of instability in the mandatory plan, the 
optional version is more commonly used.  Public institutions are often very reliant on state funding and 
the mandatory model cannot adequately adjust to the unpredictability in appropriations.  For instance, 
Georgia’s Board of Regents discontinued their “Fixed-for-Four” program after only 3 years due to state 
funding reductions.  While the optional plan does not fully alleviate all the risks, assuming a conservative 
opt-in rate, it is flexible enough to absorb some of the impact from changes in funding.  Therefore, for the 
purpose of this analysis, the optional strategy was included as an alternative tuition model for Radford in 
lieu of a mandated fixed rate for all students. 


In this scenario, as an alternative to mandating a fixed rate for all students, an “optional” guarantee gives 
students the choice of remaining in a variable flat rate tuition system or electing a guaranteed tuition plan.  
Students who elect the guarantee option would simply be assessed a surcharge in excess of a non-
guaranteed tuition.  This surcharge serves as insurance against the risk of future increases.   


Unfortunately, in practice, there is a significant level of uncertainty in future year tuition, so often 
institutions are forced to overestimate the future cost of education.  That cost is then passed on to the 
student in the form of front-loaded tuition.  Therefore, tuition may appear at a higher price point when 
compared to other institutions and subsequently result in sticker shock.   


This model can also disadvantage the institution.  The risk of increasing tuition has not been eliminated, 
simply transferred from the student to the institution itself.  What was previously an annual analysis now 
requires forecasting mandatory cost increases and programmatic growth four years at a time.  The 
unpredictability of future state funding increases the difficulty of institutional planning.   


In response to Senate Bill 806, the State Council of Higher Education conducted a study to determine the 
effectiveness of the proposed legislation.  While the study found that guaranteed tuition programs had 
good intentions they often produced unintended consequences.  Instead of “fixing” tuition, SCHEV found 
“sustainable state funding, along with efficient and effective institutional operations, [would] contribute 
the most to achievement of the Commonwealth’s affordability” (6). The issue must be viewed holistically 
in consideration to state appropriation, tuition and fees, and financial aid as equal contributors. To 
supplement this research, attached is a copy of a recently published report (August 12, 2015) by the State 
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Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV) entitled Fixed-rate Tuition Plans: A Survey in 
Response to Senate Bill 806. This report aligns with the University’s research and provides examples of 
where and how different methods have been employed. 


Alternative Model III: Select Differential Pricing 
Differential Pricing tuition models seek to individualize tuition rates based on specific characteristics such 
as student level, enrolled program, and/or specific courses.  These pricing strategies are typically used for 
programs with high cost, high-demand, or high first job placement earning potential.  When applied to 
programs with high costs, this model effectively addresses subsidy issues and equalizes the impact of 
those program costs on other students that are not enrolled in such programs.  In addition, the institution 
has flexibility in choosing to assess a separate program fee or a unique tuition charge. 


Many in-state peers implement some form of individualized tuition rates on either an undergraduate or a 
graduate level.  Often it is used as an enhancement or add-on to the current tuition model.  For instance, 
Radford has four graduate level programs offering differential tuition.   


Expanding on its current offering, Radford could assess a program fee to capitalize on in-demand 
programs; including Nursing and Education.  This would raise the cost of students in those particular 
programs, but may save other students from a more broad-based increase.  The largest foreseeable 
restriction would be to financial aid, as not all aid types may cover additional fees. 


Implementation:  
Implementing any of the previously identified tuition models would require a varying degree of difficulty.  
At a minimum, each of the models would require addressing the increased unmet need in financial aid, 
review of intersession tuition rates and auxiliary fees, consideration for grandfathering existing students, 
modification of account receivable rules, revised communication materials, and increased staff and 
student training.  The areas with the most significant impact are (1) Student Cost Concerns, (2) Financial 
Aid, (3) Accounts Receivable (Student Accounts), and (4) Information Technology. 


The current flat rate model is a reflection of the current student population: low cost, low aid, and high 
need.  Often institutions find it difficult to discern whether a tuition model drives behavior or behavior 
drives the model.  However, in this case, the model is built to best serve the eligible student population.  It 
enables retention, promotes timely graduation, and establishes financial incentive for students to 
maximize the value of time on campus. While there are enhancements that can be made, the current 
model is sustainable, predictable, and successful at meeting the needs of the student demographic. 


Rather than a complete overhaul, enhancing the current model can add value to the flat rate approach 
without diminishing its integrity.  For instance, migrating to a 12-16 credit hour plateau, offering 
guaranteed tuition as a secondary option, and expanding differential program pricing are more achievable 
when viewed in combination with the current model.  Implementation of enhancements, rather than 
alternatives, can limit the impact on the student and institution while working to achieve the same desired 
outcome. 


Action: 
None. Informational only.  
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Radford’s Current Tuition Model and Price Structure


• A “Flat Rate” tuition model is employed by the University 
– Full-time students taking 12–18 credit hours pay one “flat” rate
– Part-time students are charged a per credit hour rate for each hour taken


• Students who exceed 18 credit hours are charged per credit hour on any credit hours in excess of 18


– Exception: Select graduate programs (MOT, DPT, MFA, & DNP) utilize differential pricing


• Most common tuition model across Colleges & Universities
– 12 of 15 In-State Four Year Public Institutions employ a flat rate tuition model
– Longwood University, Old Dominion University, and Virginia Commonwealth University are 


the only institutions currently not utilizing some variation of this model


Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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Tuition “Price” Structure


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


• Tuition rates will vary by student based on:
Student Level:  Undergraduate or Graduate
Domicile:  In‐State or Out‐of‐State
Course Load:  Full‐Time (FT) or Part‐Time (PT)
Program: Select programs may charge a differential


Flat Rate &
Per Credit Hour


Part-Time Full-Time Full-Time


Per Credit Hour Semester Academic Year


In-State Undergraduate (ISUG) $266 $3,193 $6,386
Out-of-State Undergraduate (OSUG) $776 $9,313 $18,626
In-State Graduate (ISGR) $299 $3,594 $7,187
Out-of-State Graduate (OSGR) $683 $8,197 $16,394


2014-15 Tuition Rates


Full-time rates are based on 12 
credit hours per semester and/or 
24 credit hours per academic year
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Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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49.0%


44.8% 6.1%


Fall Term Spring Term Intersessions


Tuition “Price” Structure


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


• Academic years consists of 2 semesters (Fall & Spring) and 6 intersessions 
– Intersession enrollment distribution is skewed on the low end of the credit hour spectrum 


due to the shorter duration of terms (e.g. Wintermester, Summer I)
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• Full-time students take a varying number of credit hours each semester but the 
annual distribution under the current model is relatively constant


• Students receive a financial benefit for taking more than 12 credit hours
– In 2014-15, 86.9% of full-time undergraduates are enrolled in more than 12 credit hours


Flat Rate Tuition Credit Hour Consumption


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Credit Hour -> 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 17.0 18.0


2012-13 12.8% 8.8% 6.0% 36.1% 21.7% 8.7% 6.0%


2013-14 14.2% 8.3% 5.8% 34.9% 21.5% 9.0% 6.2%


2014-15 13.1% 8.1% 5.6% 34.6% 23.1% 8.7% 6.8%


34.6%12-14 CHs = 26.8% 16-18 CHs = 38.6%


Percent (%) Distribution by FT CHs 12-18
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Flat Rate Tuition Per Credit Hour


Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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• Students are financially incentivized to take on a larger number of credit hours
– Full-time students have significant flexibility in choosing their course load each semester


Student Benefits of Flat Rate Tuition


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Albeit very strenuous, a 
student taking 18 credit 


hours each semester could 
graduate in 3 ½ years


Assumptions:
• No student fees are included in the financial incentive analysis
• 2014-15 FT ISUG tuition of $6,386 on a per credit hour basis with no change year-over-year (“fixed”) 
• Graduation requirement of 120 credit hours in Fall and Spring terms only (excl. Intersession)
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• Current model encourages students to satisfy requirements of a timely graduation
– Of the students who graduate, 73% complete their degree requirements in “normal time”


Student Benefits of Flat Rate Tuition


Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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• Full-time students who exceed 12 credit hours financially benefit from the flat rate 
model as each enrolled credit hour above 12 carries a reduced (discounted) rate


• The majority of full-time students take more than 12 credit hours per semester
– In Fall 2014-15, 8,885 total undergraduate students were enrolled at Radford


95.4% were enrolled in 12 or more credit hours
80.8% were enrolled in excess of 12 credit hours


• Potential changes to this model will require extensive consideration


Considerations of Flat Rate Tuition


Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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Review of Alternative Models


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


• The objective is to review the impact of executing an alternative tuition model 
– Each analysis considers impacts to students, fiscal concerns, and implementation challenges


• Consideration of alternative models include:


Model I: 
Modified Flat Rate


Model II: 
Guaranteed Tuition
(Optional)


Model III: 
Differential Pricing
(Select)
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Alternative Model I: Modified Flat Rate


Business Affairs and Audit Committee November 2015







• Model seeks to vary the size and eligibility of the current credit hour plateau 
i.e. changing the plateau from its current range of 12-18 credit hours 


• The modification is anticipated to change student credit hour behavior
– Not all full-time students will continue to receive a financial incentive per credit hour
– Students will be required to actively manage course loads to continue to receive the price 


break on maximizing eligible credit hours


• While 12-18 CHs is the current standard for a flat rate tuition model, both 
Christopher Newport University (12-17 CHs) and George Mason University (12-16 CHs) 
offer their students a modified flat rate tuition


Alternative Model I: Modified Flat Rate


Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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• Changing the current 12-18 credit hour flat rate plateau would realign tuition 
price/costs with credit hour consumption 


Flat Rate Options:
Current:  12 – 18 Credit Hours
Option A: 12 – 16 Credit Hours
Option B: 13 - 17 Credit Hours 
Option C: 14 - 16 Credit Hours


• Realignment may encourage more timely graduation as students may be required to 
more actively manage their course loads to achieve the flat rate financial incentive


– However, overall cost will increase to the student, especially in options B and C which 
adjusts the bottom credit hour threshold for the flat rate


Alternative Model I: Modified Flat Rate


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


12 13 14 15 16 17 18


12‐18


13‐17
14‐16


12‐16
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Modified Flat Rate: Student Tuition Comparison


Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $266 $532 $532 $532 $532 $532


$0 $266 $266 $266 $266 $266 $532 $532 $532 $532 $532


$0 $266 $532 $532 $532 $798 $1,064 $1,064 $1,064 $1,064 $1,064


Option A vs Current


Credit Hours ->


Option B vs Current


Option C vs Current
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Modified Flat Rate: Student Impact


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Assumptions:
• In-State Undergraduate student paying full tuition (no scholarship or waivers included)
• Historical analysis with no change in behavior (i.e. enrolled credit hours do not change) 
• Historical tuition rates were used and exclude all mandatory fees


$6,386 $6,386


$6,918


$7,450


Current:
12-18 CHs


Option A:
12-16 CHs


Option B:
13-17 CHs


Option C:
14-16 CHs


2014-15 ISUG Tuition - Revised


2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 Dollars Perecent


12 Credits $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0.0%
15 Credits $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0.0%
18 Credits $918 $950 $1,005 $1,064 $3,938 16.7%


12 Credits $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0.0%
15 Credits $459 $475 $503 $532 $1,969 8.3%
18 Credits $918 $950 $1,005 $1,064 $3,938 16.7%


12 Credits $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0.0%
15 Credits $918 $950 $1,005 $1,064 $3,938 16.7%
18 Credits $1,836 $1,901 $2,011 $2,129 $7,876 33.3%


Option A:
Modified Flat Rate 


(12-16 CHs)


Total 


Tuition Dollars in Excess of Current Flat Rate Model (12-18 CHs)


Option B:
Modified Flat Rate 


(13-17 CHs)


Option C:
Modified Flat Rate 


(14-16 CHs)
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Modified Flat Rate: Institutional Impact


Re-assess historical ISUG tuition revenue for modified plateaus: 


Assumptions:
• Per Credit Hour rate remains unchanged for students 
• No change in behavior; same distribution of enrolled credit hours
• Fall and Spring Semesters only (excl. Intersessions)


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Option A: Option B: Option C:
12 - 16 CHs Dollars Percent 13 - 17 CHs Dollars Percent 14 - 16 CHS Dollars Percent


2012-13 $44,194,934 $764,456 1.8% $46,704,406 $3,273,928 7.5% $49,880,040 $6,449,562 14.9%


2013-14 $48,782,352 $861,934 1.8% $51,498,925 $3,578,507 7.5% $54,970,004 $7,049,586 14.7%


2014-15 $51,329,488 $936,054 1.9% $54,181,806 $3,788,372 7.5% $57,880,536 $7,487,102 14.9%


Incremental Revenue Incremental Revenue Incremental Revenue
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Modified Flat Rate: Considerations


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Pros:
• Students continue to receive a financial 


benefit for maximizing credit hour 
production within the flat rate plateau


• Encourages students timely graduation


• Better aligns price/costs with per credit 
hour consumption 


20


Cons:
• Increase cost to the student and negatively 


impact retention rates


• Students will be required to more actively 
manage their course loads


• Implementation may require consideration 
to further revising per credit hour tuition


Implementation Challenges: At a minimum, a change in models would require addressing the increased unmet need in 
financial aid, review of intersession tuition rates and auxiliary fees, consideration for grandfathering existing students, 
modification of account receivable rules, revised communication materials, and increased staff and student training







Alterative Model II: Optional Guaranteed Tuition


Business Affairs and Audit Committee November 2015







Alternative Model II: Optional Guaranteed Tuition


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


• Model seeks to guarantee a fixed rate tuition for each continuous semester a 
student is enrolled over a defined period of time (typically 4-5 years)


– An optional guaranteed tuition program provides students with a choice of remaining in a 
variable flat rate tuition system or electing a guaranteed tuition plan


• A “surcharge” is assessed as insurance against the risk of future increases
– Students interested in the fixed tuition option would pay a surcharge (%) in excess of the 


predetermined non-guaranteed rate


• Both College of William & Mary and University of Virginia offer fixed rate tuition
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Guaranteed Tuition: Historical Change


Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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• Designed to simplify family budgeting by making tuition more financially predictable 
– In theory it attempts to flatten the tuition curve for students (Surplus = Deficit)


Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4


Guaranteed Tuition Theory
Variable Rate Tuition Guaranteed Tuition


Guaranteed Tuition in Theory


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Surplus (+)


Deficit (-)
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• With a significant level of uncertainty in future year tuition rates, institutions will 
overestimate the cost of education; thus increasing the total cost to the student


– Today’s surplus tuition revenue cannot be used to fund tomorrows deficit


Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4


Guaranteed Tuition in Practice
Variable Rate Tuition Guaranteed Tuition


Guaranteed Tuition in Practice


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Surplus (+)
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Fixed Tuition Plans: A Survey in Response to Senate Bill 806 (August 12, 2015)
...“between 2000 and 2011, public institutions in Illinois (where fixed plans are mandatory) 
increased guaranteed tuition rates on average by about $1,500 more than the average tuition 
nationally, all else equal” (pg. 2)


• The model can produce unintended and problematic consequences
...“most public institutions are not highly selective and therefore cannot afford such plans 
given the constraints placed on them by compounding convergences of competitive pricing, 
enrollment demands, private funding limitations, and significant student populations in need 
of substantial amounts of financial aid to complete college” (pg. 6)


Guaranteed Tuition: SCHEV Feedback


Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 Dollars Perecent


12 Credits $782 $588 $258 ($96) $1,533 6.5%
15  Credits $782 $588 $258 ($96) $1,533 6.5%
18 Credits $782 $588 $258 ($96) $1,533 6.5%


12 Credits $1,102 $908 $578 $224 $2,810 11.2%
15  Credits $1,102 $908 $578 $224 $2,810 11.2%
18 Credits $1,102 $908 $578 $224 $2,810 11.2%


Guaranteed Rate
14.2% Surcharge


Guaranteed Rate
20.0% Surcharge


Tuition Dollars in Excess of Current Flat Rate Model (12-18 CHs)


Total 


Guaranteed Tuition: Student Impact


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


In this model the change 
is not based on credit 
hours; rather year-over-
year changes in tuition


Assumptions:
• In-State Undergraduate student paying full tuition (no scholarship or waivers included)
• Historical analysis with no change in behavior (i.e. enrolled credit hours does not change) 
• Historical tuition rates were used and exclude all mandatory fees
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Guaranteed Tuition: Student Impact


Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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Guaranteed Tuition: Institutional Impact


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Re-assess 2014-15 ISUG tuition revenue with an optional guaranteed tuition:


Assumptions:
• Guaranteed Tuition is offered as an option; not a requirement
• Non-guaranteed tuition rate remains unchanged for students
• Tuition waivers and mandatory fees are excluded from the tuition assessment


2.5% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0%
14.2% 58,923$               117,847$             235,694$             353,540$             471,387$             589,234$             


15.0% 62,243$               124,486$             248,972$             373,458$             497,944$             622,430$             


20.0% 82,991$               165,981$             331,963$             497,944$             663,925$             829,907$             


25.0% 103,738$             207,477$             414,953$             622,430$             829,907$             1,037,383$          


30.0% 124,486$             248,972$             497,944$             746,916$             995,888$             1,244,860$          


Tuition Plan :
Surcharge Scenarios


Guaranteed Tuition Response Rate 


Tuition in Excess of a Fully Non-Guaranteed rate
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Guaranteed Tuition: Considerations


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Pros:
• Simplifies family budgeting by making 


tuition more predictable for families


• Not an institutional requirement; thus 
giving students more financial options


• For those who could afford to pay, 
retention may be enhanced by eliminating 
future tuition increases


30


Cons:
• Tuition is front-loaded to account for 


future cost increases


• Unpredictability of state funding increases 
the difficulty of institutional planning
e.g. Georgia discontinued their state-wide initiative 
after only 3 years due to state funding reductions


• Reflects financial risk to the university


Implementation Challenges: At a minimum, a change in models would require addressing the increased unmet need in 
financial aid, review of intersession tuition rates and auxiliary fees, consideration for grandfathering existing students, 
modification of account receivable rules, revised communication materials, and increased staff and student training







Alterative Model III: Select Differential Pricing


Business Affairs and Audit Committee November 2015







Alternative Model III: Select Differential Pricing


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


• Model seeks to individualize tuition rates based on specific characteristics such as 
student level, enrolled program, and/or specific courses


– The charge could be either a separate program fee or a unique tuition rate


• Currently, Radford has four graduate level programs offering differential tuition


• Many in-state peers implement some form of individualized tuition rates at both the 
undergraduate and graduate level 


(1) Master of Occupational Therapy (MOT) (3) Doctor of Physical Therapy (DPT)
(2) Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) (4) Master of Fine Arts (MFA) in Design Thinking
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Differential Pricing: Programs by Category


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


• Differential pricing is predominantly used for programs with high cost, high demand, 
and/or higher than average earning potential


– High Cost: Direct expense per credit hour
– High Demand: Undergraduate enrollment by major (Fall 2011 – 2015)
– High Earning: Five year aggregate of first year earnings after degree completion


High Cost High Demand High Earning


Physical Therapy 1 Nursing 1 Nursing


Occupational Therapy 2 Interdisciplinary Studies 2 Com. Sciences & Disorders


Nursing 3 Exercise, Sport & Health 3 Education Leadership


Counselor Education 4 Criminal Justice 4 Computer Science


Education 5 Psychology 5 Business Admin. & Mangement
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Differential Pricing: Student Impact


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Assess an undergraduate program fee of $200 for Nursing and $75 for Education
– Fee is not assessed until acceptance into the program; therefore, its excludes Pre-Majors
– Fee is assessed each semester the student is enrolled in the program


Nursing:  Assuming acceptance into the program following sophomore year, students completing their 
degree would pay a total program fee of $1,008 on average


– Average time-to-degree is 4.52 years, which provides 2.52 years of fee eligibility


Education:  Assuming acceptance into the program at the start of freshmen year, students completing 
their degree would pay a total program fee of $636 on average


– Average time-to-degree is 4.24 years; all of which would be fee eligible
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Assess an undergraduate program fee of $200 for Nursing and $75 for Education


2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15


Nursing $97,600 $92,400 $93,600 $88,000


Education $107,850 $105,750 $110,550 $105,150


Total $205,450 $198,150 $204,150 $193,150


Estimated Revenue Generated by Program Fee


Differential Pricing: Institutional Impact


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Assumptions:
• Enrollment is reflective of the number of unique students in each respective program
• Historical four year assessment uses Fall 2011 – 2014 enrollment with no implied change in behavior
• Program fee is assessed in the Fall and Spring Terms only (excl. Intersessions) 
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Approximately $800,000 of incremental revenue 
would have been generated over the four year period







Differential Pricing: Considerations


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Pros:
• Improves financial transparency 


i.e. Other rates would not need to be increased 
to subsidize higher cost programs


• Flexibility to offer as a separate program 
fee or a unique tuition charge


• High cost and/or high demand programs 
can generate additional revenues
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Cons:
• Restrictions on the ability of financial aid 


to cover the additional fees


• Students may select programs on the basis 
of cost in lieu of major


Implementation Challenges: At a minimum, a change in models would require addressing the increased unmet need in 
financial aid, review of intersession tuition rates and auxiliary fees, consideration for grandfathering existing students, 
modification of account receivable rules, revised communication materials, and increased staff and student training







Review of Alternative Models


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


• Overall a sustainable tuition model should reflect institutional goals and priorities
– Each model presented brings forth unique enhancements that could either be used 


independently or collectively
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Model I: 
Modified Flat Rate


Model II: 
Guaranteed Tuition
(Optional)


Model III: 
Differential Pricing
(Select)


Enhancements->







Current Environment


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


• Today, students are expected to carry more of the financial burden 


↑ Increase in Tuition Rates


↓ Decrease in State Funding


↔ Slow growth in Student Aid


• To further complicate matters, student demographics are changing 
– Radford has historically performed well with underrepresented students, but as the 


population continues to change so do their needs


Tuition is only one piece of the total cost 
to attend college, so we must consider 
all parts in relation to one another
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Funding Source


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


• Institutions are becoming increasingly more reliant on student tuition dollars
– Radford remains dependent on state funding in order to keep costs low


Students are paying more for 
tuition than the state is 
funding on a per student basis
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Financial Responsibility


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


• As a result, students debt is increasing at a faster rate than the national average
– Financial assistance has helped to mitigate the impact but has not been able to keep pace


$20,226 


$21,769 


$22,738 


$25,251 


$25,902 $23,322 


$25,287 


$25,436 


$25,796 


$25,600 


2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013


Radford
National


Average Cumulative Loan Debt at Graduation (New Freshmen)


Grad Year
Radford 
Graduates


% Borrowers Average Debt $
Radford National Radford National 1


2008‐2009 1,092 61% 55% $20,226 $23,322
2009‐2010 1,133 59% 56% $21,769 $25,287
2010‐2011 1,080 61% 57% $22,738 $25,436
2011‐2012 1,162 63% 58% $25,251 $25,796
2012‐2013 1,062 62% 59% $25,902 $25,600
2013‐2014 1,045 61% NA $26,404 NA
2014‐2015* 1,060 67% NA $27,798 NA


1 Figures include federal and nonfederal loans taken by students who began their 
studies at the institution from which they graduated (Source: CollegeBoard)
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Changing Needs


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


• The student population also continues to demonstrate higher need
– Reflective of changes in demographics, family income, and availability of financial assistance


In comparison to in-state peers 
Radford was 5th out of 15 for 
largest amount of PELL grants as 
a % of Undergraduate population:


1. Virginia State (70.7%)
2. Norfolk State (66.0%)
3. UVA – Wise (38.9%)
4. Old Dominion (38.0%)
5. Radford (30.4%)
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Questions ?


Business Affairs and Audit Committee November 2015
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Introduction and Background 
 
Legislation introduced in 2015, including Senate Bill 806, sought to amend the Code of Virginia regarding 
fixed four-year tuition and other costs.  Eventually, Senate Bill 1183 was incorporated into Senate Bill 
806; the substitute amendment directed the board of visitors of each four-year public institution with an 
in-state undergraduate population that accounts for less than 80 percent of the total undergraduate 
population to prospectively “fix” (lock) the cost of in-state tuition for incoming freshman students for 
four consecutive years, under certain conditions (see Appendix A for the bill text).  Further, the 
legislation allowed the board of each institution to offer a variable in-state rate to incoming in-state 
freshman students as an alternative to the fixed tuition rate.  The Education and Health Committee 
passed by indefinitely SB 806; subsequently, the Clerk of the Senate requested the State Council of 
Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV) to provide a report on the subject matter.  SCHEV staff submits 
this report in fulfillment of that request. 


 
 


Survey of Fixed-rate Tuition Plans 
 
Context  
Nationally, tuition has increased at nearly four times the increase in disposable personal income (income 
that is available for spending and saving) per capita in the past twenty years. Adjusting for inflation, 
average tuition and fees at public four-year institutions increased by 110% between 1995 and 2015. By 
comparison, disposable personal income increased by only 30% over the same period. In Virginia, tuition 
and mandatory fees at public four-year institutions increased by 85% over this twenty-year period while 
disposable income increased by only 32%. Rapidly rising tuition has put a strain on college access and 
affordability and has received much attention from students and parents, policymakers, institutional 
leaders, and the media at the state and national levels.  Various tuition policies and strategies have been 
proposed and implemented in attempts to improve accessibility to and affordability of higher education.   
 


Introduction 
One such tuition strategy is a “guaranteed” tuition plan, which charges a fixed or flat rate to first-time, 
full-time freshmen for four or more consecutive years, if the student maintains full-time status.  In 
implementation, this type of tuition plan varies in name and detail.  
 


Benefits 
Proponents of the guaranteed, fixed- or flat-rate tuition strategy contend that these plans can: 
 


 increase predictability for students and families in budgeting for college and in managing costs; 


 increase motivation and incentive for students to make satisfactory progress toward on-time 
(four year) graduation; and 


 reduce loan-debt burdens for students and families by improving their ability to plan for college 
and potentially shorten the duration of enrollment. 


 


Because flat-rate plans are basically 21st-century phenomena, their effectiveness in achieving the 
benefits described above has not yet been proven.  Nonetheless, such plans have attracted attention at 
the state and national levels, and some universities, systems and states have pursued such strategies. 
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Examples 
According to the National Center for Education Statistics, 128 four-year colleges and universities offered 
guaranteed tuition plans in fall 2013.  Thirty-four were public four-year institutions, of which 30 were 
from three states – Illinois, Oklahoma and Texas – that offer state-level, legislature-enacted guaranteed 
tuition plans.  In a fourth state, Georgia, the board of a 35-institution state system initiated and then 
discontinued a guaranteed tuition plan in the mid-2000s. 
 


 The Illinois legislature enacted a guaranteed tuition plan, the “Truth-in-Tuition Law”, in 2003. 
The program requires the institutions of the University of Illinois system to provide first-time 
full-time in-state incoming freshman students with a flat-rate tuition for six years (prior to 2010, 
the rate was fixed for only four years).  


 


 The Oklahoma legislature endorsed the “Tuition Lock Program” at the state’s public four-year 
institutions in fall 2008.  The program provides first-time full-time incoming freshmen (in-state 
and out-of-state students) with an option to choose the guaranteed tuition rate locked for four 
years.  Each institution’s guaranteed tuition rate is restricted to no more than 115% of the non-
guaranteed rate. 


 


 The Texas legislature authorized the use of an optional four-year tuition plan at the state’s 
public four-year institutions in 2013. The University of Texas system implemented the four-year 
guaranteed plan as an option for first-time full-time incoming freshmen (in-state and out-of-
state students) at its nine four-year institutions in fall 2014; some institutions had already 
adopted such plans individually. The Texas state plan includes tuition and all mandatory fees. 
 


 The Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia, seeking to provide greater tuition 
stability and to encourage more on-time graduation, approved in fall 2006 the “Fixed-for-Four” 
initiative, a guaranteed tuition plan for new freshman students enrolling in its 35 institutions.  
However, the board discontinued the plan after three years due to a state funding reduction in 
2009.   


 


Related Strategies 
In the Commonwealth, as elsewhere in the nation, policymakers and institutional leaders have been 
engaged in the creation of plans to ensure access and affordability for in-state students.  
 


 The Virginia529 prePAID program was established by the 1995 General Assembly and became 
effective on July 1, 1996.  Named for Section 529 of the Internal Revenue Code, a 529 plan is a 
tax-advantaged investment vehicle designed to encourage saving for future higher education 
expenses of each designated beneficiary.  All 50 states offer 529 plans.  The Virginia529 prePAID 
program allows families to prepay future tuition and mandatory fees at Virginia public colleges 
or universities for newborns through ninth graders during a limited annual enrollment period.   


  
 The Board of Visitors of the College of William and Mary (CWM) introduced a tuition model 


entitled the “William and Mary Promise” in 2014.  The program provides a four-year tuition 
guarantee for incoming in-state freshman students.  CWM leadership believed the new model 
would not only enhance tuition predictability, affordability, and access for Virginia residents but 
also would allow the university administration to use additional tuition revenue generated by 
the model to provide additional financial aid to students from low- and middle-income families.   
CWM asserts that such generation and provision of need-based aid will lower the average 
student-loan debt for its Virginia students. 


 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_Revenue_Code
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Additional Considerations 
 
While guaranteed-rate tuition plans may offer benefits to some students and families, these strategies 
also raise broader concerns about affordability, access, institutional planning and outcomes, and state 
and financial-aid funding.  The most frequently articulated issues raised by researchers, the media, 
institutions and state governments are summarized below. 
 


Affordability 
Flat-rate tuition plans can impact the affordability of higher education because these plans frontload 
projected educational costs and inflation-rate increases over four years.  As a result, students enrolling 
in such plans are charged amounts above each year’s cost to educate them (traditional annual tuition) 
as insurance against higher tuition increases in the future.  In this scenario, total cost to students can be 
higher compared to the traditional, annual tuition plan, which in turn can affect students’ and families’ 
ability to afford and maintain required, continuous full-time enrollment. 
 
A recent analysis of guaranteed-tuition laws and policies (the only study of its kind to date) included a 
finding that, between 2000 and 2011, public institutions in Illinois (where fixed plans are mandatory) 
increased guaranteed tuition rates on average by about $1,500 more than the average tuition nationally, 
all else equal (Delaney and Kearney, 2015; see also Appendix F). The researchers concluded that 
“[a]lthough these laws offer predictability in tuition levels for students, the inherent financial risk built 
into these programs appear (sic) to encourage tuition increases, which is not clearly beneficial to 
students  and families” (p. 29).  In a subsequent interview, one researcher said: “… if the primary intent 
is to promote affordability …, our results suggest that state-level guaranteed-tuition laws may not be 
entirely effective” (Delaney, as quoted by Forrest, 2015).   
 


Similarly, an analysis by SCHEV staff of the total cost of guaranteed and non-guaranteed tuition charges 
over four years (FY2012-2015) at Oklahoma’s two major public universities indicated that the total cost 
of the guaranteed-tuition option was about $2,000 higher than the total cost of the non-guaranteed 
tuition option (see Appendix F). 
 


Access 
Fixed-rate tuition plans can impact access to higher education because these strategies require full-time 
enrollment and, as noted above, comparatively higher upfront tuition rates.  A potential student may 
decide not to enroll in a fixed-tuition institution, system, state – or in higher education at all – if she or 
he cannot afford the upfront costs or only can enroll part-time for economic or family reasons.   
 


Access also can be impacted more broadly when low- and middle-income students who are qualified 
academically for admission to selective institutions choose to enroll in less-selective ones because these 
institutions’ upfront tuition charges are lower. As a result, students who wish to attend less-selective 
institutions may find fewer seats available to them. 
 


Institutional Planning and Outcomes 
Flat-rate tuition plans can impact administrative decision-making and institutional planning and 
outcomes, particularly when these plans are optional for students or when imposed on less-selective 
institutions.  When fixed plans are optional for students, institutional planners’ ability to predict with 
adequate confidence the number of students who will enroll in the plan can be affected.  As a result, 
whether an institution’s projected tuition revenues for operations will be attained – and whether it will 
be able to address unforeseen revenue shortfalls – can become less certain, especially for small or less-
selective institutions that are limited in their price elasticity and private financial reserves.   
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For example, the cost-frontloading described above can impact students’ decisions to participate in 
optional fixed-rate plans.  When upfront costs are perceived by low- and middle-income families to be 
high relative to their incomes, these frontloaded costs can discourage student participation in the plan, 
thereby complicating institutional planning and budgeting.  In Oklahoma, the student participation rate 
in the optional Tuition Lock Program decreased from 7.3% in 2008 to 3.5% in 2009 to 2.0% in 2011 
(Delaney and Kearney, 2015). In addition, a case study of the price sensitivity of Chicago State 
University’s (mandatory) guaranteed-rate tuition plan revealed that minority students were sensitive to 
price, and that new students displayed more price sensitivity than continuing students (Robertson, 
2007; as cited in Delaney and Kearney, 2015). 
 


State and Financial-aid Funding 
The success of fixed-rate plans can be impacted by the stability of state support.  While the funding of 
public higher education is a shared responsibility between the state and students, the economy is 
cyclical, and state budget support is unpredictable.  As a result, under fixed plans, the ability to manage 
budget cuts can be reduced for some institutions, namely those with limited sources of private funds.  
Further, each class of incoming students pays a higher tuition that must cover not only rising costs and 
inflation but also act as a hedge against budget reductions.  
 
The University System of Georgia chose to discontinue its guaranteed-tuition plan after only three years 
because, immediately following implementation, the state reduced system funding by $274 million.  The 
reduction rendered the plan’s resultant tuition too costly to students and families who were 
experiencing hardships during the economic recession (Corwin, 2009).  Central Michigan University also 
dropped its guaranteed-tuition plan because it became “a financial risk to the university” when the 
institution could no longer count on the level of state appropriations around which the plan’s 
assumptions were built (Supiano, 2009; see Appendix E). 
 


The success of fixed-rate plans also can be impacted by the sufficiency of funding for student financial 
aid.  Those institutions that lack additional (beyond federal and state) resources for financial aid or the 
ability to raise private funds for student aid in amounts sufficient to cover or assist adequately with the 
fixed-plan’s frontload costs can find themselves at a competitive disadvantage to elite institutions.  Such 
can further deter financially strained students and families from enrolling in the plans.  Moreover, in 
order to enroll in guaranteed-tuition plans, economically disadvantaged students require even more 
financial aid than under traditional annual plans.  The net effect can be that these students subsidize the 
cost of educating the students who do not need financial aid (Morphew, 2007). 
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Conclusions 
 
The provisions of Senate Bill 806 would apply, based on fall 2014 enrollments, to six four-year public 
institutions: College of William and Mary, James Madison University, University of Virginia, Virginia 
Military Institute, Virginia State University and Virginia Tech.  Administrators at each have expressed 
concerns similar to those above about legislation that would require action on fixed-tuition plans by 
their institutions’ boards of visitors. 


 


At face value, fixed tuition plans appeal to many parents and students, especially those who are able to 
attend full-time and can afford the higher upfront costs, because the plans guarantee that they know 
from day one the tuition sum to be incurred over a four-year enrollment.  This peace of mind is of 
significant value in the face of ever-increasing tuition (see Appendix E).  Fortunately, in Virginia, parents 
and students who plan ahead possess this opportunity already through the Va529 prePAID program. 
 


Fixed plans might appeal to policymakers and institutional leaders because the guaranteed rates allow 
them to demonstrate that rapid tuition increases have been constrained and to claim that families will 
save money and that more students will graduate on time. In reality, fixed-rate tuition plans can 
produce additional unintended and problematic consequences, as described above.  
 
Most importantly, even if institutional experts project accurately the future costs of inflation, utilities, 
health care and new initiatives, they are not likely to be able to predict future levels of state funding.  
Tuition increases are linked directly, but not entirely, to state appropriations.  A flat-rate tuition plan 
may be successful at highly selective institutions that have sufficient price elasticity, strong enrollment 
demand (from both in-state and out-of-state students), and demonstrated ability to raise private funds 
to offset unforeseen revenue shortfalls.  But most public institutions are not highly selective and 
therefore cannot afford such plans given the constraints placed upon them by the compounding 
convergences of competitive pricing, enrollment demands, private-funding limitations, and significant 
student populations in need of substantial amounts of financial aid to complete college.  
 
In the college-cost puzzle, tuition is but one piece, accounting for only about one-third of the total cost 
of attendance.  Institutions charge tuition for instructional-related spending such as faculty salaries and 
facility maintenance.  Students also must pay various mandatory student-life fees such as those for 
athletic programs, student health, student organization activities, and room and board if living on 
campus.  Additional personal expenses are incurred for textbooks, supplies and transportation (and 
room and board if living off campus). 
To address access, affordability and student success, the trio of state appropriations, tuition and 
financial aid must be considered in concert.  Decisions regarding any one of these elements can greatly 
affect the other two.  Particularly in a decentralized system of higher education where each public-
institution board sets tuition, any legislative decision to reduce operating and/or financial-aid 
appropriations can lead to undesirable tuition increases, which in turn can negatively impact access and 
affordability.  
 
 “Affordable access for all” is Goal 1 of The Virginia Plan for Higher Education, the statewide strategic 
plan for postsecondary education.  Sustainable state funding, along with efficient and effective 
institutional operations, will contribute the most to achievement of the Commonwealth’s affordability 
goals.    
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Appendix A 


 


SENATE BILL NO. 806 


AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE 


(Proposed by the Senate Committee on Education and Health on February 5, 2015) 
 
(Patrons Prior to Substitute--Senators Stanley and McWaters [SB 1183]) 


A BILL to amend and reenact § 23-38.87:18 of the Code of Virginia, relating to four-year public 


institutions of higher education; fixed four-year tuition and other costs. 


Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia: 


1. That § 23-38.87:18 of the Code of Virginia is amended and reenacted as follows: 


§ 23-38.87:18. Tuition and fees. 


A. The board of visitors of each of the Commonwealth's public institutions of higher education, or in the 
case of the Virginia Community College System the State Board for Community Colleges, shall continue 
to fix, revise from time to time, charge and collect tuition, fees, rates, rentals, and other charges for the 
services, goods, or facilities furnished by or on behalf of such institution and may adopt policies 
regarding any such service rendered or the use, occupancy, or operation of any such facility. 


B. Except to the extent included in the institution's six-year plan as provided in subsection C, if the total 
of an institution's tuition and educational and general fees for a fiscal year for Virginia students exceeds 
the difference for that fiscal year between (i) the institution's cost of education for all students, as 
calculated pursuant to clause (i) of subsection B of § 23-38.87:13, and (ii) the sum of the tuition and 
educational and general fees for non-Virginia students, the state general funds appropriated for its basic 
operations and instruction pursuant to subsection A of §23-38.87:13, and its per student funding 
provided pursuant to § 23-38.87:14, the institution shall forego new state funding at a level above the 
general funds received by the institution during the 2011-2012 fiscal year, at the discretion of the 
General Assembly, and shall be obligated to provide increased financial aid to maintain affordability for 
students from low-income and middle-income families. This limitation shall not apply to any portion of 
tuition and educational and general fees for Virginia students allocated to student financial aid, to an 
institution's share of state-mandated salary or fringe benefit increases, to increases with funds other 
than state general funds for the improvement of faculty salary competitiveness above the level included 
in the calculation in clause (i) of subsection B of § 23-38.87:13, to the institution's share of any of the 
targeted financial incentives described in § 23-38.87:16, to unavoidable cost increases such as operation 
and maintenance for new facilities and utility rate increases, or to other items directly attributable to an 
institution's unique mission and contributions. 


C. Nothing in subsection B shall prohibit an institution from including in its six-year plan required by 
§ 23-38.87:17(i) new programs or initiatives including quality improvements or (ii) institution-specific 
funding based on particular state policies or institution-specific programs, or both, that will cause the  



http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C18

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C18

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C18

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C13

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C13

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C14

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+2011-2012

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C13

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C16

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C17
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total of the institution's tuition and educational and general fees for a fiscal year for Virginia students to 
exceed the difference for that fiscal year between (a) the institution's cost of education for all students, 
as calculated pursuant to clause (i) of subsection B of § 23-38.87:13, and (b) the sum of the tuition and 
educational and general fees for the institution's non-Virginia students, the state general funds 
appropriated for its basic operations and instruction pursuant to subsection A of §23-38.87:13, and its 
per student funding provided pursuant to § 23-38.87:14. 


D. Notwithstanding subsection A or any other provision of law, the board of visitors of each four-year 
public institution of higher education shall, beginning with the 2017-2018 academic year, prospectively 
fix the cost of in-state tuition for incoming freshman undergraduate students for four consecutive years 
under the following conditions: (i) the student shall be enrolled full time and remain continuously 
enrolled as a full-time student for the period of eligibility; (ii) an in-state class rate for tuition is 
established in accordance with any requirements set forth in the appropriation act; (iii) rules are clearly 
established to address eligibility of in-state freshman undergraduate students and any unforeseen 
circumstances that may require eligible students to take a leave of absence from the institution; and (iv) 
information is disseminated to all in-state students applying to the relevant institution that clearly and 
concisely explains the costs and terms. However, the board of visitors of each four-year public institution 
of higher education, in addition to offering a fixed in-state tuition rate, may offer a variable in-state 
tuition rate. For any four-year public institution that offers both a fixed and a variable in-state tuition 
rate, an incoming in-state freshman undergraduate student enrolled at an institution that offers a 
variable in-state tuition rate shall have the option of paying either the fixed or the variable in-state 
tuition rate. 


E. The provisions of subsection D shall not apply to any four-year public institution of higher education 
that maintains an in-state undergraduate student population that composes at least 80 percent of the 
total undergraduate student population. 


  



http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C13

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C13

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+23-38.87C14

http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+2017-2018
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Appendix B 
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Appendix F 


 


Illinois Tuition Comparison to National Average 


Excerpts from “Impact of Guaranteed Tuition Policies on Postsecondary Tuition Levels: A Difference-in-


Difference Approach” by Jennifer Delaney and Tyler Kearney, 2015 


(A) “There is anecdotal evidence that Illinois’ program had some impact on tuition levels.  In 2002, 
Illinois ranked 13th among states in average tuition at four-year public institutions.  In 2007 
following the implementation of the Truth-in-Tuition Law, this ranking had risen to 6th (COGFA, 
2008).  In addition, the average tuition growth rate at Illinois four-year public institutions was 
12.0% between 2003 and 2007, compared to a national average of 8.8% (COGFA, 2008)” (p. 3). 
 


Note:  COGFA is the acronym for Illinois’s Commission on Government Forecasting and 


Accountability.  Authors’ source was COGFA’s “Higher education: Funding and tuition rates”, 


http://cgfa.ilga.gov/Upload/2008-


DEC%20Higher%20Education%20Funding%20Tuition%20Rates.pdf 


 


(B) “On average, institutions subject to this law increased annual tuition by approximately 26-30% 
and aggregate four-year tuition by approximately 6-7% in excess of the amount predicted by the 
trend for institutions not subject to the law. These findings … support the idea that state-level 
guaranteed tuition programs encourage large institutional tuition increases” (p. 1). 


 


Oklahoma Universities Tuition Comparison 


University of Oklahoma 


  FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 Total Difference 


Guaranteed Tuition $4,425.00 $4,425.00 $4,425.00 $4,425.00 $17,700.00 $1,809.00 


Non-guaranteed Tuition $3,849.00 $3,957.00 $3,957.00 $4,128.00 $15,891.00   


       


       


Oklahoma State University 


  FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 Total Difference 


Guaranteed Tuition $4,948.80 $4,948.80 $4,948.80 $4,948.80 $19,795.20 $2,216.70 


Non-guaranteed Tuition $4,303.50 $4,425.00 $4,425.00 $4,425.00 $17,578.50   


       


Source: Annual Tuition and Fee Rate by Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. 


 


 


 



http://cgfa.ilga.gov/Upload/2008-DEC%20Higher%20Education%20Funding%20Tuition%20Rates.pdf

http://cgfa.ilga.gov/Upload/2008-DEC%20Higher%20Education%20Funding%20Tuition%20Rates.pdf










DRAFT  DRAFT 


RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 
Business Affairs & Audit Committee 


November 12, 2015 
 


Information Item 
Discussion of Faculty Salary Compensation 


 
Item: 
Discussion of the current state of Teaching and Research (T&R) faculty salary compensation. 
 
Background: 
In response to a request about the status of Teaching and Research (T&R) Faculty compensation made 
during the September Board of Visitor meetings, a presentation has been prepared to provide an overview 
of all related T&R compensation factors including; retention rates, detail on recent salary actions, peer 
percentile standing, and salary equity.  All information is contained in Attachment B. 
 
 Action: 
None. Informational only.  








Teaching & Research (T&R) Faculty 
Compensation Status


Business Affairs and Audit Committee November 2015







Faculty Retention History – 2010-15*


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Retired/
Deceased


Adjusted
Cohort


2009-10 382 7 375 363 12 96.8%
2010-11 376 2 374 367 7 98.1%
2011-12 400 8 392 381 11 97.2%
2012-13 404 9 395 382 13 96.7%
2013-14 412 13 399 391 8 98.0%
2014-15* 423 17 406 395 11 97.3%


Avg. 400 9 390 380 10 97.4%


T&R Faculty Retention


Year
Permanent


Faculty


Exclusions


Retained
Not


Retained
Retention


Rate
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Faculty Compensation History – 2010-2016


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Fiscal Year Date Type Description Salaries ($) Salaries & 
Fringes ($)


2010-11 November 2010 State 3% Bonus --- ---
2011-12 June 2011 State 5% Salary Increase - VRS Plan 1 Swap 472,624 12,619


March 2012 University T&R Equity Adjustments 1,146,504 1,377,639


2012-13 August 2012 University T&R Equity Adjustments 38,345 46,259


November 2012 State 3% Bonus --- ---


2013-14 July 2013 State 3% Salary Increase 832,754 1,004,634


January 2014 University T&R Equity Adjustments 659,384 795,481


2014-15 --- --- No T&R Salary Actions --- ---


2015-16 August 2015 State 2% Salary Increase 577,811 693,893


November 2015 University 2% Salary Increase - Reallocation 583,903 701,209


$4,311,325 $4,631,735


Teaching & Research Faculty Compensation Actions 2010-2016
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SCHEV Peer Groups and the 60th Percentile 


• Goal - to provide benchmarks that indicate the level at which salaries at 
Virginia's institutions must be funded in order for the institutions to be 
competitive in attracting quality faculty who are being recruited by 
similar institutions


• SCHEV approves the peer groups
• The groups are reviewed approximately every ten years


— Radford’s Peer group was last revised in 2007


Business Affairs and Audit Committee
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Faculty Salary Peer Groups


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


2007 SCHEV Peer Group


• Gonzaga University (PRI)
• Hofstra University (PRI)
• Loyola Marymount University (PRI)
• Monmouth University (PRI)
• Seattle University (PRI)
• Texas Christian University (PRI)
• The University of Tampa (PRI)
• Appalachian State University
• Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
• California State University-Chico
• California State University-San 


Bernardino
• Indiana University of Pennsylvania
• Kutztown University of Pennsylvania
• Minnesota State University-Mankato
• Rowan University
• Saint Cloud State University
• Salisbury University
• SUNY College at Brockport
• University of Northern Colorado
• University of Northern Iowa
• University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
• University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
• Western Carolina University
• William Paterson University of New 


Jersey
• Winthrop University


1997 SCHEV Peer Group


• Appalachian State University
• Central Washington University
• Eastern Washington University
• Illinois State University
• Indiana State University
• Indiana University of Pennsylvania
• Middle Tennessee State University
• Minnesota State University-Moorhead
• Murray State University
• Northern Michigan University
• Saint Cloud State University
• Stephen F Austin State University
• SUNY College at Brockport
• The University of Tennessee-


Chattanooga
• Towson University
• Truman State University
• University of Central Missouri
• University of Northern Iowa
• University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
• University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
• University of Wisconsin-River Falls
• Western Carolina University
• Western Illinois University
• Western Washington University


VA – Four Year Public 
Institutions


• Christopher Newport University
• College of William and Mary
• George Mason University
• James Madison University
• Longwood University
• Norfolk State University
• Old Dominion University
• University of Mary Washington
• University of Virginia
• University of Virginia- Wise
• Virginia Commonwealth University
• Virginia Military Institute
• Virginia State University
• Virginia Tech
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VA Institutions – Percentile to Peer Standing


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2013-14 Rank
Doctorals
University of Virginia 63.7% 63.3% 67.8% 55.5% 64.5% 1
Old Dominion University 24.4% 25.9% 29.8% 33.9% 37.7% 4
George Mason University 24.6% 23.1% 28.0% 31.3% 33.6% 6
Virginia Tech 26.6% 18.9% 20.7% 21.1% 26.7% 10
College of William and Mary 11.0% 7.2% 14.1% 13.3% 25.8% 11
Virginia Commonwealth University 9.7% 5.7% 5.9% 6.3% 7.2% 15


Comprehensives
Norfolk State University 49.7% 47.3% 53.2% 56.5% 62.2% 2
Virginia State University 38.7% 38.1% 33.2% 37.3% 38.2% 3
Christopher Newport University 27.3% 21.4% 20.0% 23.7% 34.4% 5
James Madison University 25.1% 23.0% 23.7% 25.5% 28.6% 7
University of VA - Wise 14.0% 15.1% 14.0% 12.7% 28.0% 8
Radford University 15.7% 14.1% 19.6% 26.2% 27.7% 9
Virginia Military Institute 41.4% 36.6% 36.6% 24.2% 23.8% 12
Longwood University 6.7% 9.0% 5.9% 12.6% 22.4% 13
University of Mary Washington 12.1% 9.4% 7.9% 10.6% 12.9% 14


Faculty Salary Percentiles
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Current SCHEV Peer Salary Comparisons 2010-16*


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


* Peer data is available through 2013-14; therefore, 2014-15 and 2015-16 are based on projections
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Current SCHEV Peer Salary Comparisons COLA Adj. 2010-16*


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


* Peer data is available through 2013-14; therefore, 2014-15 and 2015-16 are based on projections
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Previous SCHEV Peer Salary Comparisons 2010-16*


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


* Peer data is available through 2013-14; therefore, 2014-15 and 2015-16 are based on projections
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Previous SCHEV Peer Salary Comparisons COLA Adj. 2010-16*


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


* Peer data is available through 2013-14; therefore, 2014-15 and 2015-16 are based on projections
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VA 4-Yr Publics Salary Comparisons 2010-16*


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


* Peer data is available through 2013-14; therefore, 2014-15 and 2015-16 are based on projections
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VA 4-Yr Publics Salary Comparisons COLA Adj. 2010-16*


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


* Peer data is available through 2013-14; therefore, 2014-15 and 2015-16 are based on projections
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Summary Percentile to Peer Analysis


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


* Peer data is available through 2013-14; therefore, 2014-15 and 2015-16 are based on projections
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Peer Groups 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15* 2015-16*
RU Average $63,709 $63,353 $65,714 $67,995 $69,345 $70,380 $72,624


2007 Peer Avg $74,606 $76,024 $76,563 $75,514 $76,411 $77,939 $79,498
RU Percentile 15.7% 14.1% 19.6% 26.2% 27.7% 26.8% 29.0%


2007 Peer Avg-COLA $69,189 $70,447 $70,916 $70,079 $70,894 $72,312 $73,758
RU Percentile 28.8% 24.7% 31.8% 42.6% 44.6% 43.3% 46.2%


1997 Peer Avg $64,780 $65,517 $65,884 $65,494 $66,977 $68,317 $69,683
RU Percentile 41.3% 34.2% 48.7% 69.1% 68.1% 65.6% 71.2%


1997 Peer Avg - COLA $65,700 $66,447 $66,843 $66,461 $67,978 $69,337 $70,724
RU Percentile 38.0% 32.6% 43.5% 58.8% 57.6% 55.7% 60.2%


VA Average $74,205 $74,203 $75,741 $74,652 $77,229 $78,774 $80,349
RU Percentile 20.5% 20.0% 24.2% 30.7% 28.9% 28.1% 30.0%


VA Avg - COLA $71,877 $71,861 $73,313 $72,253 $74,749 $76,244 $77,769
RU Percentile 22.9% 22.0% 26.9% 35.1% 32.6% 31.6% 34.0%


Radford Faculty Salary Peer to Percentile Comparisons







CUPA – Faculty Salary Percentiles by Rank


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Rank Faculty >10th 10th 20th 30th 40th 50th 60th 70th 80th 90th
Professor 136 17% 13% 25% 18% 7% 7% 2% 4% 2% 4%
Assoc. Professor 125 6% 17% 30% 16% 12% 8% 3% 2% 2% 5%
Asst. Professor 108 1% 18% 9% 16% 9% 12% 11% 9% 6% 8%
Instructor 59 0% 0% 7% 14% 12% 10% 7% 15% 17% 19%
Total 428 8% 14% 20% 16% 10% 9% 5% 6% 5% 7%


Fall 2015 Faculty CUPA Percentiles by Rank
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CUPA – Avg. Salary Percentiles by Discipline


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Discipline Faculty Avg. Percentile
38.9999 - Philosophy and Religious Studies 7 16
26.0101 - Biology 22 18
13.0101 - Education 1 19
40.0801 - Physics 6 21
52.0801 - Finance 4 24
23.0101 - English 23 24
13.12 - Teacher Education, Levels 9 25
54.0101 - History 11 25
40.0501 - Chemistry 11 26
13.13 - Teacher Education, Subjects 11 26
45.1001 - Political Science 7 58
51.0201 - Communication Sciences and Disorders 10 59
09.0401 - Media Studies 8 62
31.0101 - Recreation, Parks, and Tourism 6 64
13.0501 - Educational Technology 1 65
51.3801 - Nursing 33 65
13.1101 - Counselor Education 8 67
11.0701 - Information Technology 16 85
51.2306 - Occupational Therapy 6 89
51.2308 - Physical Therapy 7 99


CUPA Percentiles by Discipline


Ten
Highest


Ten
Lowest
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T&R Salary Gender Equity


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Rank
Eligible


Men
Eligible 
Women


With 
Inequity


Men


With 
Inequity
Women Disciplines


Amount to
Base Salary


Professor 81 54 7 4 6 $43,355
Assoc. Professor 59 63 6 5 6 $12,201
Asst. Professor 32 57 4 8 10 $58,911
Instructor 20 31 0 0 0 $0
Total 192 205 17 17 17 $114,467


Rank
Eligible


Men
Eligible 
Women


With 
Inequity


Men


With 
Inequity
Women Disciplines


Amount to
Base Salary


Professor 81 54 13 5 6 $63,912
Assoc. Professor 59 63 6 6 6 $16,184
Asst. Professor 32 57 5 8 10 $61,269
Instructor 20 31 0 0 9 $0
Total 192 205 24 19 17 $141,365


Fall 2015 Faculty Salary Gender Equity (Existing Only)


Fall 2015 Faculty Salary Gender Equity (Total - If Realigned)
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Staff Compensation Actions: 2010-2016


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Fiscal Year Date Type Description


Salaries 
Only


Total Salaries 
& Fringes


2010-11 November 2010 State 3% Bonus --- ---


June 2011 State 5% Salary Increase - VRS Plan 1 Swap 575,088 59,349


2012-13 November 2012 State 3% Bonus --- ---


January 2013 University Retro HR equity adjustment 471,553 564,725


2013-14 July 2013 State 2% Salary Increase plus compression adjustment (a) 503,613 601,400


2014-15 June 2014 University Retro HR equity adjustment 133,723 166,238


2015-16 August 2015 State 2% Salary Increase plus compression adjustment (b) 379,257 474,453


$2,063,234 $1,866,165


Notes:


Staff Compensation Actions 2010-2016


(b) $65 compression adjustment per full year service for eligible classified staff with at least five years of completed continuous service up to thirty years 
($1,950 max). For high turnover positions an additonal 2% adjustment was provided, and for staff in roles of Security Officer I and III, an additional $1,000 
increase was provided.


(a) $65 compression adjustment per full year service for eligible classified staff with at least five years of completed continuous service up to thirty years 
($1,950 max).
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T&R Faculty Compensation Status


Business Affairs and Audit Committee


Questions?
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